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News In Brief
Calloway County Red Cross-chapter to hold CPR course
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
have's Cardio-pulmonary Resuscitation course on November 19,
21, and 24 from 6:30-9:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Phillip Adams will be the instructor.
A CPR Recertification Class will be November 22 starting at 9
a.m.
The Graves County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
have a standard first aid course November 11, 13, 18, 20, and 25
from 6:30-9:30 p.m. at the Mayfield Chapter House.
If you are interested in these classes call the local Red Cross office on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 753-1421.

Social Security representative
to meet with residents Tuesday
A representative from the Mayfield gocial Security Office will
be in the Murray Courthouse Annex on Tuesday from 10 a.m.-12
noon. The representative can answer questions, take applications, and assist with any problems concerning Social Security, •••
Medicare, or the Supplemental Security Income program. A
Social Security representative visits the courthouse in an effort to.
provide more convenient service to the people of Murray and
Calloway .County. Anyone with a question or with a .report to
make prior to the representatives visit to the courthouse may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security Office at 247-8095.
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Groups urged to enter f{oats

Rotary Club Christmas parade Dec. 6
The Rotary Club will sponsor its Annual Christmas Parade on
Saturday,Dec. 6. This year the Murray Retail Promotions Committee plans a gala celebration before and after the parade to
begin the "Murray Christmas" season.
School groups, church groups, bands and music groups are invited to be an entry in parade. This year the Rotary Club will be
awarding over $600 in cash prizes to non-commercial entrants
judged superior. Entrants need not enter an elaborate float, a
truck or wagon decorated in the "Murray Christmans" theme
may be enough to win.
Parade co-chair:then this year are Jim Tate, owner of Murray
Auto Auction, and Steve Zea, Executive Vice President of the

Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Groups may
enter by calling Tate (753-8300) or Zea (753-5171). Mailed entries
can be sent to Rotary Club, P.O. Box 411, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Please leave a name and phone number to conta,.: along with a
description of the group and entry. These descript,ms v.111 be used on the radio during live coverage on parade day
As in past years, entrants will line up at 9:30 a.m. Saturday on
10th Street and proceed downtown. The parade will begin at 10:30
a.m. In case of rain, listen to the radio to find out if the parade is
cancelled. If cancelled Dec. 6, the parade will be held at 2 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 13 with the line up at 1 p.m.

Parents Against Child _Abandonment

Elsewhere...
Ks the As...Debited Prer.

WASHINGTON - Democrats, savoring a return to dominance
in Congress, are moving swiftly toward a confrontation with
President Reagan over who will set the nation's agenda leading
up to the 1988 presidential election.
WASHINGTON - President Reagan, defiant in the face of
predictions that a Democratic-controlled Congress will make
him a lame-duck leader, says he believes the country is still
behind him as he presses ahead with his conservative program.
WASHINGTON - In nine states over a span of seven days,
President Ragan told voters they had one more chance to cast
their ballots for him by voting for Republicans for the Senate. In
every case but one, his candidate lost.
VIENNA, Austria - The United States and the Soviet Union,
moving to recapture the momentum of the Iceland summit, have
reopened detailed discussions on ways to sharply reduce their
nuclear missile stockpiles.
LONDON - Special_ envoy Terry Waite, in a rare display of
anger, says he acts on the behalf of no government in efforts to
free the American hostages in Lebanon. Such speculation, he
warned, could cost him his life.
WASHINGTON - The C-123K cargo plane shot down a month
ago while flying supplies to Nicaraguan Contra rebels was part of
a 'secret White House-initiated program that relied on exintelligence operatives to circumvent a ban on U.S. military aid,
according to sources involved in the effort.

Mutual funds
That make socially responsible investments

Calvert Social Investment
Managed Growth Portfolio
Drelifus Third Century
ParneSSU5
Pax World
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Mark Blankenship, above, assistant Commonwealth attOrrney,
was one of the featured speakers at the meeting of Parents
Against Child Abandonment (PACA) Wednesday night at
Peoples Bank. PACA is a newly formed group of concerned
citizens who have come togethr in an effort to fight some of the
tragic affects of divorce. Bonita Hopkins, right, is president of
the group which strives to enforce child support payments by
those parents who can pay and to work with those parents who
are unable to pay.
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Day's stay at MCCH well below average
From staff, AP reports
Spending one day in MurrayCalloway County Hospital was
well below the stay in a typical
American hospital room which
cost $212 last year, with California the most expensive state to
be hospitalized in, and
Mississippi the least costly.
The room rate at MCCH from
April 1985-April 1986 was $150 for
a semi-private room and $160 for
a private room according to
Kathy Hodge, public relations
director. Even with an increase
in April, room rates are still
below the national average at
$160 and $170 per room, Hodge
said.

"It's (keeping costs down) the
result of a lot of hard work and
the staff working together with
administrators to keep the cost
low and the quality of care
high," Hodge explained.
Hospital room charges
jumped nearly 70 percent over
five years, on average, from a
1980 cost of $127-a-day, according to statisfics compiled by
the Health Insurance Association of America.
Room charges were only part
of the cost of a trip to the
hospital.
Adding in doctors fees,
medication and other charges

raised the average daily cost of
a stay to $369 SS of 1983, the most
recent detailed statistics
available from the association.
At that rate the average hospital
stay was estimated at $2,789 by
the group.
At MCCH in 1983, the average

cost for a room and other
charges was $302.09, said Hodge.
still below the national average
The association's 1985 study of
hospital room charges found
that the average daily cost was
$281 in the Golden State. That'
was up from a daily rate of $161
five years earlier.
Rounding out the five most

costly states to be hospitalized
were, Alaska, .$274-a -day,
Michigan. $270; Pennsylvania,
.$256 and Illinois, $247.
At the other end of the scale. a
Mississippi hospital room
averaged only $114 per day, up
from only $67-a-day in 1980.
The rest of the five least expensive states were North
Carolina. $139-a-day. South
Carolina. $140; Arkansas. $141
and Tennessee, $142.
The group found 13 states
averaged higher costs than the
nation as a whole while room
(('ont'd on page 4)

News media to gather at MSU Saturday
Tonight: Considerable
cloudinesa along with late
night fog. Low 45 to 50. Light
south wind.
Friday: Cloudy with a 70
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
'
for occasional show,
mild conditioni gattifdaSiand
Sunday.
LAKE LEVELS
355.5
Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake
355.6.

About 100 news media
representatives from the area
will be on the campus of Murray
State University for the 17th annual News Media Appreciation
Day on Saturday, Nov. 8.
David W. Hawpe, managing
editor of The Courier-Journal
and The Louisville • Times, will
speak to the group. His topic it
"From Bingham to Gannett:
Where to Now?"
Representatives of 14
newspapers, 14: radio stations,
three -television stations, a
television news network (INN)
and the Louisville bureau of the
Associated Press have accepted

Murray State and Ohio Valley
invitations to be on hand for the
Conference foe Youngstown
day of activity planned by the
State University.
Office of University Information
Media to be represented are:
Service.
•
Newspapers - The Murray
Dwain McIntosh, director in
• Times-, Carlisle
that office, said the traditional - Lodger
County News, Bardwell;
get-together has become "a reuTribune-Courier, Benton;
nion opportunity for media peoHerald-Ledger. Eddyville:
ple, as well as a way for Murray
Fulton Daily Leader; Hickman
Slate te show its _appreciation
Courier; Kentucky New 'Era,
for splendid media support and
Hopkinsville; The Couriercooperation."
Journal; The Paducah gun;
Activities planned also include
Post-Intelligencer, Paris,
a welcome by -Dr. David W. PerTenn.; Journal Enterprise, Prorin, vice president for university
vidence; and Livingston Ledger,
relations and development, a
Smithland.
buffet luncheon and attendance
Radio stations - WZZFat the football game between

FM/WYKH-AM in Hopkinsville.
WKDZ-AM/WBZD-FM in Cadiz,
WNES in Central City. WNGO- •
AM/WXID-FM in Mayfield:
WYMC in Mayfield; WMOK in
Metro-polis, -ILL; . WNBS4
AM/WAAW-FM in Murray, WS,_ _
JP in Murray. WKWC in
0 w 5.41 s b.° z.._o . WY
AM/WKYQ-FM in Paducah._
WMITF in Paris, Tenn: WPkY
Am and FM in Princeton, and
WHRZ in Providence
Television stations - WPSDTV in Paducah, and WRCB TV3
in Chattanooga. Tenn
((bard on page' 4)
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TWO AY SALE

Misses' separates
in solids and tweeds.

21.99

Ladies' smart-value
warm-up suit.

Save 40%
Today's brass: tomorrow's heirlooms

Discover your creative self when you combine casual
coordinates Our poly/woof jacket, elaStic-waist belted slacks,
print blouse Or V-neck rayon knit-sweater. Mix and-match
, as you _please. Each at one low price. Misses' sizes.

All Men's Par Four®
Sweaters
*Includes V-Neck, patterned
crew neck, and sweater vests.

What could be more decorative now, and treasured for years
to come") Find lifelike images of cranes, deer and other of
nature's favorites in gleaming imported brass More marvelous
choices vases, planters, cache boxes. Come in and see lots
more on sale.

Only 24.99
Great buy on our basic warm-up suit for women Comfortable work-out fabrics, pull-over top, and elastic waist' pants.
Assorted solids. Sizes S,M,L.

Men's Levi's® and
Plain Pocket® Denim
Jackets and Vests

Entire Lirj.eof
Dingo® oots
*Includes mens, omens, and
childrens.

'includes unlined, light-lined,
and heavy-lined.

25% off

25% off

25% off

Save s9 on a
choice of men's jackets.

Save s5 on slim-cut
ladies' skirts.

Save on misses' Fox
pants or plaid shirt.

Sale 14.99

Sale 12.99

Sale 14299.

Orig. S24. When the need is f6r lightweight comfort and
;tyle we've got the jacket assortment Choose from a great
men's zip-front selection in solid colors

Orig. $20./Show your figure in our fitting acrylic knit
skirt Pull-on styling with elastic waist Assorted solids in
junior sizes
f.
Twill skirt

*Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 1-800-222-6161

Reg
$22

Prices Effective Fri. and Sat. Only
•

Sale
16.99

You're looking smarter #elan ever

701

•

Orig. $16. ea. Be perfectly paired for the season in a choice
of Fox separates Polyester/cotton long sleeve plaid shirt
matched with elastic-waist corduroy pants Misses' sizes

JC-Derres/
1

MSDAY, %0VEMBEH 6, 1946

PERSPECTIVE
A casualty for
the Red Cross
During its vaunted 123-year sions of mercy, where no
history, the International Red other groups could go.
Cross has transcended politiRecently, though, confercal and ideological bounda- ence delegates were egged on
ries in aiding the victims of by cynical Soviet and Third
war and natural disaster. World leaders and approved a
Sadly, this impartiality was a resolution expelling South Afcasualty the other day when rica from the conference.
the bullying tactics of the SoNot only does this blatantly
viet bloc and Third World na- political end-run damage the
tions forced expulsion of the ideals of the International
South African delegation Red Cross, it sets a dangerous
from an IRC conference.
precedent. The world has
been
warned that the Red
It is the first time any state
Cross
discriminates among
has been expelled from the
members,
its
a policy that
organization, an astonishing
might
possibly
carry over to
notoriety, given that regimes
battlefields
refugee
and
led by Hitler, Stalin and Ho
camps.
conceivable
Is
it
that
Chi Minh were never singled
humanitarian
a
response
to a
out for such treatment. To be
crisis
might
turn
whether
on
sure, the abominable practice
of apartheid has made South the Red Cross holds the afAfrica a whipping boy for flicted nation in good favor?
Finally, South Africa is not
decades in global organizareal casualty in this unthe
tions as diverse as the United
fortunate
episode. That counNations and the International
accustomed
try
is
to censure
Olympic Committee.
and is hardly going to come
But the Red Cross is sup- undone because several more
posedly different, immune emissaries have been humilifrom the politics that charac- ated abroad.
terize other international
The real victim is the Red
groups. In fact, IRC bylaws Cross. By appeasing the Soviprohibit the discussion of po- ets and the Third World with
litical issues at conferences. a meaningless symbolic gesThis well-deserved reputation ture, the IRC has comprofor impartiality has been an mised its cherished independenormous asset, allowing the ence and decreased its stat
Red Cross to carry out mis- ure before all the world.
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

Murrayans meet by chance the trainer
of `Goldie,' the cougar of TV fame
There are many interesting
people around. John Parker and
Nick Ryan met one not long ago
at Gatlinburg, Tenn. They were
over there for a Smokey Mountain weekend with their wives,
Judy and Betty.
At one point, John and Nick
came upon two boys waxing a
sports care they had entered in
some kind of competition."They
must have put five coats of wax
on that car!" Nick chuckled.
Anyway, John and Nick got to
talking with theboys,finding out
where they were from, what
they were doing in Gatlinburg
and all kinds of good skuttlebutt
scoop like that.
The father of one of the boys
walked up. He introduced
himself as David R. Meeks from
Inman, S.C.
Turned out, he owns an agency developed specifically for the
training of rare animals and
birds for use by film pjoduction
companies and for siWial appearances. The agency is known
as Cinema Animal Talent, and it
offers the services of 89 different
species of animals and birds all
the way from elephants to coocoo birds. Its promotional
literature lists every one of
them.
•

•

and Nick learned, is a cougar by
the name of "Goldie". Perhaps
you've seen her on television. I
have. She's the one that purre
around that pretty- girl in the
Lincoln-Mercury commercials.
Having just added the Lincoln
and Mercury lines to their
Parker family operation, John
and Nick, naturally, were interested in a personal appearance of "Goldie" at the
dealership in Murray.
No problem, Meeks told them.
He'd be happy to bring "Goldie"
to Murray — for a fee, though;
about $1,200 worth. That sort of
shut down that part of the
conversation.
Meeks went on to say that one
of his Siberian tigers is the official Clemson University
mascot. You've seen it when
Clemson's games are televised.
Another Siberian tiger was in
the film, "The Red Dragon".
One of his elephants appears
in the Ryder Truck commercials, a caracol lynx in the
Minolta ones and a maccaw bird
lin Samsonite luggage spots — to
name a few.
Meeks trains his animals and
birds to respond to basic commands commonly used in film
production. With a minimum of
training, he can get them to respond to specific commands writ.

•

One of Meek's animals, John

ten into the scripts — like getting the cougar to jump up on the
Cougar car, bare her tusks and
purr softly when the pretty girl,
puts an arm around her neck.
It takes all kinds of people to
make up this old world, and a lot
of them are very interesting to
talk to. You've just got to show
some interest in them and get
them talking about themselves.
• • •
Congressman Carro
.11 Hubbard was in town a couple weeks
ago. While here, he spoke to the
Murray, Rotary Club, although
he didn't mention last Tuesday's
general election, apparently
because he was unopposed.
Nor, did he have much of any
significance to say to the
Rotarians other than he thought
the tax reform legislation was
the most important piece of
work turned out by the recentlyadjourned Congress.
Carroll did emphasize,
however, that he voted against
the tax bill, because he felt it
wasn't good for the economy and
because it still didn't close the
loopholes through which big corporations and big money people
have been able to escape much
taxation.
Other than that, he didn't say
much other than how he enjoyed

US. LIOSTAGEV IN
LEBANON:
WET LCNE TO LEAVE
BUT WE I4AVE
CAKE.

Al
Mitch McConnell
US SENATOR

TALKS TO KENTUCKY

Farm programs revised
Before Congress adjourned for the year, the 99th Congress revised seYeral agricultural programs in a variety of ways, many of
which mean good news for Kentucky farmers.
*Legislation was enacted which will allow the Farm Credit System to lower its interest rates to farmers who borrow from the Farm
Credit System. This was made possible through a new two step
process. First, local FCS Banks are now allowed to set interest rates
for their farmers without prior approval from the Farm Credit System in Washington. Second, Farm Credit System accounting procedures were revised so that losses within the system can be spread
out over a 10 year period, thus strengthening individual farm loan
portfolios.
*Congress adopted an amendment I proposed to provide farmers with more marketing information as a means of improving their
profitability. My amendment directs the Agriculture Department to
provide futures and options educational programming to farmers,
including information on innovative marketing techniques. My bill
also calls for the General Accounting Office to conduct a study to
determine the extent that Farmers Home Adminstration borrowers
are utilizing advance marketing techniques in their farming operations.
*Congress approved drought and flood relief for qualified
farmers.
*Another change allows eroding land used to grow alfalfa, grasses and legumes to be considered part of the soil conservation reserve.
Prior to this change, land growing grass-type crops were not•eligible to be considered part of the conservation reserve and therefore
removable from production for at least 10 years. Grasses, legumes
and alfalfa crops receive no federal supports.
*Congress adopted a provision which will enable wheat farmers to collect a portion of their subsidy checks now instead of next
year. This change could put more than $3 billion in the hands of
cashed-strapped farmers to help them get through the winter months.
*An amendment was accepted which will allow certain farmers
and operating partners to qualify for more than one $50,000 payment on farms previously limited to one such payment.
*In response to foreign buyers' complaints about the quality
of U.S. grain exports, stiffer grain inspection standards were attached
to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission reauthorization.
*USDA will now spend at least $5 billion on short-term export
credit guarantees to promote farm exports and at least $500 million
on another export promotion program.
Many of these agricultural revisions are very specific, but taken
as a whole, the new laws should most greatly help our farmers who
are hurting the worst.

Letters To The Editor

Officials thank all who helped with 1VLSU Homecoming
Dear Editor:
Homecoming '86 is now
history. Many, many positive
comments have been received
about the weekend. The
cooperation and hard work of a
lot of folks contributed to the
success of this special event.
We'd like to use this means to
express sincere thanks to you
for outstanding Homecoming
publicity and especially for the
well-done Homecoming section.
Thanks also to the businesses
who made it possible.
Lots of hard work by students,
staff, and faculty on campus
helped to make this Homecoming a reality, but without the
supporf of the community it
could not have been truly suc-

6IR AMPIT
19nn Mctillught

nd

cessful. We especially wish to
thank the following people and
businesses who provided invaluable assistance to us:
WNBS-WAAW, WSJP, Parker
Ford, Murray Cablevision, Tom
Karvounis, Howard Brandon,
Donnie and Larry Roberson,
Karen Branch, Pat M. Sanders,
Ann Kelly Bolin, Judy Mastera,
Kathy Hurt, Sean Mestan,
Dwayne Smith, Glllis Bridges,
Sheila Evans, Briggs & Stratton,
Bank of Murray, Ken Lake
Foods, Juanita's Florist, Murray Florist, Gene & Jo's Florist,
The Showcase, Peoples Bank,

The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays
July 4. Christmas Day. New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc.. 100.t_Whltimill Dr.. Murray. Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage
Paid at Murray. Ky. 42071
61
•
SUBCRIPTION RATES: In areas Served by carriers $4.00 per month.
payable in advance. By mall in Calloway County and to Benton. Hardin.
Ma)lield. Sedalia and Farmeltton. Ky., and Palls. Buchanan and Puryear.
To.. $48.00 per year. By mall to other destinations $52.50 per year
To reach all departments el the newspaper phone 753-1916.
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the Associated Press, Kentucky
Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is eXclusively entitled to news originated by The Mur.
ray Ledger & Times.

Hopkinsville Federal, and the
Murray-Police Department.
There is no limit to what can
be accomplished when the good
people of this area work
together. Thanks to all who contributed to the success of Murray State's 54th Homecoming.
Sincerely,
Donna R. Herndon
Director of Alumni Affairs
Murray State University
and
Susan Zimmerman
Homecoming Chairman
Murray State University

Halloween food drive a success
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Senior Teen
Class of Blood River Baptist
Church, I would like to thank the
people of Murray and Calloway
County for their wonderful
response to our Trick or Treat
for non-perishable canned food
for Need Line. We would like to
thank you for your generosity,
friendliness, and gracious treatment we received as we visited
your homes. I would also like to
thank the eleven teens and spon-

Jerry Norsworthy, Pastor
Blood River Baptist Church
Hamlin, Ky.

Wk/TE A LETTER — Letters
u) the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's Address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of

general Interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. LOIljef letters cannot
be published.
_
_
Editors reserve the right to
or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray. Ky.
42011.

Inc

Wierray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON,-Publisher
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager •
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
The Murray Ledger & Times 1CSPS 308-700
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sors that gave up their night of
fun to participate in a project to
help Need Line
Once again, thank you Murray, Calloway County, and
Blood River Teens and Sponsors! We hope to see you next
Halloween as we trick or treatmso
that others may have something
to eat.

being in Congress and what an
honor it was for him to represent
us up there in Washington.
He did exhibit some fancy
footwork, though, when he
sidestepped some rather pointed
questions put to him by Joe
Stroup regarding the concessions given international •competition -- concessions which
have created such havoc with
American industry:
• .•
He did get some laughs,
though with some of his quips.
One in particular involved
former Gov. John Y. Brown and,
of course. Miss Phyllis.
Carroll referred to his unsuccessful bid for Kentucky's
governor in 1979. This was the
primary race in witich Brown
and his entourage swept in during the waning weeks of the
campaign .and. won the
Democratic nomination and
later the general election.
Carroll recalled seeing Brown
the next year at the Fancy Farm
picnic. Phyllis was either expecting or had just had their first
child. little Lincoln Tyler, at the
time.
The two had met, shaken
hands and spoken briefly before
'Brown came to the microphone.
In his opening remarks, he said
something like this, according to
Carroll:
It's good to see our First
District Congressman here today.'• Then he added, "You
know. I didn't even know Phyllis
was pregnant until she received
a letter from Carroll Hubbard."

Looking Back
Ten years ago
The -fifth annual Murray
Rotary Club Christmas parade
will be on Dec. 4.
Charlie Allen of Lowell, Ark.,
freshman at Murray State
University, displays some of the
skill that has enabled the MSU
Rodeo Team to be ranked first in
regional National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association
competition.
Fred Pierce of Kirksey shows
the 5 point rack of an .800-pound
elk he bagged on a recent trip to
Grand Mountain, Colo.
Murray Bass Club presented
is "Fisheman of the Year"
award to Fred Herndon.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Todd County in a football
game
Faye Wells, CPS, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club held
at Murray Woman's Club House.
Twenty years ago
James L. Warren, governor of
Valley district of Civitan Intern a tio n a 1 , and James M.
Lassiter, district attorney,
spoke at Ladies' Night of Murray Civitan Club on Nov. 4.
Mrs. Effie Kingins was
honored at a dinner in celebration of her 90th birthday on Oct.
28 at home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bulous Wilson.
Miss Patricia Warren Hines
and Norman Dyer Hale Jr. were
married recently at St. Romuald
Catholic Church at
Hardinsburg.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Fort Campbell 25 to 6 in a
football game at Holland
Stadium.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County High
School Lakers beat Wingo and
Murray University School lost to
Fredonia. High team scorers
were Ralph Sliger for Calloway,
Billy Ingrum for Wingo,
Buckner for University and
Doug Phelps for Fredonia.
Thirty years ago
Jimmy Thompson of Murray
Training School FFA won
showmanship prize and Larry
Armstrong of Lynn Grove High
School FFA won reserve breed
championship in shorthorn class
at District 4-H and FFA Show
yesterday at Murray Livestock
Yards.
Former governor Lawrence
Wetherby, candidate for senate,
spoke,in Murray_yeeferdaz.
Mrs. Goldia McKeel Curd has
been appointed state manager of
Supreme Forest Woodmen Circle in Kentucky.
`.1f,I. and Mrs_ .Kirnay Bailey
visited friends over the weekend
at Fort Chaffee. Ark. They were
accompahied by Mrs. Ken
Cremer, Mrs. Jackie Burkeen
and Mrs. Tommy Carroll who
visited their husbands who are
stationed there with the Army.
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Vote on superintendent amendment weakens Collins' influence
By MARK R.CRELLGREN
A*8E:whited Press Writer
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky voters this week may
have reminded Gov. Martha
Layne Collins that she is a lame
duck.
Collins brought her considerable clout to bear on behalf
of the proposed constitutional
amendment to convert the state
school superintendent from an
elected to an appointed position.
But she found herself on the surprisingly short end of a rather
long vote.
An AP News Analysis
Collins, as is her wont, refused
to accept defeat
"This is still a win because

We've raised the public's
awareness," Collins said. "In
the future, it stands a better
chance."
.
Collins also said the vote was
not "a personal defeat."
Going in, supporters of the
amendment had several hurdles
to clear.

curious elective positions such
as railroad commissioner and
agriculture commissioner.
The vote on the other amendment on Tuesday's ballo5 may
have been the best evidence to
support that theory. The
measure to allow mayors in
first- and second-class cities to
serve consecutive terms in office, won by aNut the same
margin that the superintendent's amendment lost.
Collins took hold of the campaign for the superintendent
amendment with a slick, wellfinanced blitz that included
television advertising, direct
mailings and telephone banks.
She ,also took to the road for
almost two weeks straight to
stump for the amendment. She

First was aeire traditional
reluctance of Kentuckians to
tinker with their constitution, a
95-year-old document that legal
scholars agree is antiquated,
contradictory and unwieldy.
Second, and perhaps most important, they faced the peculiar
desire of voters in Kentucky to
have a say in selecting public officials, from county coroners
and constables to even more

emphasized that passage would
ensure that a qualified person
heads the state's Department of
Education, provide for continuity in programs and remove
politics at the state level.
Opponents of the measure,
most notably the 39,000-member
Kntucky Education Association,
said the amendment was much
ado over nothing.
"What they have decided is
what we have been describing as
a fairly minor question," said
KEA President David Allen. "In
comparison to addressing the
dropout rate, to Cleating with the
special needs of students or with
more up-to-date materials, the
method of how you determine
the person who administers the

House Democrats hoping for more clout
WASHINGTON (AP ) — When
the 100th Congress convenes in
January, majority Democrats in
the House are hoping for rejuvenation with the kind of clout
that was impossible when
Republicans ran the Senate
"We've just had to play defensive baseball in the House.
We've had to put programs out
there with no hope that they
would get through the Senate
and that we could actually get

them in front of the president,"
Rep. Richard Gephardt, D-Mo.,
said Wednesday.
The Democratic takeover of
the Senate "means we can propound and put together programs and actually put them on
the president's desk. It now
means the Democrats can go on
the offensive," Gephardt, chairman of the House Democratic
Caucus, said in a television
interview

The Democrats, who had a
Races still undecided Wednes53-47 Senate minority before
day, in addition to the Maryland
Election Day, won a 55-45 advan- contest, included squeakers
in
tage for the next Congress.
New York, North Carolina and
Democrats won 258 congresMinnesota.
sional seats Tuesday and were
House Majority Leader Jim
leading in the contest for an
Wright, D-Texas, who is exopen Republican seat in pected to become speaker
next
Maryland, while Republicans year, said the new
doublewon 173 and had the edge in barreled. Democratic
Congress
three others. The 99th Congress _would make trade policy,
the
had a 253-18t2 Democratic farm crisis and the national
debt
majority.
tts first priorities.

Senate Democrats say they'll nudge -left
WASHINGTON (AP ) —
Senate Democrats, energized by
the victory that gave them majority control, say they will use
It to nudge President Reagan's
foreign and domestic policies
closer to the political center.
While Democratic . leaders
made conciliatory overtures to
the White House on Wednesday,
vowing to seek compromise
rather than confrontation, they
made clear they will have an

agenda of their own
Reagan, however, said he will
press for legislative fufillment
of the conservative principles
that swept him into office
despite the Democrats' new
55-45 Senate majority.
"This is not the outcome we
sought, but our agenda remains
unchanged," he said. "I look forward to its attainment."
Senate Republican leader'Bob
Dole of Kansas, soon to be

leader of the minority, summed
up the situation crisply, telling
reporters,"We took a bath in the
Senate."
Senate Democratic Leader
Robert C. Byrd, meanwhile,
claimed victory in his race to
become Senate majority leader
in thZ 100th Congress when it
convenes in January. He is being opposed for the leadership
post by Sen. J. Bennett
Johnston, D-La.

And Byrd predicted
Democrats will use their new
clout to "pull the administration
back toward the center", and
away from what he said are ex-,
tremes in foreign and domestic
policy.
Byrd said trade and farm
legislation will be high on his
priority list and that he will
press them regardless of White
House opposition.

Cailowai men ordered to forfeit property_

Media day...

Two Marshall Countians indicted on drug charge
A federal grand jury - has indicted two Marshall County men
on charges of growing marijuana, according to assistant
U.S. Attorney Kent Westberry.
The indictments, handed down
this week in Louisville, name
Kenneth Joe McCain, 44. Rt. 2
Benton and Craig M. Mathis. 32,
Rt. 3 Benton.
• Each was charged with one
count of possession with intent to
manufacture and distribute
about 291 marijuana plants.
Westberry said.
Westberry also said his office
intends to seek forfeiture of a
farm owned by one of the men
where the marijuana was
discovered in a cornfield.
The maximum penalty on the
charges is 15 years in prison, a

$250,000 fine, or both. McCain
and Mathis are expected to appear in federal district court in
Paducah.
The charges were brought by
drug enforcement agents after
state police and Marshall County authorities put the farm
under surveillance Sept. 17 based on an anonymous tip that the
field contained marijuana,
Westberry said.
The officers on the
surveillance team allegedly saw
the two men walk to the marijuana patch and allegedly heard
them discussing the plants
before entering the patch,
Westberr said.
The marijuana patch was
described as "well-cultivated

stalks" about 11-feet tall that
was almost ready for harvest.
The case will be the third in
Paducah's district court in
which forfeiture of property has
been sought as a part of the
penalty, Westberry said.
Following sentencing on drugrelated charges in May, Tony
and Van Childress of Calloway
County were ordered to forfeit
homes, businesses and property
worth more than $600,000.
The U.S. Attorney also is considering forfeiture of a 163-acre
Graves County farm owned by
Eugene Riley, even though
Riley was found not guilty by a
federal court jury on unlawful
possession of marijuana
charges.

Layaway NOW For Christmas!

(Cont'd from page 1)
Representatives of campus
media, The Murray State News,
The Murray State Times,
WKMS-FM, MSU-TV 11 and The
Shield, the university yearbook.
will also be present.

Hospital stay...
(Cont'd from page 1)
rates were below the average in
36 states.
Colorado hospitals managed
to be exactly on the $212 national
average.
The association's 1983 studies
counted 6,888 hospitals in the
United States, with 1,350,400
beds. That was down from a
peak of 7,174 hospitals in 1974.

5.00 Will Hold Your Layaway!

Shaker Knit
Sweater Sale

9.99
Reg. To 19.99

Famous Name
Jeans Sale
Your Choice: 19.99

Reg. To 39.00

bon tourGreat selection of novelty jeans from your favorite makers, including Lee, Levi's, Zena, Palmetto's,
Bonjour, State Of The Art & St. Tropez. Assorted styles & colors. Junior & Misses sizes.

Central Shopping Center

Murray, Ky.

programs enacted by the
Legislature is relatively minor
In importance.''
There were 303,193 voters who
decided to leave the superintendent as an elected office, 225,261
who voted for a change.
Far fewer people voted on the
amendment than in the U.S.
Senate race. The number of people who voted for Democratic incumbent Wendell F'Ford alone
just about equalled the total
number who voted on both sides
of the superintendent issue.
Ford, Collins and almost
every other elected official in
Kentucky lined up behind the
superintendent amendment, but
to no avail. The superintendent
vote may also have been further
evidence that voters do not like

their elected officials telling
them how to vote.
But in Collins' case, the
message may have been more
subtle.
Collins is determined not to
fade into the shadows during her
last year in office as previous
governors have done. And, by all
accounts, she remains fairly
popular.
'But the focus in political
circles is already on the race to
succeed her. And with no session
of the General Assembly
scheduled before her departure
in December 1987, Collins has
lost some of the power that falls
to the governors office on the
first floor of the Capitol when
lawmakers convene on the third.

KENTUCKY
SPOTLIGHT
GEORGE'HACKETT

Associated Press

Claudia Sanders recalls
struggling early years
Editor's note: Since Col.
Harland Sanders died six years
ago, his wife Claudia has kept to
herself, having had enough of
the spotlight.
She seldom talks to reporters.
But she agreed to an interview
with AP Writer George W.
Hackett about how the godmother of Kentucky Fried
Chicken lives now.
The following is that
interview.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
She has a luxurious new house
and new interests, but Claudia
Sanders never forgets the years
that she struggled side-by-side
with her husband to sell fried
chicken to the world.
"I have no complaints. We
survived bad times and when
things changed, the Lord let the
Colonel stay around long enough
to enjoy them. What more can
you ask?"
Until Harland Sanders' death
in 1980, the couple had
crisscrossed America and
visited 25 countries to promote
the product that features his
secret recipe of herbs and
spices.
"When he left me, I began cutting back on my schedule. There
are very few places I haven't
seen. You hear all that
hullabaloo about what's happening over there and decide that
you're better off over here."
She still makes appearances
for Kentucky Fried Chicken
Corp.. "when they need me," is
a spokeswoman for the March of
Dimes and is active in several
clubs.
She has quit driving, but ICFC
provides her with transportation, "using the same chauffeur
that the Colonel had."
"I have cataracts on both eyes.
and figured it would be safer
without me behind the wheel."
As a concession to age — and
she makes few of them — Mrs.
Sanders has some help at her
Shelbyville home. "There's a
woman who comes in and does
my cleaning. Since there's no
one to cook for, I eat out most
days."
She shuns the fast-food
establishments, "those stopand-go places," and prefers a
restaurant that bears her name,
which she opened in the community years ago.
"I have no connection with the
restaurant now. When it was
sold, ICE'C agreed that my name

could stay on the sign as long as
the present owners keep the property. If they sell, my name
comes off."
Her family has scattered and
there are no plans for a reunion
because "we'd need a week to
get them together."
Some members did show up
recently at Nashville, where
"they had a birthday party for
my twin sister, Nell, and me.
We're 84."
It was .Nell who persuaded
Claudia to join her as a waitress
In Sanders' first restaurant in
Corbin in the 1930s. The friendship between the two turned into
love and he and Claudia were
married in 1949.
Seven years later, they began
traveling together to drum up
franchises for Sanders' special
brand of chicken.
"He was 66 then and is a great
example of why I don't believe
in compulsory retirement. You
should be free to work as long as
you feel up to it and can contribute something," Mrs.
Sanders said.
By 1963, they had 600 chicken
outlets and were taking in about
$1,000,a day.
The following year, John Y.
Brown Jr. and a partner purchased the business for $2
million and retained Sanders at
a handsdme salary to travel
around in his white suit to promote chicken.
"He enjoyed it. The minute
that people- saw him, they'd
come up to shake his hand,"
Mrs. Sanders said. "He could
never go anywhere without being recognized."
The company has been sold
several times and is now owned
by Pepsico Inc.
Sanders gave millions to
charitable causes before his
death at 90, and the requests for
money haven't stopped.
'I receive lots of correspondence about the Colonel
and most of it concerns donations. What the public doesn't
realize is that the Colonel
Sanders' foundation isn't active
anymore."
At heart, Mrs. Sanders is still
the Laurel County farm girl who
"always enjoyed the outdoors. I
walk about a mile a day,
sometimes with friends and
sometimes by myself."
Her future plans?
"I don't have any. I'm just
drifting along with the times, I
would say."

Joe Lane Travis may enter
Republican bid for governor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Republican nomination for
governor in 1987, all but conceded to Lexington attorney Larry
Forgy, may turn out to be a
contest.
State Sen. Joe Lane Travis, a
conservative attorney from
Glasgow, said Wednesday he
may enter the race if issues he
feels are important are not adequately discussed.
"If I am convinced in the next
60 days that Larry, for whom I
have the utmost respect, but if
he is unwilling to develop the
Wiles that I think are of iniportance to Kentuckians, it's really
worthy Of taking a look at,"
Travis said.
If a serious primary
materializes, it would be the
first such GOP contest in about
two decades in Kentucky.

Lexington businessman
Robert Gable, a staunch Forgy
supporter who is likely to be
selected GOP chairman in the
next few weeks, was noncommittal about the prospects for a
contested primary.
Many Republicans have long
argued that a hot primary could
be the thing the party needs to
generate interest in its
statewide candidates. Others,
though, have warned . of the
potential for divisiveness and
expense of such races.
Gable said he has heard both
'sister."I'm neither trying to encourage, nor discourage a
primary," Gable said.
Gable said his support of
Forgy is yell-known, but he
pledged to remain neutral as
party chairman.
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Couple celebrates 25th anniVersary
Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Younglove, 309 South
10th St., Murray,
observed their 25th wedding anniversary on
Tuesday, Oct. 28.
Friends of the couple
gathered at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Richardson of Paducah
on Oct. 25. The
Youngloves were
presented with a cake
and gifts.
On Sunday, Oct. 26,
family members
gathered at the home of
the couple. Gifts were
presented them and
refreshments were
served.
Mr. and Mrs.
Younglove were married in Chicago, Ill., on
Sat. Oct. 28, 1961.
Mrs. Younglove is the
former Mary Lee
Charles, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Charles of Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Younglove is the
son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Younglove
"of Peoria, Ill.
Both Mr. and Mrs.
Younglove are
They are the parents
members of the Church
of two children, Sarah
of Christ.

AM:US
(
OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL

8:30 P.M.
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

1:00-5:00

Mr. and Mrs. Truman Younglove
while living in Chicago, Ill.
Chambers of Murray,
and Jerry Crabb of

Paris, Tenn. They have
four grandchildren.

Togetth off to speak at conference
Austrian fairy tale
writer Folke Tegetthoff
will be the keynote
speaker at a conference
for teachers of German
scheduled Friday and
Saturday. Nov. 7 and 8,
at Murray State
University.
Tegetthoff will meet
the teachers informally
and in seminars. The
conference will focus on
ways to incorporate
German literature into
the classroom.
The meeting 'will

culminate with thg School, Louisville; Critopening of "The Folke tenden County High
Tegetthoff Collection" School; Fort Campbell
at 3:30 p.m. Nov. 8, in High School: Fort
the Waterfield Library Campbell Middle
at Murray State.' The School; HiCkman Counlibrary has been ty High School;
selected as the official Highland Heights High
repository for. the School, Fort Thomas;
writer's works in the the University of
United States.
Louisville: Campbell
Schools that will have (Mo.) High School; Perrepresentatives atten- ryville
Mo. ) High
ding the conference School; Southeast
include:
Missouri State UniversiApollo High School, ty; and Clarksville
Owensboro; Butler High (Tenn.) High School.

A biannual event, the
conference is organized
by Milton. Grimes,
Chairman of the Department of Foreign
Languages at Murray
State, and Dieter Jedan,
assistant professor in
the department.
Financial support for
the meeting is supplied
by the Goethe House
and the Austrian Institute in New York
City.

Pie contest being conductedMOVIES
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
I AP ) — Fifty cooks,
ranging from enterprising homemakers to
chefs at four -star
restaurants, will whip
up homegrown desserts
in a 50-state bake-off to
select THE American
Pie.
The dishes, all win-

ners at state fairs
across the country this
year, include a rhubarb
confection from Alaska,
peach pie from Georgia,
Rhode Island pumpkin
pie, a Hawaiian
macadamia nut blend,
apple pie from New
York, Virginia's rich
peanut delight and a key

1,
0tollet

ct,

I SOTON ER

lime dessert from
Florida.
The chefs will spend
today cooking up their
creations for the judges.
"In addition to taste,
texture and appearance, the pies will
be judged on how well

1,111 Ailt,‘
trualitt. pr .1u

and

orcat 1.11

•

to otter to
our ,:ustorners these indispensable
products of Isotoner's rtnaginat ton
Panshose. omfon SlIpper, & Ces

SOOITS

(Cont'd on page 6)

ENDS TO%1TE.9.00
imuixim
ms
TOP Giu
mi
diPG

SRMITS

James Clavell's

HOT DOTS
For Cool Evenings
Bright's leads the sa nto a
glamorous w inter w ith Vann
Fair's Hot Dots collection ot
sleepwear and robes St‘led in
satins nylon crepe vt ith midnight
black dots and lace. this group
ifl put a sparkle in her ee

HOLLY BERRY BAZAAR, sponsored by First Presbyterian Church
Women, will be Saturday, Nov. 8, at 8:30 a.m. in Fellowship Hall at 1601
Main St., Murray. Tickets are being sold for a matching hand-quilted
wallhanging and pillow set and a dollhouse "General Store" completely furnished with miniatures. Also for sale, some shown in picture, will be needlepoint items, aprons, centerpieces, wreaths and Christmas decorations. The
bake shop will offer a wide range of items. Also there will be a tearoom, a
silent auction for a hand-crocheted afghan and a selection of antique and collectible linens, glassware and china.

New Arrivals
Indiana Ames S Tamp,*
of Doom • Lucas
Polka Acculauny Ill
At Clow, Rang*
MON-SAT 11 e...•10 p.m.
SUN.
1.01.. 1 p....10•

OVIES TO SO
Chestnut Street 753-3314

MURRAY TODAY

PRE-HOLIDAY SALE...

20%-50%

.e•

Savings on all Clothing

•Jeans *Skirts *Sweaters •Dresses *Jackets *Pants •Tops •Blooses
& Coordinated Sportswear
-0111m.

*Just Received •

Guess Ovnalls-

All Socks 20% off

Large Selection of

Ant CKPralrolk
tii (

--I mit

Gold & Silver Jewelry
Bags & Belts
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Burkeen-Smith wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Burkeen of Mayfield announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Kathy, to Jimmy Smith
of Mayfield, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Smith
of Murray.
Miss Burkeen is the
granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Burkeen of
Mayfield and of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Burton of
Bell City.
The bride-elect is
employed at
Youngblood's True
Value Home Center,
Mayfield.
Mr. Smith is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Redden
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Grady Smith.
The groom -elect is
employed at General
Tire and Rubber Co..
Mayfield.
The couple will be
married in a candlelight
ceremony on Saturday,
Nov. 29. at 7 p.m. at
First Church of the
Nazarene. West Broad-.
way. Mayfield.
A reception will follow
the wedding ceremony.
All .friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the v..eddifig and
the reception.

DATEBOOK
AL,

Youth party Friday

Doll event Saturday

The Youth of Memorial Baptist Chureh will
meet at church at 6 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 7, to
depart for a farm near Buchanan, Tenn., for an
evening of fun and fellowship. The troup will go
on a hayride and roast wieners and marshmallows at a bonfire. Cost will be $2 to help
cover the cost of food. Each one may bring a
guest.

Southern Belles Doll Club's Carousel of Dolls
will be Saturday, Nov. 8, from &a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Ramada Inn, Mt. Moriah at 1-240, Memphis,
Tenn. Admission to this third annual doll show
and sale wW be $2 for adults and $1 for children
under 12. A Prince Charming and Cinderalla doll
will be given away with tickets at $1 donation.
Proceeds will benefit Le Bonheur Children's
Medical Center. For information call Judy
Featherston, 1-606-682-5256.

Society extends deadline
Calloway County Genealogical Society will
meet Monday, Nov. 10, at 2 p.m. in the home of
Mrs. James Byrn. The deadline for submitting
material for Volume LI of Family Records of
Calloway and Surrounding Counties has been extended to Jan. 1, 1987. This book will be published
by the society. For information call Mrs. W.N.
Murdock, 435-4247.

DAR meeting Saturday
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution will meet
Saturday, Nov. 8, at 2 p.m. in the home of Mrs.
James Byrn. A program on "American Music"
will be presented by Mrs. Riley Kay.

Marine dance Saturday
The C.B. Cates Detachment of Marine Corps
League will have a celebration of the 211th birthday of the United States Marine Corps. The birthday ball will be Saturday, Nov. 8, at Executive
Inn, Paducah. A short traditional ceremony will
begin at 6:30 p.m. followed by a buffet-style dinner, music and dancing. Tickets at $25 per couple
or $15 single may be purchased in Murray at.
Complete Auto Repair, 103 North Seventh St.,
Uncle Jeff Sporting Goods, Highway 641 South or
from any league member. All persons, veterans,
non veterans and spouses are invited.

Kathy Burkeen and
.Jimmy Smith will be
.married at A131-field church

St. Henry's plans event
Las Vegas Night will be at St Henry's Catholic
Church, Aurora, on Saturday, Nov. 8, following
the 5 p.m. Mass. This is another event in
Welcome Week activities at the church. The
public is invited to attend.

Pageant winners
Teneill LynnAnn Elliott, 2, side photo, won the title, "Baby Miss Halloween" and "Best Model"
In her age group at Halloween Fantasy pageant
at Gilbertsville on Oct. 19. She also won second
runner-up in a pageant at Paducah early in October. Clayton Elliott, 3, bottom photo, won the
titles of "Most Handsome" and "Best Personality" and first runner-up in a Paducah pageant.
They are the children of John and Terri Elliott;
the grandchildren of Gerald and Shirley Tubers
and James and Donna Elliott; and the greatgrandchildren of Carnie and Roma Pierce, Don
and Freda Desonte and Christine Tabers.

Open house at St. Leo's
An open house at St. Leo's Catholic Church,
North 12th and Payne Streets, will be Sunday,
Nov. 9, from 1 to 5 p.m. Tours of church building,
rectory and parish center will be conducted with
explanations of artifacts and ritual of catholic
worship services. The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman said.

Puryear event planned
Puryear, Tenn, Lions Club will have a
spaghetti supper on Saturday, Nov.8, at Puryear
School. This will be followed by a program
featuring Lon Soc-h at 7 p.m. in the Puryeapfym.
Spaghetti will be served from 5 to 7 p.m. at a cost
of $2.50 for aduls and $1.50 for children. Proceeds
will be given to Lions Club Telethon of Stars for
Easter Seal services on WPSD-TV Paducah to be
presented from 10 p.m. Saturday to '1 p.rri.
Sunday.

Legion dinner Monday

14arves4o VaLices

A family dinner by American Legion Post 73
will be Monday, Nov. 10, at 6 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray. This will be a family affair with the
meal being furnished by the Post This wll be to
commemorate Veterans Day on Nov. 11. Reservations are not needed, but if it is convenient to
let us know how many to expect it would help to
plan the meal, according to Wade Greeni commander. For reservations call Green at 436-5454
or Cleo Sykes Adj., 753-3657.

20%-50% Off

Lost Chord club to meet

All Silk & Dry Arrangements
frt t

The Lost Chord Club will meet Tuesday, Nov.
11, at 7 p.m. in Classroom 3, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. All laryngectomees, their family
members and friends are invited to attend. For
more information call Kentucky Community
Cancer Program office at 1-442-1310.

/\(

917 Coldwater

Rd

753 3880

Lacey Brooke Lamb born
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Lamb of Shelytyville, Ind.,
are the parents of a daughter, Lacey Brooke,
weighing 10 pounds, measuring 211)4 inches, born
on Friday, Oct. 31, at 8:24 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have one son,
Clay, 3, and another daughter, Brittany, 22 months. The mother is the former Jane Greer. The
father is manager of Wal-Mart store at
Shelbyville. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Clint Greer of Rt 1, Alma and Mr, and Mrs.
Walter Lamb of Martin, Tenn. Greatgrandparents are Chester Vied and Mrs. Raymond Greer, both of Gilbertsville.

Auxiliary plans market
Hopkirunrille Junior Auxiliary will host "A
Touch of Christmas," a local merchants' market
featuring holiday gifts and decorations today
through Saturday at Recreation Deprertment on
Thomas Street, Hopkinsville. A gala preview
party will be from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight with tickets
at $25 per couple or $15 per person. The market
will be open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday with admission being $2 per person.

• Church festival Friday'
A Fall Festival is scheduled at 6:30 p.m. on
Friday, Nov. 7, at Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church, located on the old MnrrayParis Road near Hazel. A chili and hot dog
suppe, handcrafted items, canned and baked
goods will be featured. Donations will be taken
for the supper. The public is invited to attend and
may dress in Halloween costumes.

Dr. Mullins will speak
Dr. Bill Mullins, former pastor of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, will show
slides and present a program on his recent trip to
Russia on Sunday, Nov. 9, at 5 p.m. at the
church. Prior to his program a sandwich supper,
light desserts and beverages will be served.
Beverages will be furnished by Tri-M Class of
the church.

East plans fall festival
East Calloway Elementary School ParentTeacher Association will sponsor its annual fall
festival on Frida, Nov. 7. The cafeteria will open
at 5:30 p.m. Game booths will be held in the gym
form 6 to 9 p.m. This includes bingo, cakewalk,
dart booth, lollipop tree, duck and fish pond,
basketball toss, football toss and many more.
Admission will be 75 cents for students and $1.25
for adults.

Adult banquet planned
Second annual Senior Adult Banquet will be
Saturday, Nov. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at First Baptist
Church. This will be sponsored by University
Department of the Sunday Schooi of the church.
Reservations should be made by Friday. Nov. 14.
at noon by calling the church office, 753-1854, or
Nell Earwood, 753-1954. Van service also will be
provided as needed.

Bennett finishes training
Army National Guard Pvt. Thomas W.Benneti
has completed basic. training at Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo., and also advanced training at Fort
Knox where he studied diesel mechanics. He is
the son of Warren L. and Linda L. Bennett of Rt.
2, Puryear, Tenn. He is married to the former
Annette Collins of Springville, Tenn., and they
have one daughter, Michelle Lee, nine months.

Tyler Daniel Geib horn
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gelb, 1810 Sherry Lane,
Murray, are the parents of a son, Tyler Daniel.
weighing eight pounds eight ounces. measuring
20% inches, born on Monday, Nov. 3. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have another
son, Ryan Christopher, 41,i. The mother is the
former Marla Daniel. Grandparents are Dr. and
Mrs. Robert Daniel of Murray and Mrs. Lorraine
Geib and the late Garnett Geib of Coldwater.

ROTC event Tuesday
A Veterans' Day Retreat Ceremony, sponsored by Murray State University ROTC Department, will be held Tuesday. Nov. 11, at 4:45 p.m.
at the flagpole between Wrather Museum and
Wilson Hall on the MSU Campus. All veterans
and the public are invited to attend this special
occasion.

Pie...

(Cont'd from page 5)

they reflect the culture, Wisconsin's 'Door Councharacter and resources ty' cherry pie might be
of the state," said Jean topped with fresh whipHewitt, food editor of ping cream or ice cream
Family Circle to reflect the state's
magazine.
reputation as America's
'For e.xample, dairy land," said Ms.
Hewitt, one of 10 judges.
To determine which
kind of pie would be baked for each state. Family Circle and the
shortening maker
Crisco asked 1,800
newspaper food editors
to vote for the pies best
representing their home
states.
Lemon meringue was
the choice in California,
where Cecelia Rubio's
recipe won the state's
••••••••
•
•••
•
•
••
blue ribbon in
September.
"I decorated it with
lemon leaves and rosettes made out of gumdrops," said Ms. Rubio.
"And I used pastry
cutouts to put on the
edge of the crust to
mai like little petals
sticking out instead of
Pickup Weekends Specials Friday 7 Bring Back _Monday
tt
rg,,.iarflqte4,
edge."
Nancy Shea,, 50, of
Cedar Crest, N.M.,-said
shies,-.been—baking--44er—
green tittle—qtlictrF-pte- —
50 Van
every Sunday morning
RENTAL SALES
210.0 Movie Tities
for the past two-months
and bringing it to the
CENTER
restaurant where she is
2001. Mein Mwr.y 753-11201
a waitress for her coworkers to sample.

Come To The

\

Weekend Special

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE

Rent all the movies you want!

With every 3 Movie Rentals Get 1 Movie FREE
Members Get 2 FREE
V.C.R. for the weekend only $9.95

FRESH MADE SALADS
• Present this coupon at McDonald's, Murray, Ky. It entitles you to

50° Off
----:a-eaTaes-Wmacie Ch44. ,34assi.;--4ar€14r.-€41,94, -C-hre4en7Ofievit0-attle4 - .
_
or Side Salad
Redeemable only at McDonald's, Murray, Ky

Offer good Nov. 7-Nov. 13, 1986

•
•
•

^

FREE POPCORN & COKES FRI. & SAT
Your movie ronfesaionals
have -over
and —
over
to choose from
Open Til 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.
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Magazine club hears Jenkins
Garet D. Jenkins, wildlife
biologist from the Land Between
the Lakes was the guest speaker
at the meeting of Murray
Magazine Club held Thursday.
Oct. 23, at the home of Mrs. John
Livesay on Sycamore Street.
Jenkins is fisheries biologist
for TVA ancLapoke of the extensive program carried on in Kentucky Lake. In addition to the
control of the various fish
populations for the maintenance
of good sport fishing throughout
this tourist area, he told of the
many experimental areas in the
field of fish control.
He mentioned the several bLay
areas of the lakes that have been
dammed up for seining purposes
to measure population pf the
varieties of fish, marking and
other uses. One of these areas is
reserved for fishing by handicapped fishers. Many other
small water holes are in use for
special purposes, numbering
near 300.
Jenkins described different
sized nets for gathering fish of
certain size; described the
mussel industry which supplies
shells for Japanese pearl
manufacture; the American
caviar taken from paddle fish to
replace that no longer available
from'Iran and Russia.
Water weed growth,

ecological problems as well as
economic possibilities for this
region, including the importance of the tourism business
were other subjects Jenkins
called to the attention of the
group. HIII colored slides as well
as his lecture were presented to
an appreciative audience, according to Mrs. Henry McKenzie, club reporter.
Mrs. Harry Whayne of the program committee presented Mrs.
Toss Hopson who introduced the
guest speaker.
Devotions were led by Mrs.
J.I. Hosick whose remarks were

Pottertown club
hears Lottie Hurt
A lesson on "Looking Your
Best for Less" was presented by
Lottie Hurt at October meeting
of Pottertown Homemakers
Club held at The Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.
Mary Gertzen gave the devotion. Reports were given by
Lavine Carter and Mary Moore.
Louise Short, president, said the
county annual day will be on
Nov. 20 at Holiday Inn.
Landscape notes on "Storing
Tender Bulbs" were given by
Iva Alford
Christine Collins read a
special newsletter on rDo It
Yourself Framing for
Needlework Art"
,
A total of 2.53 books, three on
Kentucky, have been read by
members of club for past club
year.
Recreation and singing were
led by Lurine-Cooper and Louise
Short.
Also present were Lucy Alderdice, Kay Carlson, Bobbie Cook,
Opal Emerine, Anita Purvis,
Reba Jo Roberts and Lois
Smith.
The club will meet Wednesday, Nov. 12 at 10 a.m. at Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.

New Providence
Club has meeting
Sylvia Puckett opened her
home for the Oct. 14th meeting
of the New Providence
Homemakers Club.
"Looking Your Best for Less"
was the major project lesson
presented by Gail Herndon.
The devotion on "Just A
Thought" was presented by
Stephanie Roberts.
Marla Thomason, president,
presided. She announced the
County Homemakers Bazaar
planned for Saturday, Nov. 22,
at Calloway Public Library.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Puckett and Opal
Shoemaker. Also present were
Lisa Spann, member, and Colleen Anderson, new member.

Final series game
listed at the top
NEW YORK (AP) — Here are
the prime-time television
ratings as compiled by the A.C.
Nielsen Co. for the week of Oct.
27-Nov. 2.
An "X" in parentheses
denotes one-time-only presentation. Shows from 21 on include
only the weekly ranking. A
rating measures the percentage
of the nation's 87.4 million TW
homes.
1.(X)"World Series Game 7:
Boston vs. New York Mets,"
NBC, 38.9 rating, 34.0 million
homes.
2. (1) "The Cosby Show,"
NBC, 34.9, 31,5 million homes.
3. (2) "Family Ties," NBC,
33.2, 29.0 million homes.
4. (4) "Murder She Wrote,"
VBS, 27.7. 24.2 million homes.
(3) "Cheers," NBC, 27.2,
28.6-militoo homes.-6. (8)"60 Minutes," CBS, 26.0,
22.7 million homes.
7. (6) "Night Court," NBC,
2133), e.4 m1fltäZia1.'

8. (5)

iolJen afilif," NBC:

25.0, 21.8 mUlion homes.
9. (7) "Moonlighting," ABC,
23.9, 20.9 million homes.
10. (X) "World Series
Pregame 7,"_. NBC, 23.7, 20.7
million homes.

based on the legendary statement, —This tor), shall pass." A
pail of her message was
presented from the volume,
"Light from Many Lamps."
M188 Hazel Tarry, vice president, presided in the absence of
thin president, Mrs. Olga
Freeman.
Refreshments were
by
Mrs. Livesay.
The meeting this month will
be changed to Friday, Nov. 21,
because of the Thanksgiving
holiday. Mrs. C.C. Lowry will be
hostess for the November
meeting.

Homeplace Family Restaurant

.•

44

8 Oz. New York Strip
•Thur• Fn S Set Nov fith 8th

••
Inc.

-IV

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks
$450

30% OFF All Outerwear
Layaway Now FocChristma.

Register for $25.00 Gift Certificate
given away monthly

•Every Thurs. Fri & Sat
Evening

1906 Coldwater Rd

tApplied to regular priced inerchiuttit.ei

759 1864

108 ...mat 12th 1111

Murra..

641t

MANIUFACIBURINIZ
orfirtroAtrootE

YOU'VE

Everry Aim/a
OtnEs!

NEVER. SEEN
u

••

younG <thaw

$450

*Includes chola of potato,
tossed 'Wad and French breed.
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Writers' Potpourri to meet Saturday Bibb-Harrison vows solemnized
The Writers Potpourri will meet Satur-,
day, Nov. 8, at 9:30 a.m.
at Calloway Public
Library. All interested

persons of all ages are
invited to participte.
Gladys Jarrett, director, has released some
of the poems written by

those attending
follows:
————
Remember

as

Joyeeloe

Remember when the
lays were long and hot?
Down the dusty road
sotted by the tree tops,
We'd walk a mile to
get a soda pop.
————
To Mother Earth
Fell Rain
By Deborah Holt Hale

arrett, director

Grey was the color of
the heavens,
Still was the sky
Strong was the wind.
The mighty trees
began to sway
Leaves were beingtakened from their
branches
Carried high above
the ground.
People went to their

windows, waited and
watched
The changing forms of
the clouds.
e
y
wondered...feared what
was going to happen.
Thunder broke the
still silence
Demanding attention
from all.
The clouds parted
with lightning now in
command.
Serenity was thought,
forgotten...
When in a moment's
time came another
glorious change
The clouds began to
lighten
No one now stood
frighten
As they watched and
welcomed the crystal
drops of rain
Fall gently to Mother
Earth who understood
and welcomed '
The unexplained
splendor of it all.
——— —
Remember When
By Joyeelee

Remember when the
evening breeze blew?
The fragrance on
honey suckle danced
through.my hair.
Remember when we
stood beneath the tall
willow tree?
The moon's light
trickled through its
swaying branches.
The light shone so
peaceful upon my face
so fair.
Remember when you
proposed to me there?
— ———
Alaskan Lands

A#

By Marie Jarrett

LIMITED TIME ONLY

a

Prtces are lower than ever at this FactoryAuthorized Warehouse Clearance Sale — but
stock is'limited, so come and get 'em while they
last! You:II save`big on a Troy-Bilt Tiller, America's
favorite gardening machine!

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

All seasons:
Whipped by winds, oh,
Alaskan Lands Hides precious gems,
under verstile terrain
craggy mountains.
snow capped peaks.
Melted snow creates
swift, raging waters
that floods low lands,
spoils ski slopes
covers jade mines, hid
in mountain roots
wet white-brown clay,
hides deep.
Clay dried in kiln,
manufactured into
uncountable masses.
to sell to tourists who
view
five mile ice block
that fears midnight sun.
Spring Season:
Ice worms burrow
deep insie glacier
Tourists seldom hear
the pealing, quake, snap
and ice cube breaks
for independence
Heaves its awesome
weight toward
the moored fishboat,
(Cont'd on page 9)

ECONOMY
PRICED
Heavy-Duty Dryer

;

Miss Teresa Gail Bibb
and Joseph Ahrens Harrison were married in a
late summer afrernoon
ceremony at Fist
United Methodist
Church, Murray.
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Bobbie
Barker of Malden, Mo.,
and the late Jerry G.
'Bibb of Murray. She is
the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Graham
Bibb of Murray and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
James R. Roy of Harrogate, Tenn.
Parents of the groom
are Mr. and Mrs. Jack
R. Harrison of Lincoln,
Ill. The groom is the
grandson of Mrs. Olga
Buckstegge and the late
Joseph C. Buckstegge
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Ben F. Harrison,
all of Lincoln.
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham officiated at
the double ring
ceremony.
A program of nuptial
music was presented by
Mrs. Richard Farrell,
organist, and Mrs. Vernon Shown and' Larrie
Clark, soloists.
The vows were exchanged at the altar
adorned with two sevenbranch,candelabL and
arrangements of enchantment lilies. pink
roses, mock orange,
larkspur. freesia and
baker's fern.
of honor. Bridesmaids
The family pews were were Miss Teri Rice of
marked with a melange Nashville, Tenn., Mrs.
of greenery, pink roses Gena Ryan of Sprand pink satin ribbons.
ingfield, Tenn., and
The bride was Miss Heather Hughes of
escorted to the altar by Murray.
her brother, James
The attendants wore
Bibb, and given in maridentical tea -length
riage by her family.
She wore a formal gowns of delicate pink.
gown of white whisper, A basque waisted bodice
taffeta decorated with and dropped shoulde
hand pearled alencon flounce were enhance
oke
lace. A sculptured by a sheer
d ned
waistline and Victorian English net
neckline were entirely with a delicately emmolded with pearl en- broidered spray of
crusted lace. Tiny flowers.
covered buttons closed
Each attendant carthe deeply . v-shaped ried a clutch bouquet of
back. Pearled lace was pink roses, enchantused on the Renaissance ment lilies and baby's
sleeves. A border of breath with pique
alencon lace encircled ribbon.
the full skirt and
The groom wore a
cloverleaf -shaped single-breated, charcoal
cathedral train which gray sharkskin tuxedo
was adorned with pearl featuring full satin
and lace appliques.
notch lapels, white
The bride's headdress pleated wing tipped
was a lace and pearl shirt with pearl studs
spray profile with tiers and a gray band bow tie
of silk illusion extending to match. Matching
the entire length of the trousers, vest and black
train.
shoes completed his
Her bouquet was a attire.
cascade of deldronium
Jack R. Harrison Jr.
orchids, white roses and of Lincoln, Ill., brother
cathedral strand of of the groom, served as
pearls.
best man. Groomsmen
Mrs. Sandy Culp of were Dan Ryan of SprMurray. sister of the ingfield, Tenn., Steve
bride, served as matron Massey of Henderson-

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ahrens Harrison

Going Out
of Business

E Diamond Pendents
Starting at $17.23
E Diamond Earrings
Starting at $13.50
E Ladies & Men's
Diamond Cluster
I et. Total Weight $850.00
E Crystal Stemware
1
/
2 Price
E Poppy Trail Pottery
25% Off
E Discontinued Wallace and International
Sterling Silver
a piece $15.00

4'

PERMANENT
PRESS CYCLE

Model DDE0580G—Electric
• cycles
SPECIAL
• 3 drying selections
• Up to 130 minute timed cycle
• Rust-resistant porcelain enamel
finished drulm
Free Delivery

$288

GE. We bring good things to life.
EASY TERMS—FINANCING AVAILABLE—LAYAWAYS
Long Monthly Payments
. Free Warranty!
Lew tnteresr Rates'''
Home Owned
Large Inventory Fast Efficient Service!

MURRAY ORIANCIAND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
2 1 2 East Main Street

753 1586

Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

Sterling Silver
El Silver-Plated Halloware
• Bon Bon
El Silver-Plated Trays
Paul -.Revere Bowl

Off
25% Off

$13.13
Starting at $30 00
$13.13

'Layaway Now For Christmas
No Service Charge
113 S. 4th St.
753-2835

jects with 13. followed
by California, 8, and
Massachusetts, 5.
The NFCR, a private,
nonprofit organizallon,
says it has allocated
more than $50 million to
cancer research over
the past 10 years.

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.
753-1462

20%

25%

All Sales Cash & Final- '

WASHINGTON (AP)
— A total of 44 cancer
research projects in 12
states are being underwritten by the National
Foundation for Cancer
Research.
New York is the
leading state for the pro-

Layaway Now For Christmas!
Off Any Basket'
In The Gift Shop

•Current Wallace and International
White Only

Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
are residing at 19 South
Michigan Ave.,
Belleville, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack R.
Harrison, parents of the
groom, hosted a rehearsal dinner at the Brass
Lantern Restaurant at
Aurora. Covers were
laid for 30 members of
the wedding party and
guests.
Bridal events given in
honor of the couple included the following:
A party aboard the
General Jackson in
Nashville, Tenn., given
by Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Ryan and Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Saling;
A shower at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack R.
Harrison Jr. in Lincoln,
Ill.;
A shower at Goshen
United Methodist
-Church, Murray, with
Shelby Suiter, Madeline
Parker, Mary Alice
Humphries, Delpha
Rhoades, Ernestine
Venable and Carolyn
Pool as hostesses;
A bridal tea in the
home of Janna Hughes
with Kay Outland,
Carolyn Rice, Kaye
Peebles, Sue Outland,
Sharon Brown, Teri
Rice, Mary Bartlett and
Sue Hendon as assisting
hostesses.

National Cancer Foundation
sponsors 44 research projects

Sale...Continues!
Furches
Jewlery
s

ville, Tenn., and Robert
Khouri of Hayti, Mo.
The groomsmen wore
tuxedoes like the groom.
They had white rose
boutonnieres.
Mrs. Mary Beth Carruthers directed the
wedding.
Keeping the register
was Mrs. Sharon Brown
of Clinton, Tenn.
A reception followed
at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Mrs. Vicki Geurin
coordinated the
reception.
The tables were
covered with floor
length white satin cloths
accented with smilax
and pink satin ribbon.
The bridal table was
centered with a fourtiered wedding cake
decorated with pink tea
roses, stephanotis,
baby's breath and
smilax.
Guests were served a
light buffet and were
entertained by the Todd
Hill Trio.
Serving at the reception were Sandra Jones
of Barlow, and Jill
Asher, Dana Bazzell,
Lori Morris, Diane
Rhoades and Vicki
Williams, all of Murray.
Following a wedding
trip to St. Thomas, V.S.
Virgin Islands, the new

$1 Off Any
Transferred Prescription

•+I

1

Gaviscom Tablets
loo ct. $449
Milk of Magnesia
12 02.

$1 19
Prices Good thru Nov. 8th
A good mason to shop Downtown Murray
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Dismissals listed-by local hOspital
Murray-Calloway
Coynty Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Wednesday, Nov. 5.
No newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals
Miss Latena Sanchez,

519 South Fourth St.
Paul Copeland, Rt. 2,
Murray; Paul Shahan. Box 186, Murray; Mrs.
1701 West Main St., Murrell Thornton, 806
Murray;
North 17th St., ExtendCharles Bowling, Rt. ed, Murray;
1, Box 527, Benton;
Mrs. Ora Smith, Rt. 7,
Michael Cornett, 305 Box 200, Mayfield;
North 12th St., Murray; Parker Smith, Rt. 7.
Box 200, Mayfield;
Kennie Todd, 502
North Third St., Mur-

Fiction, non-fiction
best selling books
of week are listed

Missy Harpole,
first place winner

David Robinson,
third place winner

Bike-a-thon winners named
Missy Harpole, a highlight their age
20-year-old junior exer- groups.
cise science major at
Sixty-three of the
Murray State Universi- riders Were from the
ty from Paducah. has Murray area, one from
emerged as the top fund Mayfield, two from
raise! in the recent sixth Paducah, five from
annual Diabetes Bike-a- Jackdon, three from
thon sponsored by Springfield, seven from
Diabetics Taking Con- Paris and 'two from
trol, a.support group of Puryear in Tennessee.
Murray-Calloway CounThe 18 riders pedaling
ty Hospital.
100 miles or more, in adTo win the top fund- dition to Robinsoci, inraiser award, a $50 gift c4uded: Scott Nix,
certificate at Spoke and Melanie Steed. Shannon
Pedal, the MSU student Bruce, Melissa Conner,
rode a total of 25 miles Trent Hammock and
in the event for which Bob Clayton, all of.Murher sponsors paid ray ; Kelly White,
$216.75. She is the Hazel; Sputt Garnett,
daughter of Larry and Bob Stuzman, Larry
Gail Harpole, Rt. 7, Rhodes and Stephen
Paducah.
Watson, all of Paris,
The second largest Tenn.; . and Johnny
fund raiser was Nissa Wells,Dean Hills and Al
Mios, 10, daughter of Leavitt of- Springfield,
Rick and Jerry Mjos, Term.
Rt. 6, Murray. Winner of
Four — Dan Hyde and
last year's Bike-a-thon Rusiell Blackburn,
as its largest fund Jackson, Tenn., and Jeff
raiser, Nissa, pedaled Thompson and Billy
her bike 20 miles this Housden of Murray -yar. Sponsor's for the rode 75 miles or more,
East Elementary School while Ricky Mays,
student pledged a total Jackson, and Bradley
of $192 toward her re- Harris, Murray, rode 62
cent effort.
miles or more.
The third greatest
Ten rode 50 miles or
fund raiser was David more: Jerry Nelson,
Robinson, son of Ronald Marty Williams, Rich
and Shirley Robinson, Kratt and John Michael
1604 Belmont, Murray. 'Austin of Murray, Ken
He was one of 18 bikers Harrison. Hardin;
who rode 100 miles or Frank DuPerrieu,
more. His sponsors Paducah; Joe Ross
pledged a total of $173 in Lookofsky, Mayfield;
supporting his ride and and Josh Yoak,
diabetes.
Jeremiah Yoak and
Eighty-three riders Jason Green, all of
participated in this Almo.
year's event, the- proThe 36 who rode betceeds from which are ween 25 and 50 miles
used to support the included:
group's efforts in makGina Bynum and
ing the public aware of Brian Mitchell of Almo;
the dangers of diabetes Ralph and Derek Watand in helping diabetics ters, Kirksey; Missy
more comfortably cope Harpole, Paducah; L.E.
with the disease.
Clifford, Puryear;
These 83 riders rode a Reeves Garnett, Paris;
total of 6,433 miles — an and Patty Dedmon,
increase of 2,655 miles Larry Wilson, Dorothy
over last year's total — Hart, Scotty Bynum,
in the one-day event, „terry Maynard, Bennie
and pledged a total of George and Corey
$2,400. as compared England, all of Murray.
with the $2,179 pledged
Also Walt Johnson,
last year.
Debra DWman, Willie
One rider, 6-year-old Paul Roberts, Erna
Reeves Garnett, Paris. Wilder, Adam Laming,
Tenn.. rode 26 miles; Kim Jewell, Carl
7-year-old Scott Kellie of Mowery, Charlie HarMurray rode 13 miles; rell, A.L. Hough, Bill
and 78-year-old W.R. Ravin, Evelyn Blivin,
VanMeter of Murray Eric Frantz,, Jamie
rode 10 miles 40 Frantz, Ross Wilder,
•

Jimmy Scott, Connie should be oallected as
Boltz, Jason Witte, Billy soon as possible and
McLaren, Darlene turned in to Gail Futrell,
Paulson, DeAnn. Thorn- Diabetics Taking Conton and Eric Mitchell, trol Rike-a-thon
Representative, at
all of Murray.
Murray-Calloway CounAll pledged monies ty Hospital.

Best selling books for
week of Nov. 2 as listed
by Time Magazine have‘
been released as
follows:
FICTION
1. "It," Stephen King
2. "Hollywood
Husbands,," Jackie
Collins
3. "Red Storm Rising," Tom Clancy
4. "Whirlwind,"
James Clavell
5. "Fortune of Fear,"
L. Ron Hubbard
6. "Wanderlust,'-'
Danielle Steel
7. "Flight of the Intruder," Stephen Coonts
8. "Foundation and
Earth," Isaac Asimov
9. "A Taste For
Death," P.D. James
10 "The Prince of
Tides," Pat Conroy
NON-FICTION
1. "His Way," Kitty
Kelley

Your Individual
Horoscope

ray; Mrs. Sarah Ross,
Rt. 2, Box 291, Murray;
Albert Youngerman,
1623 Locust Dr., Murray; Henry Marchese,
607 South Ninth St.,
Murray;
Ervie Willoughby, at.
3, Box 175, Murray; Oxie Paschall, Rt. 1, Box
22, Almo.

Writers'... (Cont'd trom page 8)

the tourist, 'Seals mate /
and
the photographer on. reproduce
on ice
2. "Fatherhood," Bill land, hearby,
Overhelici, the skies
Cosby
Released, from the fill
w,ith migastory
3. "The Rotation cold dominant lobe
species. ,
Diet," Martin Katalm
- Wait!' lie 'splintered
4. "Men Who Hate irregular mass opens!
In summer:
Women and the'Women
I see Ice. Ice no man
They wait, watch
Who Love Them," For- has seen before.
eagles high on mountain
ward and Torres
The ice worms flee
nest
5. "Be Happy You Are deeper in the cold
• They sepop unto prey
Loved," Robert
To prevent death from
yield mire..ducks
Schuller
warmth of midnight
sea gulls anxiously.
Q.- "Fit for Llfe," sun.
•
diving for dining.
Harvey and Marilyn
They know the hunter
Diamond
In-winter:
waits for the kill.
7. "Dreamgirl." Mary
In winter ice covers
Alaskan Lands, terWilson
low lands
rain so versatile,
8. "McMahon!," Jim
On banks of staganate
Coupiously mountain
McMahon
streams. grow
ranges
9. "One More Time,
. birch and short needle
- with sea and waters,
Carol Burnett
evergreens.
beast and beauties
19. "The Frugal
Scrub timbers,.
Something --for
Gourmet COoks With neceggary fr animal
everyone, land! Wine," Jeff Smith
feed,
I salute you and your
(Courtesy of Time,
Moose, brown -bear
the weekl y feed upon -leaves, barks three seasons
Oh. Alaskan Lands!
newsmagazine )
and.roots.

Would you like to...
Know how Catholics Worship?
Know what's used in Catholic Services?
Know more about the Church Building?

Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow he? To find out what the stars -say, read the
--forecast given for four birth *sign.
FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1986
ARIES
(Mai.21 to Apr. 19)
You'll be the one coming up with a
solution to a problem that has others
sturnfied. Your judgment is keen.
Friends may not be totally dependable at present.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Others may be jUst sounding you
out in business. A partner is the one
who listens and gives you valuable
feedback. A legal problem is finally
solved.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Follow your instincts about a work
matter. It's not the best time for
getting good advice. Partners are
prone to changing their minds today.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll enjoy a heart-to-heart talk
with a child today. Partners think the
same way today about interests in
common. Work performance may be
a trifle off.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Some receive a free-lance assignment. It's best to get a second opinion
about household repairs. The sartie
applies to medical matters.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.2.
4)
Getting extra work done .on your
own time may be difficult to achieve,
but judgment is good today, especially about creative and romantic
concerns.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You're able to win others to your
viewpoint, especially where domestic
interes4 are involved. There may be a
minor change regarding an evening

sit

engagement.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
_ It's a good day to contact others
You're very effective in getting ideas
across now. YOu could change your
mind, though,-about a purchase.•
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Financial talks are confidential. It's
best not to reveal too much of your
plans. Evening hours show some
need to watch your tongue.
CAPRICORN
(Pec.22 to Jan: 19)
In financial areas you may have to
watch your step a bit today. Group
activities are highlighted. Conversa
tions with others are stimulating.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
This is one of those times when
you may express • yourself better on
paper than in words. Don't let ego get
in -the way of mutual understanding
PISCES
MEM
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
*olbhe
Your attitude about a career matter
may be inconsistent. Don't withdraw
into yourself today. Keep the lines of
communication open. Exchange
ideas.
•
IF BORN TODAY, you have an
inquiring mind and are interested in
things that lie below the surface
You'll get to the heart of the matter.
whether your field be scientific,
creative or religious. You have strong
views on the issues of the times, and
your point of view is often unique.
You have a strong will, bin should
avoid any tendency to be dictatorial.
Birthday of: Billy Graham, evangelist;
Captain James Cook, explorer; and
Albert Camus, writer.
1986 Kong Features Syndicate-Inc

SnOWV1llage

Rit

Come to °or Open House
Sunday, November 9, 1986
1:00 .until 5:00 p.m.
FREE GUIDED TOURS

NO STRINGS ATTACHED

St. Leo Catholic Church, 12th & Payne
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(LAST TWO WEEKS)

39th Anniversary Sale
Specials
Through Store

10%

to

70%

Savings

Sofas • Chairs • Loveseats • Mirrors
Recliners • Tables • Lamps • Consoles
TV Cabinets • Dining Room Groups
Bedroom Groups • Dinettes

NOW OPEN
OUR NEW DESIGN CENTER
•

to
'

Collectibles

*Shop Emil
Prices Good
Thru Sunday,
Nov. 9th

These arc some ot the inani models
from the original tillOW.hOUSC series. The
"SNOW VILLAGE- is LtkinA.,its place among
. ihccflcctihtes. New im;tiels are available each
• year to keep your "SNOW VILLAGE-.1.47.-,w-_.
Mg. Each snow laticn imtls r haPAgaintrd:
jaP

Nissa Mjos
secOnd place winner

I Mile

9,4 East.

Dress Flats & Casual Shoes $21 95
.Large Selection
Some as low as $1495
Dress Shoes $2695
La'rge Selection — Some as low as 199-5—
iorv-Bo
— ots
Leeper-fath
-Large -Selection
91.•

-441-95-

Hoffman's
t)- IR 12

•;:••

hack

Olympic Plaza
Open Evenings Sundays 1-5 p.m.
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Couple plans wedding on Dec. 27
Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Dowell of Midlothian,
Va., anjkounce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Belinda
Ann, to Mart Craig
Peel)let, son of Kaye
Peebles of Murray and
Roddie Peebles. of
Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Dowell is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Herman E. Spurrier and
the late Mr. Spurrier
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs J.A.
She is a 1986 graduate
of Murray State University with a bachelor's
degree_ in journalism.
She is employed by
Rock — Tenn Co. of
Atlanta. 1.3a.
Mr, Peebles is the
grandson of Mrs. John
Englert and Roddie
Peebles, and S.O.
Snodgrass and the late
Mrs Elaine Irwin
Snodgrass.
He is a 1984 graduate
of Murray'State, University with a bachelor's
degree in print management and advertising.
He is a member of
Arpha Tau Omega
fratenity. He is
employed by Dyment
Company in Atlanta.
The wedding will take
place on Saturday, Dec.
27. at 3 p.m. at
.Whitesville Baptist
Church in Whitesville,
Ky.
A reception will follow
at the Frxecutive. Inn.
Owensboro.
•
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend.

Belinda Ann Dowell, fiancee
ofMarc Craig Peebles

Taco bean dip recipe listed
Nt ••
kl,
Better Homes and Gardens
Food Editor

"My family can't get

enough Mexican food,"
says one of our test kitchen home economists.

''Joyce.is Back
Perm Special

Ial
birthday gift
Rule to qualify:
‘tti.t ,11,,\.1. 1111k tt klt

25 & '30 perms
Tanning Special

hinitda‘•
da‘s hetiire
di% s Atter
t be used with
Au\ iither
Ill, It
4I rider 18 illUNIS hc•

)ifip.in led
guird .i ii

11‘

L

6 visits for '10
Joyce's Beauty Salon
Central

\lurra%
Engiish tic
---“/ 4C-3

IT Center
Shop ingext to ctt
'53-2511

WHY BUY YOUR
SHOES
ANYWHERE ELSE?
When at Factory Discount Shoes, you can
get name brand shoes in the latest
styles and colors at the
lowest prices anywhere

This is her favorite appetizer for guests and
her sons' favorite TV
snack.
Layered
• Taco Bean Dip
Two 10%-ounce cans
bean dip
One 1 4 -ounce
package taco seasoning
mix
6 green onions, finely
chopped
1 cup mayonnaise or
salad dressing
1 cup dairy sour
cream
One 4%-ounce can
sliced olives, drained
Corn chips
In a large mixing bowl
combine bean dip and
taco mix. Spread mixture on a 10-inch tray or
in a 10-inch pie plate.
Sprinkle chopped onions
over mixture. Blend
together mayonnaise
and sour cream; spread
over onions. Sprinkle
sliced olives over top.
Chill. Serve with corn
chips. Makes 2% cups
dip.
Nutrition information
per 2 tablespoons; 63
cal., 1 g pro., 2 g carbo.,
6 g fat, 7 mg chol., 229
mg sodium.

Community events listed
Thursday, Nov.
Third night of Murray
Lions Club Radio Auction will start at 6:30
p.m. on WNBS-AM.
————
Murray Women of the
Moose will have enrollment meeting at 8 p.m.
with officers to meet at?
p.m.

Friday, Nov.7
Saturday, Nov.3
Saturday, Nov.
Center. The public is in- Presbyterian Church,
AA and Al-Anon will
vited to attend.
1601 Main St., Murray.
meet at 8 p.m. at
————
— --American Legion
Square and round
"Country Christmas Building, South Sixth
dancing with music by Bazaar" by Goshen and Maple Streets.
Sharecropp& will be United Methodist
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Church Women will be
Events in Land BetLynn Grove Roller from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at ween the Lakes will
inRink.
Calloway Public clude Natural Dyes at 1
————
Library.
p.m. at Empire Farm;
Alford Chapter No.
————
Boards Without A Saw
Prepared Childbirth 445 of Order of Eastern
Puryear Lions Club at 2 p.m. and Iron InClass will meet at 7 p.m. Star will meet at 7:30
in third floor classroom p.m.' at lodge hall at will have a spaghetti dustry at witi a.m. and
supper starting at 5 p.m. 1:30 p.m. at The
of Murray-Calloway Aurora.
at Puryear school.
Homeplace-1850; Deer
County Hospital.
————
—
—
—
—
of
LBL at 2 p.m. at
————
Mothers' Morning Out
Austrian fairy tale Woodlands Nature
Murray Single Con- will be at 9 a.m. at First
writer Folke Tegetthoff Center; Skywalk at
nection will meet at 7 Christian Church.
will be featured at Con- 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. at
p.m. In Educational
————
ference for Teachers of Golden Pond Visitor
Building, First United
Hazel and Douglas 9erman at Murray Center.
Methodist Church. For Centers will be open
— — -information call Dick at from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. State University. Opening of "The Folke TegetCaptain Wendell Oury
436-2174, Martha at for activities by senior
thoff Collection" will be Chapter of DAR will
759-4940 or Linda citizens.
at 3:30 p.rn. in Water- meet at 2 p.m. at home
at753-9414.
————
field Library.
of Mrs. James Byrn.
————
Fish Fry as part of
————
————
AA and Al-Anon will Welcome Week will be
Reunion of
Organizatinal
have closed meetings at at St. Henry's Catholic
descendents of Tom and meeting for Calloay
8 p.m. at First Christian _Church, Aurora.
Amanda Mitchell and County girls' youth
Church, Benton. For in————
Joseph and Ada basketball league will
formation call 753-0061,
Games are sc4eduled Witherspoon will be at 6
be at 9 a.m. at Calloway
762-3399, 753-7764 or at 8 p.m. at Murray
'p.m. at University Middle School gym. For
753-7663.
Moose Lodge. This is for Branch of
Bank of information call
————
members only.
Murray.
753-4182.
Murray Civitan Club
————
————
————
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Murray State UniverCommunity shower
Sunday, Nov.9
Homeplace Family sity Brass Quintet will
for Shirley. and L.14.
Open house will be
Restaurant.
present a free concert at Parrish who
lost their from 1 to 5 p.m. at St.
————
8 p.m. in Farrell Recital home by
tire will be Leo's Catholic Church,
X i Alpha Delta Hall of Doyle Fine Arts from
2 to 4 p.m. at Plea- North 12th and Payne
Chaper of Beta Sigma Center, MSU.
sant Valley Church of Streets.
Phi will meet at 7:30
————
Christ.
————
p.m. at Ellis Center.
AA and Al-Anon will
————
Annual McClure fami————
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Las Vegas Night will ly reunion will be at
Preceptor Omicron Kevil Center, South 10th
follow 5 p.m. Mass at St. noon in Community
Chapter of Beta Sigma Street Extended,
Henry's Catholic Room of North Branch
Phi is scheduled to meet Mayfield.
Church, Aurora.
of Peoples Bank.
at 7:80 p.m. at Com————
————
————
merce Centre.
Youth of Memorial
Dance featuring
Murray State Univer————
Baptist Church will Animal House
will be sity Chorale will present
Wills and Trust meet at 6 p.m. to leave from 8 p.m. to midnight a free. concert at 3:30
Seminar will start at 3 on a hayride.
at Murray Moose p.m. at First Christian
————
p.m. at First Baptist
Lodge. This is for Church. There is no adSenior High UMYF of members only.
Church. The seminar
mission charge.
will be repeated at 6:30 First United Methodist
————
————
Church will have a lockp.m.
C.B. Cates DetachAA will have a closed
in at church beginning ment of Marine
————
Corps meeting at 4 p.m. at
John Dale will speak at 8 p.m.
League will have a bir- American Legion
————
about "Jesus and My
thday ball at 6:30 p.m. Building, South Sixth
Parents' Night Out at Executive Inn, and Maple
Relationships" at 7:30
Streets. For
p.m. at University will be from 6 to 9:30 Paducah.
Information call
Church of Christ Stu- p.m. in annex of Univer————
753-0661, 762-3399 or
dent Center. This is sity Church of Christ.
Open Chess Tourna- 753-7764.
————
open to the public.
ment will begin at 8:30
————
Events in Land Bet- a.m. on third floor
————
Events in Land Betof
ween the Lakes will in- Curris Center,
A concert of folk
Murray ween the Lakes will inmusic by Doug Nesbit, clude Iron Industry at State University. For in- clude Bread Baking at
Jan Pruitt and Anne, 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. formation call Dr. 1:30 p.m. at Empire
Robert and Kim Lough at The Homeplace-1850; Wayne Bell, 762-6892 or Farm; Butter Churning
will be at 7 p.m. in An- Skywalk at 2 p.m. at 753-8831.
at 2 p.m. and Iron Innex of Calloway Public Golden Pond Visitor
————
dustry at 10:30 a.m. and
Library. The public is Center.
News Media Day will 1 : 30 p . m .
The
invited at no charge.
begin at 10 a.m. in Room Homeplace-1850; UnenCommod- ity Subcom————
228, Stewart Stadium, dangered Spcies at 2
mittee of Purchase Area
Hospitality banquet of Development District Murray State p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Skywalk
welcome to all persons will meet at 10 a.m. at University.
————
at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at
wanting to participate PADD office, Highway
Murray State Univer- Golden Pond Visitor
in a Catholic community 45 North, Mayfield.
sity Racer football team Center.
will be at 7 p.m. at
————
will play Youngstown
————
Parish Center of St.
Fall Festival, sponState at 1:30 p.m. at
Youth
Birthday
Leo's Catholic Church.
sored by PTA,will begin
Stewart Stadium. For Breakfast of Memorial
————
at 5:30 p.m. at East
ticket information call Baptist Church will be
Friday, Nov.7
Calloway Elementary
762-4895.
at 8:30 a.m. at Boston
Singles of First Bap- School.
————
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
tist Church will have Bi————
Works by BFA can————
ble Study at 7:30 p.m. in
Mason's Chapel
Special program by
basement of Fellowship United Methodist didate Kathy Gay will
be on exhibit through Dr. Bill Mullins and supHall.
Church will have a fall
Nov. 19 at Curris Center per will be at 5 p.m. at
————
festival starting at 6:30
Gallery, Murray State South Pleasant Grove
Hazel Woman's Club p.m. at church.
University.
United Methodist
will sponsor a benefit
————
Church.
————
chili supper for Loyd
Saturday, Nov.8
Alan McClure and Gree"Holly Berry Bazaar"
ly Burnett at 5:30 p.m. will start at 8:30 a.m. in
at Hazel Community Fellowship Hall of First

Illness:
Channel changing-itis

Just A Couple of Our Selections:
Men's Dress
Ladies
1 & Casual Shoes
Shoes

i;

, Don't Delay, Shop Today

FACTORY
DISCOUNT SHOES
753-9419

Ms. Ratchford said
the filmmakers chose
Clarksville, about 40
miles northwest of
Nashville, because
"they were looking for
something that could be
Anywhere, USA."
The filmmakers used
a cafe, a barber shop
and a foundry building,
which was dressed up to
look like an oldfashioned hardware
store, she said.

CE'ClitiVe-cg11/1

Symptoms:

1r

CLARKSVILLE,
Tenn. (AP) — Filming
singer Kenny Rogers'
latest music video shut
down three streets in the
town's historic district,
chamber of commerce
officials said.
The video "Twenty
Years Ago," to be
released in January,
will depict Rogers' life
20 years ago, said Barbara Ratchford, a
chamber spokeswoman.

1108 GREEN S

'1095

16th & Main

Clarksville shops
used filming video
for Kenny Rogers

Look For It In Saturday's Paper

November 15
Show Only Dinner & Show
1O°

$21 00

Johnny Cash
. November 22
Show Only Dinner & Show
$1 575

$2625

Southern Pacific
silk

The Murray Ledger & Times TV Week

The Kingston Trio

1,Ni10:""

•feeling of frustration
•confused look
•no idea what's on TV
•unable te"Ake decisions
•switann;from channel
to channel

Cure:

'
rfty,

November 29-29
Show Only Dinner i Show
$750 $•1 00
•
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Kentucky News In Brief
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP) — Hank Bond,
publisher of the Georgetown News & Times, has
resigned his position at the weekly newspaper.
Bond's rtaignation4s effective Nov. 14, it was
announced in Tuesday's 'edition of the
newspaper. He has served as publisher for the
past three years.
Roger Watkins, vice president of south-west
operations for Scripps League Newspapers,
owner of the News & Times, said a replacement
will be named at a later date.
————
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Vernon J. Cole,
president of Guaranty Deposit Bank in
Cumberland and vice president of Harlan National Bank, has been elected chairman of the
board of Appalachian Regional Healthcare, Inc.,
according to a news release.
Dr. Mary P. Fox, health officer of the Pike
County Health Department, was elected vice
chairman. F.B. Amburgey, a bank official of the
National Bank of Logan, W.Va., was elected

treasurer and Mary Anne Furrow, of Phelps,
was elected secretary of the trustees.
New members were also elected to the board
of trustees of the not-for-profft corporation were
Sharon Lord, recently Commissioner of the
Department of Human_ Services .for West
Virginia; Martha Helen Smith, business
manager of the Sentinel-Echo newspaper in London; and Dr. Carolyn Williams, dean of the College of Nursing at the University of Kentucky.
Trustees re-elected to three-year terms were
William E. Cotter Jr., William E. Engle III,
Ralph W. Gabbard, Eugene Wright Howard,
Richard Lewis, Murray Shuff and Cecil H.
Underwood.
—— — —
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A third Louisville
firefighter has been indicted on federal cocainerelated charges after an investigation by the FBI
and police.
Allen Meredith, 29, was charged Tuesday with

Chemistry tourney slated at MSU
High school chemistry
students from five
states will compete in
the 16th annual Murray
State University High
School Chemistry Tournament on the campus
Thursday, Nov. 13.
The scholastic event
is scheduled to begin at
8 a.m. in the Curris
Center. It is sponsored
by the Department of
Chemistry and the MSU
chapter of Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society.
Students from Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri and Indiana will compete for
scoring honors on a
90-minute written cornprehensive examination

on high school
chemistry. Contestants
will compete for individual awards and a
designated team from
each school will vie for
team awards.
The awards include
MSU scholarships totaling $1,400 and cash
awards of $100, $75, $50
and $25. Schools sponsoring the four top
teams will receive cash
awards in the same
amounts as those given
for individual competition. Plaques will be
awarded to both individual and team
winners.

the Department of
Chemistry, said the
tournament is only one
in the area that seeks to
identify and honor those
who excel in the
teaching and learning of
high school chemistry.
‘
,111.0•4

allowed to return about 3:30 p.m. Kentucky 44
was also closed until then, he said.
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — A former
Massachusetti doctor has been sentenced to
three years at the state prison for his convictions
3n 10 counts of conspiracy to violate drug laws
Superior Court Judge Dominic Cresto on
Wednesday sentenced Dr. Hilton Parmentiere to
10 years at the Adult Correctional Institutions,
but suspended seven years of the -sentence in lieu
of probation. He also was ordered to attend a
drug rehabilitation program.
The doctor, who began serving the sentence
immediately, will be allowed to participate in the
prison's work-release program.
Parmentiere was convicted of dealing drugs in
Rhode Island after a police investigation involving a wiretap.
He was practicing in Norwood, Mass., at the
time of the offenses, which occurred in June 1985
through July 1885, the attorney generars,i,office
said.
Parmentiere had mov.ea to Louisville, Ky..
since last year, authorties said.

;;

•

Anyone interested in
the tournament should
contact either David
Howell,(502)762-6474, or
Jeff Anderson, 762-6499,
at Murray State University, Department of
Chemistry.

••,1
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New 25 H.P.
1986 Model I

Dr. Vaughn
Vandegrift, chairman of

EPA cites lead in water
WASHINGTON (AP )
— More than 30 million
Americans drink water
containing a higher lead
content than should be
allowed, and the
benefits of cleaning it up
would outweigh the
costs, a government
report says.
The Environmental
Protection Agency
study concludes that
stricter lead standards
could yield up to $1
billion in savings, compared with $100 million

counts of possession of cocaine with intent to
distribute. Meredith is a seven-year veteran and
is scheduler/ to be arraigned Nov. 18. .
Each charge carries a maximum penalty of 15
years in prison and a $125,000 fine.
Fire Chief Russell Sanders said the department would conduct its own investigation to
determine whether disciplinary action should be
taken. Two other firefighters facing federal drug
charges have been fired but have filed appeals.
————
MOUNT WASHINGTON, Ky.(AP) — About 25
residents of Mount Washington were evacuated
for about nine hours after a gasoline tanker truck
overturned, state police said.
The tanker overturned after running off Kentucky 44 and began leaking half of its 8,000
gallons about 6:13 a.m. Wednesday. A naturalgas line was also ruptured because of the accident, police said.
No injuries were reported.
A backhoe and sand trucks were sent to the
scene, about 1% miles west of U.S. 31W.
Mount Washington Volunteer Fire Department
Chief Gayle Troutman said the residents were

14 H P Chain Drive Garage Door Opener Icie3;iv
for One car
s, ngle

suled
rmtter

4 I •.

59500 1
$1
Plus sales tax

to $140 million in higher
costs.
It reached the conclusion after attempting to
assign dollar values to
such potential effects of
lead as brain damage in
children and heart attack and stroke deaths
among men.
The report is due out
in final form- in
December. The agency
released portions of a
preliminary draft
Wednesday.

IL

While Supply Lasts
Prices Good Til
Dec. 12, 1986

Jim Freels
Lake Shore
Boat Shop

Br

Monterey Fan
52" antique brass or polished brass. 7
year warranty. 5 blades.

5 miles west of Cadiz on U.S. 68
Phone 924-5527
he Best Deals Come From Freels

LT041=10•04.1
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SNAPPER

SUPER FALL

SPECIAL
FREE ATTACHMENT

—

5 Gallon Tar Emulsion
Driveway Sealer protects

against the damage caused
by chemicals, de-icing salts.
gas & oil products.

NO DOWN PAYMENT • NO MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR 90 DAYS'

109 304/1250DI(1-36

During SNAPPER's Fall Savings Event it's easy to join the millions
of satisfied SNAPPER owners. You'll discover that SNAPPER offers
You more value and quality for your dollar.
Now, for o limited time, SNAPPER has created a spectacular
value on a limited quality of 3.5 HP self-propelled walk
behind mowers. The spectacular price of S399.95 gives
you the best SNAPPER value ever! Plus you will receive a
Grass Catcher Kit absolutely FREE with your purchase!
Now's the BEST time to buy a SNAPPER For all the details
visit your nearest SNAPPER dealer today.
Take advantage of our convenient Snap-Credit
Plan which features no down payment and no payment for 90 days.

IIIIMIE1123511181=11
7=7777.77,7"M:
FERPRPIPPMEIIMi

ONLY $399.95

Energy Savings! Replaces old style manual foundation

vents. Protect your home investment! Vent automatically
opens at 70 degrees and closes at 40 degrees to conserve energy, helps prevent frozen pipes & foundation
decay.

Manufacturers Suggested List Price $464 00
Model 21 351PD(While Supplies Last)
(Prices may vary from dealer prep and freight)
ft's a snap with

rye

".LSPPER
A
u(7i, Industries

Treas wants to be your
family's Christmas Store.

Snapi'
predit
AS LOW AS

'S20

•

Gifts for the entire family. Lay-A-Way or Charge
90

2 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

DAY INTEREST FREE FINANCING AVAILABLE

HURRY!OFFER ENDS SOON
*Femme Charges accrue from date of delivery

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE INC.
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
5.6-14
759-139Q

Prices Good
nary Nov. 11

A'
1

Open 7 Days A Week
Your Complete Home Building Supply Center
*Other Lx-Lions — Benton & Lake City, KY*

Prices Good at Murray Store Only
Murray Hours. Mon-Fri 7:30 am.-7 p.m.. Sat 8 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 1-S p.m.

visitj
FR
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Graceful

Extensive cast listed

Concerto
Soloists
perform
for MCMA

1j2;a I owe
4iOnic
- 'Pam

By Neale B. Mason
The Murray Civic
Music
Association
presented to its membership
on
Sunday,
November 2, the outstanding Concerto Soloists
Chamber Orchestra of
Philadelphia, conducted
by Marc Mostovoy. They
are a group of young
players, all instilled with
a graceful competence
which was brought forth
in the well balanced program
presented in
Lovett Auditorium. The
size of the group. was
reminiscent of Haydn's
Esterhazy orchestra.
and, an unusual turn,
they played standing, except for cellos and bassoon, of course.
The "Water Music"
Suite by the Italianized
Ge'rman, Handel, was
written soon after he
took pp permanent
residence in England,
and was the opening
presentation. It is so
familiar to most that its
style and contrasts of
mood need not be
belabored. The use of
oboes and horns for added color, and to aid in
dynamic., contrast was
Kayne Famous, keyboard player for The Producers, waves to the Lovett
evident and competently
Auditorium crowd at a concert sponsored by Murray State's University
handled.' Most striking
Center
Board Monday night. The Producers, along with E-I-E-I-0 wete the
was the effective con- opening acts for The Bangles, an all-girls band with hits like "Manic
trast
between
the
Monday" and "Walk Like An Egyptian."
graceful "Air" played
..itat, photo by David Tuck
mostly by strings, and
the familiar horn fanfare
leading into the "alla
Horniiipe" as a final
The MSU Theatre and The scenery will be tion of cooperative
move-ment, that was
the Department of designed by William R. works which include
repeated by the players
Music will join forces Peeler.
"My Fair Lady," "The
at the end of the concert
later this month when
as an encore:
"This utterly chaming Mikado," and "The
the comic opera -The
The next set of pieces.
masterpiece Gondoliers." Tickets for
operatic
the "Capriol" Suite for Barber of Seville" by has enjoyed a number of "The Barber of Seville"
strings only, is known Giovanni Paisiello is weel-deserved will be on sale at the
also in its piano duet ver- presented in the Robert revivals," Rogers says. Johnson Theatre box ofsion. The name of the E. Johnson Theatre on He also stated that the fice beginning Nov. 17.
Nov. 20-22. Dr. Carl
composer,
Peter
time, Admission will be $4 for
Rogers
will be the ar- opera was, in its
Warlock, is a nom-deperformed
over adults and $3 for
all
plume for an English tistic director for this Europe with universal students and senior
citizens. Season tickets
composer,
Philip well-loved story of the acclaim.
for the MSU Theatre
Heseltine. known as an clever rogue Figaro.
This joint production will also be honored. Inimpressionist. The tunes Staging will be done by
used in this Suite are Randall Black, and the of the MSU Theatre and formation of group rates
conductor will be Dr. the Department of is available by calling
(Cont'd on page 21)
Bruce Chamberlain. Music continues a tradi- 762-4421.

'Barber of Seville' set at MSU

HOLIDAY COOKBOOK

Theatre fans can enjoy a Christmas tradition as the Murray
Calloway County Community Theatre
presents their annual
production of "The Nutcracker", December 4-7
and 11-14.
The cast includes Dr.
Stahlbaum' — Vince
Medlock; Mrs.
Stahlbaum — Joyce
McKee': Clara — Keni
Bazzell; Fritz —
Jonathan Bell; Louis'e
— Kristen Yarber; Godfather Drosselmeier —
Ben Moore; Party
Guests — Jennie Bell,
Carrol 1 Lane
Christorfher, Scott
Farmer, David Graves,
Jill Miller; Doctor
Wendel — Bill Read;
Dancing Dolls — Celia
Boone, Stacey Foster,
Sarah VanDyke; Nutcracker — Michael
Boone; Gwendolyn —
Ashley Cleaver;
Mistress Trudy — Tracy
Pervine; Scaramouche
— Adam Meloan; Toys
— Valerie Bourne,
Kathryn McNeary;
Pantaloon — Trevor
Pervine; Cannoneers —
Jon Farmer, Matt
Farmer; Toy Solders —
Tommy Holcomb, Marty Koca, Adam Wells;
Mouse Queen — Allison
Binford; Mouse King —
Ryan Cunningham .;
Giant Mouse King —
Matt Owens; Mice, —
Katie Bourne, Ellen
Chainberlain, Ellen
Foster, Jonathan
Graves, Jarrod Manna,
Mary Francis
McGregor; Sugar Plum
Fairy — Vair Booth;
Cavalier — David
Graves; Exotic Coffees
— Catie Bates, Celena
Cooper, Naomi Piercy;
Russian Bears — Keisa
Bennett, Elizabeth Harrington, Megan Harriston, Heather Hutson,
April McKeel;
Shepherds -and
Shepherdesses — Seth
Allgood, Karen
Caldwell; Tea — Justin

Playhouse begins work
on Christmas production
Manna; Snow Princess
— Deidra Holcomb;
Snowflakes — Courtney
Christopher, Kristen
Farmer, etinda Harrington, Sarah McNeary,
Erica Stickler; Acrobat
— Amanda Barrow..
The production staff is
headed by director Pam
Yarber and includes
choreographers, Amy
Sullivan and Kathy
ftenn; set designer,
Karen Boyd;
costumers, Joyce
McKeel and Alice
Crawford; lighting
designer, Steve Oates;
stage manager, Liz
Bussey; production
assistant, Christy Bell;
technical director,
David Lauby; special
effect coordinator, Bill
Read; scene shifter, Pat
Skinner; publicist, Kristy A. Calman.
Performances of
"The Nutcracker" are

December 4, 5, 6, 11, 12
and 13 at 7 p.m. and
December 6, 7, 13 and 14
at 2 p.m. All performances will be held at
the Callows V County

Public Library.
For more information, contact the theatre
at 759-1752. Group rates
are available.

Poster contest scheduled
The Murray Calloway
County Community
Theatre is again sponsoring a poster contest
in conjunction with their
annual Christmas production of "The Nutcracker". The contest is
open to anyone,
kindergarten through
grade six. Posters must
be eleven by sekrenteen
In size and must include
the following
Information.
• — The Nutcracker
— December 4-7, 11-14
— Presented by the
Murray Calloway Coun-

ty Community Thatre
— Performed at the
Calloway County Public
Library
— For ticket information call 759-1752
— Name, address-,
phone number and
grade
Posters should be
turned in to the
Calloway County Public
Library by Friday,
November 14. Prizes
will be awarded in three
age categories.
For more information, call the theatre at
759-1752.

Rehearsing for their parts as mice in "The Nutcracker" are (clockwise.
from bottom left) Jonathan Graves, Ellen Chamberlain, Jarred Manna,
Allison Binford, Mary Francis McGregor, Ellen Foster. At lower right is
director Pam Yarber.

WKMS Highlights
Friday', November 7 throng& Thursday. November 13
Monday -Friday
5.30 a.m Morning Edition
9-00 a m Daytime Classics. Seven hours of classical music with news
headlines and features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
4 OD p.m All Things Considered. National Public Radio's news magazine
of the air.
6.00 p m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell
Friday, November 7
6 - 30 p m Evening Classics - Classical Encore with CS Hunt
8 - 30 p m Nightbeat. Joe Jackson offers a program of cool and progressive Jazz from the '50s through the '70s.
Saturday, November 8

ENTER NOW!
irioN

6 00 a m Our Front Porch. Riders In The Sky perform old campfire
songs
7:00 a.m Weekend Edition with Scott Simon NPR's news magazine for
weekend listeners.
8:00 a.m Music from the Front Porch. Folk and bluegrass music from
the WKMS library with Linda Morgan and Lynn Jarrett
12 Noon The Flea Market Host Jim Post welcomes songwriter Eric
Anderson and singer Carol Montag.
Carpenter0Opm The Times, They Are A-Changin' with John Griffin aril Jim
4 -00 p m All Things Considered
5.00 p m A Prarie Home Companion. Host Garrison Keiller broadcasts
live from The Auditorium Theatre in Chicago Guests include James
Kapogny and his Chicago Jazz Band. Robin and Linda Williams. Studs
Terkel and blues singer ttarbara Leshoure.
7 00 p m Marian McParUand's Piano Jazz Monty Alexander is guest
8 iCi0 p.m Jazz Saturday Night.
9.00 p.m Jazz Horizons with Cam Williams
Sunday, November 9
6 00 a m Chamber Music
recital.
ta
m m Opus 86 with Partaret Hunt. "Musk from Murray" features
performances by M
facultyand students from the music
11 00 a m Music of the Baroque Mass in Time of War by Haydn
1'00 p m The Big Broadcast of 1986 Host Bobby Bryan features the
mue
sic of Woody Herman. Guy Lombardo, Alvin) Rey. Al Nibbler, and
others

91.3 FM
4'00 p m All Thing's Considered
5'00 p m Our Times
6 00 p m NPR Playhouse "Travelers- depicts Josephine Perry's trip
to Greenland with her husband, Commander Robert Perry and Agatha
Christie's experiences in Syria in the 1990's with her archeologist husband
6:90 p m. New Sounds. John Schaeffer features Philip Aaberg in conyer •
Batton and performance
7- 30 p m Audiophile Audition with John Suruer features an interview
with Paul McGowan of PS Audio Mono compact discs featuring Villa.
Lobos. Mahler. Bernard Herrmann. and Thelmious Monk
8130 p.m. Easy Street with Kent Jenkins Music by Teddy Wilson Thad
Jones. Kenny BurreU, Jimmy Rushing and others
10:00 p m Music from the Hearts of Space
Monday, November 10
6 30 p.m • Evening Classics • The -Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
Michaes Lankester conducts Stravinsky's -Fireworks," Hoists The
Planets." and Beethoven's Second Piano Concerto, with soloist Malcolm
Frager, Piano
8:90 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Earl Hines Scott Hamilton_
Robert Conti. Mel Torme anAthers are the featured artists
Tuesday. November 11
630 p m Evening Classics • The Chicago Symphony Orchestra Britten
Four 'Sea Interludes' from the opera Peter Grimes, Beethoven Piano Con
certo No 4 in G. Prokofiev Symphony No 5 Andrew Davis is the
conductor
8 30 p m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Dave
McKenna. Joe Newman, Tal Farlow, Ella Fitzgerald, and others
Wednesday. November 12
6'30 p.m Evening Classics • New York Chamber Music Series The Ridge
Quartet with guest pianist Jeffrey Kahane performing at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music Works by Haydn, Bartok, and Dvorak are featured
8 90 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Art
Tatum, Buck Clayton, George Barnes. Helen Humes and others
Thursday. November 13
6 00 p m Radio Reader with Dick Eaten 'The first episode of Jeffrey
Archer's "A Matter of Honor"
6..90p.m Evening Classics - The New York Philharmonic ZuSin Metha
and Leonard Bernstein conduct an all Copland Concert commemorating
the Composer's Mith birthday
8- 30p.m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Featured artists include Col
eman Hawkins. Buddy Rich, Hank Garland, Roney (looney. and others

Come and hear
Paisiello's sparkling and tuneful comic opera

Levicie Zambellay 1985 Winning Cook
Recipe: Shrimp Log
The Holiday Cookbook will be published Monday, November
17th. Send your recipes before Nov. 7th to The Murray Ledger
& Times, 0/0 Holiday Cookbook, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071
1.•

Mirrray Ledger & Times

•Each entrant can submit one recipe per category.
Categories: App-etizer, Bread;Salad, Main Dish; Dessert
•Each entry should be typed or printed on a half-sheet of typing paper.

THE BARBER OF SEVILLE
sung in English
and produced jointly by the
Murray State University Deparment of Music
and the Department of Speech Communication and Theatre

November 20, 21, 22
8:00 p.112.
-

Overall Winner Will Receive
'35
_
_
Category Winners Will Each Receive '10

Robert E. Johnson Theatu
Reservations beginning November 17
Box office phone: 762-6797

• Mirrray Ledger 8r- Times
•
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DR.GOTT
:
110 Peter
Gott, M.D.

Deep sleep
not a problem
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT - When I fall
asleep, it's as if I die, I don't hear anything and it's almost impossible for
someone to wake me. I'm 38. Is something wrong with me'
DEAR READER - As long as you
don't fall asleep at inappropriate
times, such as while driVing, eating or
talking, your sleep pattern may simply mean that you are a.heavy sleeper. People who are normally heavy
sleepers may be difficult to awaken,
but the condition is not harmful.
DEAR DR GOTT - I'm 34 and
have chest pain It feels similar to
wen you swallow a pill and it gets

stuck I've had uterine cancer, and
have had benign tumors removed
from my last ovary and my foot My
mother has angina and my grandparents have heart trouble I'm taking
Ogden and Hydrodiuril. My doctor
acts as if I'm making up this pain.
What should I ddi
DEAR READER - The type of
pain you describe could be angina, a
cramp caused by poor circulation to
.the heart muscle. Although you are
young to have developed angina, you
are on medicine and have a strong
family history of heart disease. I
think you neell a stress test
• A more likely cause for yo6r discomfort is peptic disease. The brain
sometimes has a hard time distinguishing heart pain from gastric or
esophageal pain because both sets of
organs are supplied by similar sensory nerves. You should have an uppergastrointestinal X-ray study. This will
show whether you have an ulcer or hiatal hernia.
In any case, more investigation is
warranted. If your doctor doesn't pay
attention to your complaints, ask for
a referral to another physician. Keep
searching until you find a doctor who
will take you seriously.
To help you find another doctor. I'm
sending you a copy of my Health Re-

1( AN
port. CHOOSING
MAKE A DEcist,,N Fi )1i Go( Il)
HEALTH Others \Olio IA ,,uld like a
copy should send I: Jrid tlieit name
e
and address to r i Box 91428 t
land. OH 44101 3428 He -urt• !,, men
tion the title

Deductions to concentrate on are state and
local sales taxes, consumer interest payment
deductions, medical expenses and
miscellaneous expenses, since they will
either be eliminate d or
more difficult to take
after December 31, 1986.
Another deduction
you should look at is
charitable contributions. They can add up,
especially for those of
you who donate regularly to certain groups such
as your church, civic
organization or favorite
charity. This deduction
will still be fully allowed
under the new tax bill,
but only to those who
itemize their deductions. Now is the time to
take account of exactly
how much you contribute to charitable
causes.
Other deductions you
should consider are
state and local
estimated taxes, real
estate and personal property taxes. Consider
making any payments
by December 31 that are
due in January. These
could be worth more in
1986 than in 1987.
The second step in
your year-end tax planning strategy is to
assess your capital
gains on your
investments.
Beginning in January,
1987, realized long-term
capital gains will be taxed at the same rate as
the rest of your income.
To take advantage of
the current relatively
lower tax rate, you
should consider selling
any investments you
have held longer than
six months that have
proven to be particularly profitable.
Finally the area you
should review as part of
your year-end tax planning is retirement funding. The tax reform bill
will affect the most
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Waite displays anger in talk to reporters

LONDON (AP) - has changed. There has
Anglican Church envoy been so much speculaTerry Waite, in a rare tion, a great deal of
hat is effuDEAR DR GOTT
show of anger, said he misinformation and
sion of the heart.' How does water get
does not represent any various people cutting
in there" What can be done to get-rid
government in his ef- in for a variety of
of it"
forts to free American reasons that it has made
DEAR READER
The heart musand other hostages in the whole scene excle is covered by a bag of thin, tough
Lebanon and that such tremely complicated."
tissue called the pericardium At
times, fluid can build up within this speculation could cost he said.
Asked if he would
him his life.
sac, around the heart itself This is
Waite, who helped win return to Beirut, Waite
known as a pericardial effusion, and
the fluid can prevent the heart from
the release of American said: "I am ready to go
filling with blood between beats
hostage David Jacobsen to Beirut if the signal
Sometimes doctors have to insert a
on Sunday, spoke to comes that it is wise to
needle through the Kricardium to reporters at London's do that or to an adjacent
draw off the lymph and allow the
Heathrow Airport late
country if the signal
heart to expand normally
comes that it is wise, to
Wednesday:
Pericardial effusion can' result
"The rumor and
do that."
from cardiac injury or infection .The speculation of the last
Looking tired, the tall.
fluid is composed of lymph. like that few days has made my --kearded envoy of Arwithin blisters, and may contain own contacts
a little ner- chbishop of Canterbury
blood, pus cells or bacteria Pericarvous. It means there is a
Robert Runde added:
always
effusion
seriindicates
a
dial
new
vulnerability
in
the
ous medical condition that needs
situation."
attention
He commented on his
lo116 51-:NSP krt. H \TFRPRISV C'''
return from Wiesbaden,
West Germany, where
he left Jacobsen and the
freed hostage's family,
reunited at an American
military hospital. U.S:
Air Force doctors said
Wednesday th.at
Jacobsen suffered no
popular plans: IRAs restricted to $7,000, nitajor medical prodown from $30,000. And, blems from his 17 monand 401(k )s.
Currently, anyone those who are eligible to ths in captivity and
who is employed or has contribute to IRAs will could leave whenever he
their own business is have to make a Choice v-vanted.
Waite said he had
allowed to contribute as between the two promuch as $2,000 a year, grams which will offer a been waiting for word
fully tax deductible Into better tax deduction and on prospects for further
releases, but had none.
an account of their own
(Cont'd on page 16)
"Now the situation
and as much as $250 into
an account for nonworking spouse.
This will change
under the new bill. Married couples who have
an adjusted . gross income exceeding-450,000
will no longer be allowed to take,a deduction
for an IRA if one dr both
are covered by an
employer's pension
plan. Single individuals
with an adjusted gross
income over $35,000 will
also be excluded if they
are covered by a pension. Only those who are
not able to participate in
an employer sponsored
pension plan, or make,a
maximum of $40,000 as
a married couple or a
maximum of $25,000 as
an individual, will retain the full deduction.
Those who find that
they fall in-between the
cut-off points for determining eligibility and
are covered by a pension plan will find that
their available deduction will be phased out.
Those who find
themselves totally excluded from this deduction can still contribute
to an IRA and benefit
from the tax deferred
income these accounts
generate.
Another retirement
savings plan that has
received considerable
attention u nder the tax
reform measure is the
401(k). Beginning in
1987, it will also carry
more restrictions for
those who have found it
to be an ideal way to put
away extra savings for
retirement.
Under the tax reform
bill, the maximum contribution will be

"I need further informaJune 1985.
tion that may affect my'
Waite, hoirnally pareturn to Beirut. This is
ent and cam, angrily
not a setback, it's
criticized some press
normal process. But I speculation following
wish it had been dif- Jacobsen's release
ferent and we could
have got a few more
"There are certain
people out."
speculative 'comment*
Waite has also been now moving around that
trying to win the release perhaps Mr. Waite is usof other hostages, in- ed by or close! ycluding Americans associated with governTerry Anderson, ments. All I can say to
Associated Press chief pose people who write
Middle East correspon- -ratich speculative corn
dent, and Thomas ments is: Realize that
Sutherland, acting dean that sort of comment
of agriculture at the will cost me my life."
American University in
He declined to identify
Beirut. Anderson, 39, a specific report, simply
was kidnapped in March saying it was one British
1985 and Sutherland. 55. editorial in particular

Are you a Roman Catholic
but
You miss the church community?

New.tax reform bill's impact
on year-end planning strategy
This is the first in a
series of four articles
about new tax reforms.
If you're like many
Americans, you're probably wondering how
tax reform bill will affect you and whether it
means more money in
your pocket or less in
Uncle Sam's. But just
sitting back and waiting
to see what happens
won't help, according to
the Kentucky Society of
CPAs. Now is the time
to initiate year-end tax
strategies to help you
make the most of your
money. "
Before you can determine how to plan for the
potential impact of the
tax reform bill, prepare
a projection of your 1986
income and expenses.
Determine what your
taxable income and corresponding tax bracket
will be in 1986 and attempts to project what
your income and expenses should be in 1987.
By accelerating deductions and deferring income, many taxpayers
can take advantage of
current and future tax
breaks.
If your taxable income will be lower this
year than your projections for 1987, or you
find yourself in an Alternative Minimum Tax
situation where income
Is taxe*ftt a relatively
low rate of only
it
might pay to accelerate
income into this year
and defer certain deductions into next year.
For those of you who
will -have more taxable
income this year and
fewer deductions in
1987, your overall tax
strategy should be to
defer as much taxable
income as possible into
next year, since your
personal income tax
rates may be lower. You
should also consider accelerating as many
deductions as possible
this year.

THURSDAY. !ka OVEMBER 8, 1988

Have thoughts of becoming a Catholic
but
Would like to meet some?

Come to a Hospiiality Banquet
FREE — NO STRINGS ATTACHED
November 6, 1986 7:00 p.m.

St. Leo Catholic Community, 12t1-(8L Payne

BUY ONE
GET,ONE

FREE SALE

We're Overstocked and have to make room
for a large shipment of Recliners now
arriving for the Holiday Season.
Buy any Recliner or
Rocker at the
Manufacturer's
Suggested Retail
Price and we'll give
you a second recliner
or swivel rocker of
equal value or less...

ABSOLUTELY
FREE

Large Selection
Wallaways,
Swivel Rockers and
Rocker Recliners
HURRY!
Wednesday, November 5
Thursday, November 6
Friday, November 7
Saturday, November 8

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd St.

753-5341

753-3037
Hwy. 641 N.

Murray

"Owt Kam Scup 9t AU"
9-5 Mon.-Sat.

247-4488
On the

Square
Mayfield
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See ya

Lady Racers
scrimmaging
Saturday
morning
Murray State women's
basketball coach Bud
Childers whipped the
ball around the
perimeter Wednesday
afternoon at Racer
Arena as his forwards
and centers worked on
establishing position
Inside. • The Lady
Racers are holding a
public scrimmage at 9
a.m. Saturday, Nov. 8,
At Racer Arena. They
open their season with
the Hawaiian Tropic
Classic at Racer Arena
on Dec. 1-2, playing
Cumberland College of
Tennessee in the opening round. Arkansas
State and Appalachian
State play the other
opening round game.

%Br

att,

E

All Women's Swimwear
All Women's Tennis Shorts

50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
20%

All Women's Tennis Shirts
All Men's Swimwear
All Men's Tennis Shirts
All Men's Tennis Shorts

100 STYLES
Athletic Shoes

OFF

All Fraternity & Sorority Jerseys
All Tennis Rackets
All Athletic Bags
All Nylon Jackets

Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off

20-50*/0

All Running Suits
All Running Outfits
All -Baseball Gloves
All Racketball Rackets

20%
40%
50%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

SALE ENDS NOVEMBER 26

By MIKE EMBRY
above our heads and
AP Sports Writer
playing too tight and
The Morehead State making a lot of
and Murray State foot- mistakes," says
ball teams met at the Baldridge.
crossroads last weekend
"I felt the reason we
— going in different were 6-0 was because we
directions.
played hard ... Our kids
Only three weeks ago, were hungry and
the Morehead State wanted to prove to peoEagles were nearly on ple that we did have a
top of the world in Divi- good football team.
sion I-AA football. They
"That ranking got
had scored six im- other teams fired up,
pressive victories and where it used to be the
were ranked second in other way afound — we
the country.
could kind of slip up on
This was the team people. Now theyire
Staff photo bt Kent Brown
that won only one of 11 really preparing for us
games in 1985, and and we're crippled a litwasn't expected to do tle bit. We've got to get
much better this season. back down to earth
But hard times have again. Maybe after
fallen on Coach Bill these two losses teams
Baldridge's squad the won't respect us as
past two weekends. much."
They lost 30-7 to Akron,
Baldridge isn't ready
and last Saturday ex- to throw in the towel as
perienced a humbling his team prepares to
45-11 setback to Murray meet Middle Tennessee
State to drop to 6-2 this weekend in
overall and 2-2 in the Murfreesboro.
Ohio Valley Conference.
original contract. In"We're not dead, even
Injuries have played a
stead, Seaver's lawyer, part in Morehead though we got beat
Bob Lawrence, and State's downslide. Of-' twice," he says. "For
Boston General fensive guard Billy Poe, example, look at MurManager Lou Gorman linebacker Randy ray. Murray got blown
worked out an amend- Frazier and free safety out 31-0 by Southern Ilment to his contract that Kelvin Bellamy, all All- linois. But you would
allowed Seaver to file American
candidates, never have thought that
for free agency and per- and standout
quarter- last week. They got
mits the Red Sox to sign back Adrian
Breen have back into the thick of the
him at any time.
been nursing an assort- race. They got a chance
Had the Red Sox ment of bumps
and to get in the playoffs."
released Seaver, they bruises.
Two weeks ago Coach
would not have been
But success also may Frank Bearner's Murallowed to sign him until have been a
factor in the ray State Racers were
May 15, more than a mid-seaso
n reversal of running around in
month into the 1987 fortunes.
circles, going nowhere.
season.
"When we were rank- They had lost 24-13 to
Gorman has indicated ed No.2, we may
have Akron to fall to 2-3-1
Boston would like to been playing
too far (Cont'd on page 15)
keep Seaver, who has
won 311 games in his
career, along with
Gedman.

Seaver declares
for free agency

20OF
-5
0
%
F
S

Racers, Eagles met
at crossroads, going
on different paths

Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off

NEW YORK (AP) —
Tom Seaver has filed for
free agency, although
he- will probably be pitching again for the
Boston Red Sox next
season.
Seaver and Boston
catcher Rich Gedman,
designated hitters Dave
Kingman of Oakland
and Cliff Johnson of
Toronto and California
infielder Rick Burleson
declared free agency
Wednesday.
A total of 51 players
have filed for free agency. The deadline for filing is midnight Nov. 11.
Seaver, who turns 42
this month, was acquired by Boston from
the Chicago White Sox
in a trade June 29. He
had a 7-13 record last
season, including a 5-7
mark with Boston.
The Red Sox did not
exercise their option on
Seaver for the 1987
season, in which he
would have been paid
$1,125,000 under his

O'Brien, Harden
earn NFL honors
NEW YORK (AP) —
Ken O'Brien of the New
York Jets and Mike
Harden of the Denver
Broncos have been named the AFC offensive
and defensive players of
the week.

Gedman hit .258 with
16 home runs ands 65
runs batted in as Boston
went to the World
Series. Gedman returned from the major
league all-star tour of
Japan this week after
suffering a fractured
cheekbone while warming up a pitcher.
Kingman hit 35 home
runs, second in the
American League, and
increased his career
total to 442, 19th on the
all-time list. Johnson hit
.250 with 15 home runs
and 55 RBI for Toronto.
Burleson, coming back
after shoulder surgery,
batted .284 for the
Angels.

Gottfried faces
tough decision

By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP)
— Pitt may have lost its
starting quarterback,
John Congemi, to an injury, but Panthers
Coach Mike Gottfried
has no plans to scrap his
battle plan for Saturday's game against topranked Miami.
Because he lost "the
one guy we couldn't afford to lose," Gottfried
could hardly be blamed
If he did dump the runand-shoot offense that
allowed Congemi to

We'll Match ANY
Competitor's Price!

TRY US BEFORE YOU BUY!
.1.

Brakes

'Mufflers

•Shocks

REPAIR & SERVICE CENTER
Estb 1956

"Whoever the trigger
guy is, we'll give him
something he can be
sucessful with," Gottfried said. "Even if we
wanted to run the ball
more, it would be difficult because two of our
top three running backs
(Charles Gladman and
Craig Heyward) are
beat up."
The University of Pittsburgh was a 16%-point
underdog for Saturday's
nationally televised
game against the Hurricanes, 8-0, even before
(Cont'd on page 15)

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO
514 S 12th

average nearly 40
passes a game.
"We're still going to
throw the ball," Gottfried maintained.
Even though an inexperienced quarterback,
Sal Genilla or Joe Felitsky, will be called on to
execute the Panthers'
sophisticated offense,
Gottfried said it's too
late in the season to
make drastic changes.

753 1750

LIQUIDATION SALE

DOWNTOWN STORE ONLY

30%- Ow(1
*..111 Salcs
Final
Ca.sh
*AlIcratfinis ENIrd

All Men's Clothing

off
NurkinglItun ?Rag

Pants, Shirts. Sweaters, Jeans
Ow.terwca-r, •ii,rKtswear & Shoes
1.1.s.1
I )1%

lastcr( 'at(I
1Vt.1(
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Alabama can clinch tie for SEC crown by beating LSU
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) —
The Southeastern Conference .has never had
so many teams still
chasing a Sugar Bowl
dream this late in the
season.
Half of the SEC's 10
teams remain in contention with only two conference games left, but
one certainly has to be
in the driver's seat.
Only sixth-ranked
Alabama has a perfect
4-0 league mark,holding
a one-game edge over
four others with 3-1
records — No.9 Auburn,
No. 18 Louisiana State,
No. 19, Georgia and
Mississippi.
The Tide can- clinch at
least a tie for the title
Saturday night when

they collide with LSU at
Birmingham's Legion
Field in a game that will
be televised nationally
on cable (ESPN).
Georgia is the only
other contender in conference action this
week, taking on Florida
at Jacksonville.
If Alabama and
Florida win, the race for
a New Orleans holiday
suddenly dwindles to
three teams.

The Southeastern Seer
and the Southeastern the SEC's classic conSeer foresees that win- frontations despite the
ner lining up in the Loui- Bulldogs' domination in
siana Superdome on the series.
Jan. 1.
Georgia has do-n
The Tide's defense seven of the last eight
will get a test from the meetings, including a
Tommy Hodson - 24-3 victory last year
Wendell Davis passing that knocked the Gators
combo, but it won't be out of the top spot in The
enough to overcome the Associated Press poll.
offense generated by
rGeorgia's edge comes
Mike Shula, Bobby because the Bulldogs
Humphrey & Co.
always catch Florida
Go ahead and mark it coming off an emotional
down, SEC title No. 19 game with Auburn,
for the Tide and the first which gets a break next
for Ray Perkins in his week by catching the
four seasons at the Bulldogs off their anBama helm. Alabama nual donnybrook with
27-17.
the Gators.
The Florida-Georgia
Everything points to
clash has become one of .another Georgia vic-

Alabama rebounded
from its only loss of the
year to Penn State by
crushing Mississippi
State last week and the
Tide got help elsewhere
when Florida upset
Auburn and Ole Miss
knocked off LSU.
After LSU, the Tide
will have arch-rival
Auburn left on the slate,

tory, a good enough
reason to go against the
grain. In a mild upset
spec.ial, make
it.. Florida 31-28.
The Seer fell to 7-3 last
week, dropping the
season total to 77-18-3,
an .811 percentage.
Elsewhere around the
South this week:
Cincinnati at Auburn
— This isn't the ideal
time to be catching
Brent Fullwood and his
Tiger running mates.
Cincinnati will have to
pay the price for the
Tigers' loss to Florida.
Auburn 35.-7.
Vanderbilt at Kentucky — The winner
gets to escape the SEC

cellar and snap a fourgame losing streak.
That honor goes
to.. Kentucky 28-17.
Memphis State at
Tennessee — The Vols,
struggling all year, are
coming off an open date
and that spells trouble
/or the Tigers. Tennessee 81-7.

could leae the Seminoles
drained. Freshman
Todd Ellis runs the
Gamecocks' run-andshoot offense well
enough to tab this the
Upset Special. South
Carolina 24-20.
Louisville at Tulane —
Terrence Jones will pick
the Cardinals to pieces
Tulane 42-21
Miami at Pittsburgh
— This looks like the
last test of the regular

Florida State at South
Carolina — FSU gave
Miami a battle for three
quarters, a game that

season for the Hurricanes, and Testaverde
will turn this into no test
at all. Miami 35-10.
Southwestern Louisiana at Southern
Mississippi — Ever
since giving Texas A&M
a' struggle six weeks
ago, the Golden Eagles
have been struggling.
Nelson Stokely has his
Ragin' Cajuns playing
well Southwestern
24-17.

SCOREBOARD
For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.
Slate lam Lie

Beamer: we have great character
(Coned from page 14)
overall and 1-1 in the
OVC.
But since that time
the Racers downed Tennessee Tech 23-16 and
Morehead State to move
into a three-way tie tor
first place in the OVC
with Eastern Kentucky
and Akron. They host
Youngstown State on
Saturday.
"Up until last week,
we'd been inconsistent," says Beamer.

"We had a quarterback
"We had been up and
change, and I think down, but last week it
we're getting used to the all came together," he
change now, and our says. "We played hard
secondary has improv- on both sides of the ball.
ed the last couple of Our execution was very
games. We were hurt on good. When we do that,
long plays on defense we're not a bad team,"
early in the year. I hope
There's also that inwe're much better than tangible — character —
five weeks ago."
that kept the the Racers
Beamer believes the going through tough
Morehead State game losses.
may be the turning point
"I think we have great
for his squad this character," Beamer
season.
says "Youl hes r the

InsoranC• COmpan,
Morn& Oilice
Illoonwesion illonareS

NBA STANDINGS
word used a lot, but
there's,something to it.
If a team has poor
character, it can fall
apart in a hurry. We
didn't. I feel strongly
about that element."

or four years we've been
a position to win
(OVC title) and didn't.
"I've taken the approach this year to talk
about the opponent we
play each week. I think
that's the key. The big
The recent victories picture will take care of
haven't turned itself.
Beamer's thoughts to an
"We're pleased to be
OVC championship and where we are." he adds,
playoffs.
"but it's been a strug"We're not talking gle. I've never worked a
about it one bit," he team or coaching staff
says. "In the past three as hard as I have this
season. I hope
everything comes
together in the end."
And •Baldridge expresses a similar wish
for his Eagles.
"I think we realize
we're back down to
earth and let's get back
to
work again," he says.
if he plays, he could
start no more than 14 "We have a good footgames, three this ball team. I feel if we
season and 11 next year. can win this week, we
"There are a lot of can go 9-2 and go on to
factors that go into the the playoffs."
decision," Gottfried'
'said. "What we've got to
do is play the guy who
gives us the best chance
to win."
Gottfried may not announce his starter until
Saturday.
His biggest fear is
that Miami, a big-play
team capable of scoring
a lot of points in a little
time, will take advantage of Pitt's offensive
problems to quickly
build an insurmountable
lead.
"Miami can throw
and go and can blow out
quick," he said. "If they
get too far ahead too
quick ... Well, that's
what scares me."

Panthers must play Hurricanes
without Congemi, who is injured
(Cont'd from page 14)
Congemi's Wick injury
was disclosed Monday.
Oddsmakers have since
refused to set a line on
the game.
Congemi will miss the

Griffin
inducted
into Hall
of Fame
KINGS MILLS, Ohio
(AP) — Former Ohio
State Coach Woody
Hayes knew he had
something special the
first time he saw running back Archie Griffin
carry the football.
"When he ran the ball
the first time, we all
knew we had our starting tailback for the
next four years," Hayes
said. "He never let us
down in any way."

rest of the season
because of a hairline
vertebra fracture in the
middle of his back. He
completed 165 of 293
passes this year for
2,048 yards and 11
touchdowns.
Pitt, 4-3-1, is regarded
as Miami's last major
regular-season test. The
Hurricanes, rated by
Gottfried as one of the
best college teams he
has ever seen, finish out
the schedule against
Tulsa, 6-3, and East
Carolina, 1-8.
Gottfried's problem
extends beyond trying
to improvise an offense
with an untested
quarterback against the
nation's top-ranked
team.
The run-and-shoot
utilizes four wide
receivers and only one
running back and usual;
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Walneedirfs Games
Boston 133_ Indiana 102
San Antonio 112. New Jersey 103
Philadelphia 107. Milwaukee 101
Detroit 109. Washington 415
Utah ill, Cleveland 95
Golden State 102 PrIrtland 0

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
knerican League
MILWAUKEE BREWERS—Added Charlie
O'Brien. catcher Dion Jame.. outfielder. Joey Meyer.
first baseman. and Jay Aldrich, Al Jones, Alex
Madrid. Mark Ciardi and Dan Murphy pitchers to
the rooter
OAKLAND A'S—Signed Dwayne Murphy outfielder, to a one-year contract
BASKETBALL
Habana,BasketbaN Assocsabon
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS—Signed Phil Hubbard
forward, to a one-year contract and sliced him oi
.j
..tn
jured reserve
FOOTBALL
.
Nabors.'Football League
NEW YORE JETS— Ctivated Rust.!,
t.r1115eau
!Inebacker Released Rogers Ale,uander Itneba ker

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888
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NO
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MAZDA TRUCKS RATE HIGHER
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Lanier named
NL's top manager
HOUSTON (AP) —
When Hal Lanier
became the manager of
the Houston Astros, he
knew some people expected the team "to lose
r.,..10lLgames2 this season.
_Instead, the Astros
won nearly 100 and
became the National
League West champions. And on Wednesday, Lanier became the
first rookie to be named
the NL Manager of the
year.

W
2
2
1
1
0

Boston
Philadelphia
New Jersey.
Washington
New York

(With Approved Credit)

Griffin would eclipse
several rushing records
and become a two-time
Heisman Trophy winner
at Ohio State, rushing
for 5,177 yards during
his collegiate career
and rolling up 31 consecutive 100-yard
games. He was honored
with induction Wednesday into the College
Football Hall of Fame.
Griffin, who also
played for the NFL's
Cincinnati Bengals, and
long-time college coach
Bill Edwards received
tributes from former
associates and coaches
at a dinner Wednesday
night honoring their
induction.
Bengals General
Manager Paul Brown
received a "Distinguished American" award
presented by Hayes

ly takes considerable
time to master because
of the large number of
options available to the
quarterback on every
play.
"Sometimes there are
four receivers open,"
Congemi said.
Felitsky, a transfer
from Notre Dame, has
thrown 27 passes in his
collegiate career, 11 this
season. If Felitsky
starts, Gottfried could
be criticized for starting
a former fourth-string
quarterback in the Panthers' biggest game of
the season.
If Genilla starts, he
will lose an entire
season of eligibility and
would have only the 1987
season remaining at
Pitt. If he sits out this
week, Genilla could play
a maximum of 22
regular-season games;

Tlwrsday s Gaines
LA Clippers at Houston
Utah at Denver
New Yorfi at Sacramento
Dallas at Seattle
Fridays Games
.Milwaukee at New Jersey
San Antonio at Philadelphia
Phoenix at Atlanta
Boston at Washington
Chicago at Detroit
Denver at L A Leiters
Dallas at Portland
Cleveland at Golden State

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Dimon

753-1606

"(Deferred Payment
Plan Good Thru
Noz...151t11
Open;
Mon.-Fri. I
10-9
Sun.
1-5

HOME TV & APPLIANCE
Central Shopping Center
753-7670 or 753-HOME
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AP names Reid to head broadcast
NEW YORK (A1= —
The Associated' Press
today named John W
Reid as director of AP
Broadcast Services.
Reid's appointment to
succeed Roy Steinfort
was announced by Louis
I) Boccardi, president
and general manager of
the news cooperative.
Steinfort retired Nov. 1
as vice president and
director of AP Broadcast Services after a
'27-year AP career as a
reporter. broadcast
niarketing representall% e and senior
executive
Reid 34, has been
senior deputy director
of AP Broadcast Services and an assistant
general manager of The
Associated .Press since
ii4s4, For the past year,
he has been in charge of
the day-to-day operations of the broadcast,

diViilon, which is based
in Washington, D.C.
keid's broadcast journalism career began
while he was in high
school, working
weekends and during
the summers for radio
station WSNO In Barre,
Vt., his hometown. He
later was news director
and operations manager
for three years at WJOY
and WQCR in Burlington, Vt., and a
general assignment
reporter for The Concord Monitor, a daily
newspaper in Concord,
N.H.
In 1974, Reid joined
the AP in Portland.
Maine, as a summer
vacation relief staffer,
going to work full-time
at AP's Montpelier, Vt.,
bureau the next year.
He became Montpelier correspondent' in
1976, supervising Ver-

mont coverage, then
was transferred to
Charleston, W.Va.,
where he was chief of
bureau. In 1981, Reid
was named chief of
bureau for Hartford,
Conn.
Steinfort, 65. will
&rye AP as consultant
on special projects for
one year, Boccardi said.
While Steinfort headed the broadcast division, Associated Press
Introduced AP
NewsPower 1200 and
APTV, the high speed
radio and television
wires; merged the
broadcast desk with the
AP Radio Network;
moved AP Broadcast
Services to Washington;
and introduced TV
Direct, the first video
news service available
to all television stations.
A native of Covington,
Ky., Steinfort began his

THANK YOU
Voter's of Calloway
County
Or'sft.-

-My sincere thanks and
appreciation goes out to
those who supported and
voted for me in my
successful bid for the
office of Circuit Judge in
Calloway and Marshall
Counties. I will work hard
to keep your confidence
as I continue my efforts to
maintain and improve our
judicial:system."

Jacobsen gets clean bill
of health; ready for home

journalism career as a
reporter for the Cincinnati Enquirer while a
WIESBADEN, West
student at Covington
Germany 4AP) — David
High Schoot:
Jacobsen, given a clean
During -World War II,
bill of health after 17
Steinfort served as a
months of captivity in
Navy Corpsman assignLebanon, spends a final
ed to a Marine assault
quiet day with his
battalion. He graduated
children in West Gerin 1946 from the UniverCharles Rose, a senior at Calloway County High
many today before they
sity of Kentucky, then
School was named student of the week by WSJPall head home.
covered sports for the
Century 21. Rose is the son of Mrs. Myrna L.
"They are scheduled
Louisville Courier Rose of Farmington. His hobbies includ chess,
to leave on Friday," Air
Journal.
reading and listening to music. Greg Delaney,
Force spokesman JefIn 1948, Steinfort
left, WSJP, and Bob Perrin, right, Loretta Jobs
fery Mulcahy told
became press relations
Century 21, congratulate Rose, center, on the
reporters today.
officer for University of
award.
He said the family
Kentucky football coach
planned a tranquiLday.
Paul "Bear" Bryant
Doctors, after "'comand basketball coach
pleting three days of exAdolph Rupp.
aminations at a U.S. Air
He returned to the
Force hospital in
Courier-Journal in 1950,
Wiesbaden, said
then joined AP as a
LEXINGTON, Ky. motions, including one Wednesday that
newsman in, the New (AP) — Fayette Moult to
exclude the death Jacobsen, 55, .suffered
Orleans bureau in 1951. JtIdge James Keller has penalty
as a potential no major health proHe reported on the Loui- delayed the trial of two punishmen
t if blems during his
siana Legislature in women accused
of kill- convicted. •
captivity.
Baton Rouge and ing five people
Powell was scheduled
in LexHowever, the physicovered Mississippi ington last April.
to go on trial next Mon- cians said they had
lawmakers in Jackson.
Keller also said day, but Keller said he recommended the HunIn 1953, Steinfort Wednesday he would decided
to reconsider tingdon Beach, Calif.,'
bought the Aberdeen reconsider his ruling the
situation because of native have routine
(Miss.) Examiner. He last week that
Tina information that came follow-up tests after gopublished it for eight Marie Hickey Powell out last week
when she ing home.
years during which the and LaFonda
Fay tried to plead guilty.
Jacobsen was kidnappaper was named the Foster
be tried
Keller rejected the ped in Beirut, Lebanon,
outstanding weekly separately. He
said he plea, saying Powell did on May 28, 1985, while on
newspaper three times will decide in the
next 30 not admit to intent to his way to work as
by the Mississippi Press days whether
the two murder.
director of the
Association.
women will stand trial
Powell's attorney, American University
He returned to the AP together.
Gene Lewter, had Hospital there„,....
in 1961 as a regional
In addition, Keller rul- volunteered last week
His Shiite Moslem kidmemberShip executive, ed that
statements for her to stand trial nappers released him
now called a broadcast
Foster made to other in- first. But the prosecu- Sunday, and he arrived
executive, based in Har- mates
In the Fayette tion wanted Foster tried the next day in
risburg, Pa. He became County
Detention first because of Wiesbaden. He was acgeneral broadcast ex- Center
could be used in "inevitable prejudice companied by Anglican
ecutive at New York the trial. He
also over- that tile commonwealth Church envoy Terry
headquarters in 1964.
ruled several defense suffers at the second Waite, who has been
trial," said Com- working for the release
monwealth's Attorney of Westerners held capRay Larson.
tive in Lebanon.

Trial of pair aceused
in five deaths delayed
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On The Square
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Three tips for 'retirement planning in 1986
are: take advantage of
your eligibility to participate in any retirement plan for tax deductions this year; open a
new plan that is still
available to you under
the tax reform act, and
if retired, defer taxable
distributions from your
IRAs, when possible, to
save tax dollars under

All Jty.t.IL64.tz Wood Stoves On Sale!

(Cont'd from page 13)

the lower tax brackets
in 1987.
Now is the most important time to plan
your tax strategy for the
next few years. Keep in
mind that tax reform
does not necessarily
mean that your tax
burden will be lowered.
CPAs advise that with
careful and informed
tax planning, and the
help of an expert, you
can maximize your income under the new tax
law.

Air Force officials
said that Jacobsen's
three grown children,
Eric, Paul and Diane
Duggan, spent Wednesday with their spouses
touring sites near
Wiesbaden, a Rhine_
River city.
On Tuesday, Jacobsen
spoke to reporters from
a hospital balcony
draped with American
flags after being
reunited with his
family.
A hospital
loudspeaker system
played a song titled
"When The Word
Comes," a ballad about
homecoming that was
written and recorded by
Jacobsen's sons Eric
and Paul in 1985.
Asked why Jacobsen
sometimes appeared to
ramble, talking about
everything from the
U.S. Congress to
baseball games, Col.
Charles K. Maffet, the
hospital's director, said
that was "perfectly normal" in a just-released
hostage.
"His remarks are
very consistent with
anyone returning from a
captive situation," the
hospital director said
"He likes to talk and
wants to talk, because
he hasn't been able to do
that."

Chopper carrying
47 crashes, sinks
in North Sea today
LONDON (AP) — A
civilian helicopter carrying 47 people crashed
and sank in the North
Sea off the Shetland
Islands today, the Royal
Air Force said.
There was no immediate word on
casualties.
Independent Television News said there
were reports of bodies in
the water.
The Chinook
helicopter sank near
Sumburgh Head, the
southern tip of the archipelago, an RAF announcement said.

WIN A TRIP TO ACAPULCO
IN THE Martin Industries
1986 TRAVEL ADVENTURE

Free standing wood stoves, wood & coal furnaces,fireplace inserts, and the new
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Astronaut appointed
to new NASA post as
shuttle deputy- director
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP)- NASA's appointment of
veteran shuttle commander
Robert Crippen to the new post
of deputy director of the space
shuttle program is the latest
step toward giving astronauts
more management power.
The space agency on Wednesday also announced the appointment of Arnold Aldrich, one of
the officials involved in the decision to launch Challenger on
Jan. 28, to be shuttle program
director at NASA headquarters.
Aldrich essentially will be performing the same duties he did
as shuttle manager at the
Johnson Space Center in

Houston. But in Washington, he
will have greater authority-and
under the management restructuring announced Wednesday,
he
H have clearer lines of
co
unications to the agency's
field centers.

Reagan undeterred by
losses in the election
WASHINGTON (AP ) - President Reagan, defiant in the face
of predictions that a
Democratic-controlled Congress
will make him a lame-ducli
leader, says he believes the
country is still behind him as he
presses ahead with his conservative program.
Striking a confident and
upbeat tone, Reagan told a
group of White House aides
Wednesday there was "much
more work to be done" during
the remainder of his second
term.
"Foy two years more, my
friends, let us make history
together," Reagan said, appear-

Democrats
enjoy wins
in election
NEW YORK (AP) - Some
Democrats are already calling it
the post-Reagan era.
After Tuesday's election,
Democratic pollsters say, the
power of Reagan's overwhelming personality won't be a major
Issue in 1988.
"I think the most important
thing is, we're going beyond
Ronald Reagan," said Peter
Hart, a pollster for Democratic
candidates.

ing undeterred by Republican
losses in Tuesday's midterm
elections.
The president acknowledged
the elvtion did not provide the
outcome he sought, but he asked
his staff to stick, with him in the
twilight of his presidency "to
complete the revolution that we
have so well begun."
Drawing a line from his 1984
re-election campaign pitch,
Reagan insisted Washington
"ain't seen nothin' yet."
The president laid out three
goals for the remainder of his
term: "make Americans more
prosperous, more productive
and the world more peaceful."
Republicans in Tuesday's
election scored victories in important governors' races but lost
the Senate for which Reagan
had Campaigned hardest. The
president said the results were
"fairly good news" overall.
"The truth is, the voters reelected us in 1984 to keep the
revolution alive - not just for
two years. but for four," Reagan
said.
"Even in this hotly contested
race, we enjoyed widespread
support on the issues that we
campaigned on,- Reagan said.
He cited his economic policies,
appointment of tough judges to
the federal bench "and a strong
defense, especially SDI," the
Strategic Defense Initiative
aimed at developing a shield
against nuclear attack.
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Democrats moving toward
confrontation with Reagan
over the political agenda
WASH/NGTON (AP) Democrats, savoring a return to
dominance in Congress, are
moving swiftly toward a confrontation with President
Reagan over who will set the nation's agenda leading up to the
1988 presidential election.
Trade legislation was at the
top of the list of jubilant
Democrats as they began to set
priorities Wednesday for their
new Senate majority.
"I can say it all in four words:
The Democrats are back," exulted Democratic Party chairman Paul G. Kirk Jr.
While most of the early attention was focused on national and
gubernatorial elections,
Democrats also strenghtened
their grip on state legislatures
across the land - a development that could prove crucial in
the congressional redistricting
squabbles that will follow the
1990 census.

According to the National Conference of State ALegislatures,
Democrats will occupy at least
4,479 of the 6,461 legislative seats
nationwide, a gain of at least
187.
With some outcomes still subject to change, Democrats will
control at least one chamber in
at least 40 states - and both
chambers in as many as 29.
They now control both chambers
in 26 states.
So far as congressional
politics is concerned. Senate
Democratic leader Robert C.
Byrd of West Virginia pledged to
try to cooperate with the
Republican president, but also
sent a clear signal of likely confrontations to come.
"I would hope that the president would read the message
that was sent by the American
people," he said. "And that
message Is: 'Look, your
economic policies have not
worked in so many instances."

WASHINGTON ( AP ) American voters were showing
their disapproval to the tactics
of the 1986 campaign when they
went to the polls in the lowest
numbers since World War II, a
political analyst says.
Preliminary figures show that
37.3 percent of the nation's
voting age population voted
Tuesday. said Curtis Gans, head
of the independent Committee
for the Study of the American
Electorate
That was the lowest since 1942,
when slightly more than 30 percent of voting-age Americans
cast ballots, Gans said.
"There were two major
reasons for the decline," Gans
said-in a telephone interview.
"There would have been a•
decline in any case because
there were non-competitive
races in some of the major
population states of the East,"
he said.

Man returned to
county on charges
A man released from the Danville, Ill., correction center, was
returned to Calloway County to
faces charges of second degree
possession of a forged instrument and persistant feloney
offender.
Eugene Outland, 27, whose address is listed as Rt. 6 Murray,
was picked up in Danville by
Sheriff J. D. Williams yesterday
and returned here on the
charges. Outland was lodged in
Calloway County Jail.

Special tax form
number available
Kentucky taxpayers who wish
to order IRS tax forms and/or
publications over the phone may
now call a special tax forms
number. This new toll free
number is 1-800-424-3676.

*It

U.S., Soviets renew
arms control talks
VIENNA, Austria ( AP ) - The
United States and the Soviet
Union. moving to recapture the
-momentum of the Iceland sum-mit, have reopened detailed
discussions on ways to sharply
reduce their nuclear missile
stockpiles.
Talks betwen the two sides in
Reykjavik ended Oct 12 in
deadlock over the U.S. "Star
Wars" anti-missile program
Soviet leader-Mikhail S. Gorbachev wanted restrictions on
testing of the proposed spacebased defense system included
in any arms deal, and President
Regan refused

Rescue squad
report listed
The Calloway County Fire•
Rescue Squad responded to a
total of 21 fires during the month
of October. according to squad
member David Cathey
The breakdown of the calls
were: four car fires: 11 house
fires and six field fires.

itiBLIBM
MATCH UP A GREAT NEW HOLIDAY OUTFIT AND GET $10 OFF AND MORE..

DEAR REP: According to my
veterinary expert, Dr. James
Isaacs of Encino, Calif.,the first
year of a dog's life is equal to 15
in a human's. The second year
brings the dox to a "human" age
24. After that, each year is
equal to four years more of
human life. Interestingly, the
smaller the dog, the longer the
life. So if your pup has been
with you for 16 years, you have
an 80-year-old dog.

$10 OFF
Each additional
TOP & BOTTOM

• ••

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have had a running battle about
something we hope you can settle.
You see, we have a 2 1/2-year-old
daughter who has been in two
beauty pageants and has won
trophies, crowns, ribbons and
DEAR HURT: Don't phone; banners. I would like to hang a few
tell her in person exactly what large pictures of her in a beautiful
you have told me. Let her know dress, wearing her crown, surthat you feel hurt, used and rounded by all her trophies. We are
frustrated when she wants to both very proud of her, but he says
talk only about herself and it's not proper and he's so stubborn
never has time to listen to you. I can't budge him. He insists
Having said that, if she changes pictures like that belong in our
her tune and makes your rela- bedroom, and if I want pictures in'"
tionship one of give and take, the living room, that's what albums
you'll know she's a friend are for.
It was his idea to write to you. My
worth having. If not, you won't
have to look far to find a more mother agrees with my husband.
STILL ARGUING
considerate and
generous
friend.
DEAR STILL: So do I.
•• •

bargoed,all arms sales to Iran
since 1979.
The report comes during a
week when the speaker of Iran's
parliament, All Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani, said President
Reagan's , former national
security adviser, Robert
McFarlane, had traveled to
Tehran recently in an effort to
Improve'relations.
The arms shipments were ap
proved personally by the president and have angered both
Secretary of State George Shultz
and Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger, according to
anonymous administration of
ficials quoted today by the Los
Angeles Times.
One administration source
told The Associated Press that
McFarlane's reported trip,
which -apparently was in
September, seemed part of a
broader effort by the White
House to win the release of AP
Correspondent Terry Anderson
and educator Thomas
Sutherland, who are held in
Lebanon by Islamic „Jihad, a
Shiite group with ties to Iran
Hostage David P Jacobsen was
released Sunday.
White House officials have
declined to confirm or deny
McFarlane's reported trip, and
he has not returned reporters'
telephone calls.

Van Buren

Traffic Is One Way on This
Friendship's Two-Way Street
DEAR ARRY/11444)
.a girlfriend
who calls me on the Phone. I call
her, too, and we talk.
am also a
girl.) The trouble is she does most of
the talking. Like last night she
called and asked what I was doing
over the weekend. I told her, "Noth•
ing special' Then she said, "Well.
I'm going camping with so-and-so
and then we're going here and
there,- and on and on and on. Then
I started to tell her what I had done
a few days ago and she said,"Sorry,
I have to-go now — my favorite TV
show is coming on.• This girl lays all her problems on
me. What do I do when I have
problems and want to tell her about
them and she doesn't have time to
listen? She's never interested in
what I do; she just wants to talk
about herself.
HURT IN SAN ANTONIO

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
freeing of three American
hostages in Lebanon over the
last 14 months came as U.S. and
Iranian officials held a year of
secret talks on Tehran's need for
military supplies, a published
report says.
The report, carried in today's
editions of The Washington Post,
also said the release of the
Americans came after a series
of arms shipments were made to
Iran.
The United States has em-

U.S. per capita consumption; in pounds per year
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Hostage release came
as result of secret talks

Milk

The announcement was made
by Rear Adm. Richard H. Truly,
NASA's associate administratcir
for space flight.
Crippen, who has flown four
shuttle missions, and Truly, who
has flown two, are among four
astronauts named to high-level
positions at headquarters since
the Challenger explosion that
killed seven crew members.
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LIMIT!
All items $16 and over
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ABBY:

DEAR
My cousin and I
CONFIDENwrIAL TO J.B.:
have been arguing about something The first man gets the oyster.
for years and I think you are the one The second man gets the shell.
...who can settle it. How jio people (Andrew Carnegie)
figure out how old a slog is? I say
when a •dog lives.10 yeart-hr - ig
•• *
16-year-old dog:
My cousin insists that we do not
calculate a dog's age the same way
(For Abby's booklet, "What Every
we calculate a perspn's age. For Teen-Ager Ought to Know," send a
example, a dog who lives for 20 cheek or money order for $2,50 and a
long. stamped (39 cents), ,self-adyears is ready to die of old age. dressed envelope to: Dear Abby,
Teen
Please explain this.
Booklet, 4".0. Box 38923. Hollywood,
•
110035.1
REP IN SAVANNAH, GA

"NICHOLAS"
The Christmas.Panda :
Take ldrn home tor the Holidays

Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune For Men

Women At

IVIALIRICES

CHESTNUT HILLS MALL

-
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Plane downed in Nicaragua linked to White House, sources say
WASHINGTON (AP
— The C-123K cargo
plane shot down a
montheago while flying
supplies to Nicaraguan
Contra rebels was part'
of a secret White Houseinitiated program that
relied on ex-intelligence
operatives to circumvent a ban on U.S.
military aid, according
to sources involved in
the effort.
The White House
operation began in early
19s4 when President
Reagan approved a plan
to replace CIA
assistance to the rebels
with help from
Americans outside the
government and from
U.S. military allies, current and former administration officials
.and Contra-leaders say.
The operation has
come in for renewed attention now that Eugene
Hasenfus, the C-123K's
cargo handler who
parachuted • from the
plane and was captured,
has been put on trial in
Managua.
- Although aspects of
the White House program had been disclosed previously, the Oct. 5
crash of the arms-laden
aircraft in southern
Nicaragua revealed a
previously secret supply
network using

American pilots and
operating out of El
Salvador's military airfield at Ilopango.
Sources both inside
the supply network and
the administration said
U.S. officials played -at
least a supporting role
in the operation — placing the ex-CIA operative
who directed the flights
at Ilopango and helping
to coordinate the flow of
supplies. The sources
discussed the U.S. role
only on condition they
not be named.
Administration officials have denied
responsibility for the
flight and professed ignorance about who was
behind it.
Elliott Abrams, assistant secretary of state
for Latin America, told
Congress last month
that it would be "inappropriate'' to investigate the supply
operation, which tie
described as a "private
initiative ... not organized, directed or financed
by the U.S
government."
House and Senate intelligence committees
have begun examining
the supply flights to see
if the alleged White
House ties constituted a
violation of a two-year
congressional ban on

the U.S. government
providing military
assistance to the Contras fighting
Nicaragua's leftist Sandinista government.
According to a report
prepared by a private
arms dealer in the supply network, Felix
Rodriguez, a former
CIA operative who uses
the pseudonym Max
Gomez, was placed at
El Salvador's Ilopango
military airfield by
Donald Gregg, Vice
President George
Bush's national security
adviser, and Nestor
Sanchez, a senior Pentagon official in charge
of Central American
military aid programs.
The report said
Rodriguez had regular
contact with Bush's office. Bush, who was CIA
director in 1976, and
Gregg, who was a top
executive at the spy
agency, have
acknowledged meeting
with Rodriguez but deny
directing the supply
operation.
Hasenfus hae said he
believed he was part of
a covert operation
mounted by the U.S.
government and
directed by two CubanAmericans, whom heknew as Max Gomez
and Ramon Medina and

thought worked for the spokesman, North said
CIA.
that "to his knowledge,
Hasenfus said he was (he) has never received
recruited for the opera- any phone calls from the
tion by William Cooper, safe houses." But a
who was killed in the source
close to North
crash. Cooper and
said he would not
Hasenfus worked for the
necessarily have known
CIA-owned Air America
where calls were cornduring the Vietnam ing
from. Another
War. Wallace B. Sawyer
source
laid North
Jr., the co-pilot who died
in the plane, worked at helped "facilitate" the
least until April for flow of supplies if the
Southern Air Transport
of Miami, a former CIAowned company.
Flight logs kept by
Sawyer showed him flying Southern Air planes
PLEASONTON,Calif.
Into Central America as (AP) — A con man poswell as other cargo ed as a land developer to
planes into the lease a helicopter, then
U.S.-built Contra air- hijacked it to escape
field at Aguacate in from a federal prison,
Honduras. According to freeing a woman from
Pentagon- records, the same prison he'd left
Southern Air has emerg- a week before,
ed as a leading contrac- authorities say.
tor flying logistical supThe pilot of the
plies for the Defense Hughes 500 D was
Department since 1983. believed to be Ronald J
Salvadoran telephone McIntosh, who was last
bill also show repeated seen Oct. 28 when he
calls in September from was dropped off at a bus
a safe house used by the station for a solo trip to
supply network to White another prison, officials
House phones used by said. .
Lt. Col. Oliver L. North,
The copter was found
a deputy „director for 15 miles south of the
political-military af- Federal Correctional Infairs - oh President stitution late WednesReagan's Nation_al. day,. about nine- hours
Security Council.
after it zoomed over a
Through a 30-foot fence and bank
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robber Samantha Dorind a Lopez climbed
aboard, prison
authorities said.
There was no sign of
either escapee at the
helicopter, and
Alameda County
sheriff's Lt. Dean Hess
said it was undamaged.
"It looked like it was intentionally set down
right there," he said.
McIntosh, 42, and
Mrs. Lopez, 37, worked
together in the business
office at the prison
about 30 miles southeast
of San Francisco and
had been seen on the
grounds holding hands,
said Warden Rob
Roberts. Mrs. Lopez
had been aorVing a
50-year term.
McIntosh, who was

31905

Save
$80
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Duplicates personal cassettes' Record from radio
or :We- in stereo with built-in mikes Detachable
2-wa'. speakers #'4-797

According to those
sources, then-national
security adviser Robert
C. McFarlane outlined
the plan orally to
Reagan and received
the president's approval. The plan then
fell to North to implement, the sources said.
When The Associated
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Shown

For the past several
years, North has overseen U.S. support for the
Contras and, according
to current and former
administration officials,
prepared a three-page
plan in early 1984 .for
enlisting private
Americans and third
countries to aid the Con-
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making the bus trip
alone because he was a
model prisoner, is, a
twicere
rcted con artist
ti
rded as a key
figure in a 1985 San
Francisco-based futures
scam that bilked investors out of $18
million.
Prosecutors have said
they think McIntosh, cofounder of the defunct

,

•
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If:

House

_
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Accepted

First International
Trading Co., may have
access to as much as $8
million in gold coins and
cash still missing in the
scam.
McIntosh's lawyer,
Stephen Grohs, described his 6-foot, 200-pound
client as an experienced
combat and test pilot
who served in Vietnam.

Surgeon wants zippers
to close some incisions
BOSTON (AP) — A
surgeon confronted with
the-problem of-frequently opening and shutting
abdominal incisions
'turned to the obvious
solution: a zipper.
But at least one zippermaker takes a dim
view of that substitute
for stitches.
The controversy was
aired in the letters
pages of today's New
England Journal of
Medicine. Bernard J.
Rubin, an official of
YKK in Macon, Ga.,
wrote, "It has recently
come to our attention
that at least one physician is using our zippers
to close surgical
incisions."
Rubin's letter —
headlined "If You Snip,
Don't Zip!" — went on
to point out that his company's zippers aren't
designed for medical
purposes. During the
manufacturing process,
they come in contact
with lubricants,

detergents and other
common chemicals.
-'Illness orinjury may
result if this product is
used for surgical purposes," he cautioned.
"We cannot be responsible for any injury caused by such use, and we
disclaim any warranty,
expressed Or implied, in
connection with medical
use of our products."
The journal referred
the letter to Dr. H.
Harlan Stone of the
University of Maryland.
In a one-paragraph
response, he wrote:
"The use of the zipper
has greatly facilitated
re-examination of the
abdomen when it is required on an almost daily basis. We have tried
many different zippers
over the past few years.
Our initial studies used
the YICK, but at present
we prefer the Talon,
since it is less likely to
disengage spontaneously and lead to
evisceration."

Dying Soviet rocket
sparks calls in South
By the
tonight over the western
Associated Press
United States," said Air
A fireball that blazed
Force Lt. Col. Chuck
"like a string of lights"
Wood at the North
across the West, sparkAmerican Defense Coming scores of calls to
mand in Colorado Sprauthorities from Texas ings, Colo.
to Utah and California,
The craft, which
was a Soviet rocket
NORAD had monitored,
booster disintegrating
burned up on re-entry,
in the atmosphere, the
he said. NORAD
Air Force says.
generally tracks such
It "almost looked like
objects — among more
a sparkler going down," than 6,000 it monitors in
San Bernardino County
orbit — but cannot tell
Sheriff's Deputy Fred
precisely when, and
Wegner in Needles, therefore where, they
Calif., said of the bright
will come down.
object that also was
"Ground and satellite
seen Wednesday night systems all over the
in Texas, Arizona, world had given indicaNevada and Utah.
tions that the rocket was
"It appeared to have a
due down this week,"
smoke trail... When we
Wood said.
first saw it, it was so big
The rocket was launwe figured it was right ched Sept. 5, Wood said,
here over us," Wegner
but he did not know
said, adding it "had a from where.
couple of lights in the
"It looked like 100
front and lights stars all falling together
showered out along the
— it was moving very
tall."
fast and appeared to be
"The United States' like a comet with bright
space command at debris falling off it,"
Cheyenne Mountain said Adrienne Berry at
reports that a Soviet
McCarran International
rocket body used to
Airport in Las Vegas,
launch a satellite reNev.
entered the earth's at"It was moving slow
mosphere at
like a jet coming in for a
landing, but not real
slow," said Greg Vergis
of Las Vegas. "It was
1
awfully pretty. It just
COUPON
held me there untq I lost
the view behind a
building."

9:11 p.m.

Oil. Lube &
Filter
$999
with coupon
Wt. i; odd up to 5 qts.

•,(

Press first reported the
existence of the plan
last year, one official,
speaking for the White
but insisting on
anonymity, denied any
wrongdoing. The official
did say, however, it was
"quite possible that
Reagan and McFarlane
discussed how to help"
the rebels in face of the
congressional aid
cutoff'.

Helicopter used in breakout

.
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Personalities
The
Homecoming
Perhaps, even though
you have never thought
about WHY, you have
taken your religion and
your church for
granted. If -touch is the
case, then it will be hard
for you to understand
our position. We have

By Marjorie Majol

belonged to five
Methodist churches and
to the first one twice.
For 30 years we attended and were active
in Mt. Lebanon United
Methodist Church in Mt.
Lebanon, a suburb of
Pittsburgh. No, the
smoke from factories
did not come roll
in

U.S., China'reach
avionics agreement
QINGDAO, China
(AP) — The United
States and China have
signed a letter of intent
for a $500 million deal
under which U.S. companies will 'develop
-avionics equipment for
China's F-8 fighters, a
U.S. defense official
said today.
The letter of offer and
agreement was signed
in Washington on Oct.
30, and bids from
American companies
will be submitted early
next year, the official
said.
The official, speaking
on condition of anonymity, said the project will
last up to 8 years and
will involve installation
of fire control systems
In 50 of the Chinese
fighters.
He said the systems
-will be developed in the
United States and installed in the northeast
China city of Shenyang.
Meanwhile, the commander of the U.S.
Pacific Fleet said today
that U.S.-Chinese naval
cooperation is not aimed
at strategic coordination against the Soviet
Union.
Adm. James A.
Lyons, who led three
American warships into
Qingdao on Wednesday

Activist now
is a father,
radio says
TEL AVIV, Israel
(AP) — Human rights
activist Anatoly
Shcharansky became a
father Wednesday
night, Israel Radio
reported.
Nine months after her
husband arrived in
Israel after being freed
from a Soviet labor
camp, Shcharansky's
wife Avital gave birth to
a 5 pounds 8 ounce girl
at Jerusalem's Misgav
Ledach hospital, the
radio said.
No further details
were immediately
available either from
the hospital or from
Shcharansky's home or
office.
Shcharansky, 38, who
adopted the Hebrew
first name of Natan, and
Avital, 34, were reunited
in Israel last February
after a 12-year separation. Mrs. Shcharansky
emigrated to Israel the
day after their wedding
in 1974.

Judge says
newsmen
must testify
SAN DIEGO (AP) —
A Judge told two television newsmen Wednesday they will go to jail
unless they agree to
answer questions about
their coverage of a
multiple murder case.
San Diego Superior
Court Judge Franklin
Orfield gave J.W.
August and Steve
Florins until Thursday
to back down from their
refusal to answer questions posed by the
defense attorney for
David Allen Lucas.
'micas is scheduled td
go on trial Thursday for
three of the six murders
and one attempted
murder in which he's
charged.
Florins is a reporter
and August is an assign- _
—.Meat editor at KOTV- Charihel 10, the ABC affiliate in San Diego.
Both were found in
contempt of court Feb.
10 by Orfield and appealed the ruling, but it
was upheld in October.
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for the Navy's first port
call to Communist
China, said increasing
cooperation between the
two navies was not
necessarily directed
against the Soviet
Union.
"That is not the intent," he said during an
exchange with
reporters.
Lyons and U.S. Ambassador to China
Winston Lord spoke to
journalists today over
breakfast aboard the
guided missile cruiser
Reeves. It, the guided
missile frigate Rentz
and the destroyer
Oldendorf will be here
for a week.
Qingdao, located on
the Shandong Peninsula
on the Yellow Sea, is
home to China's North
Sea Fleet. The Yellow
Sea and the South China
Sea are areas over
which Lyons said the
Soviets have been conducting simulated
strikes.

but often smoke did
obscure the sun but not
our vision.
me Qty
Pittsburgh was the
goal of many engineers
In those days and it still
is go goal of many but
the pendulum has stilled. Pittsburgh still looks
good but it is a distressed city with considerable unemployment. The downtown
area is bordered by
"The Golden Triangle"
as it is wedged between
two rivers, the
Allegheny and the
Monongahela, which
join here to form the
Ohio River. Leaders of
this church are also
leaders of Pittsburgh. A
notable one of these is
Leon Hickman of
ALCOA.
The Invitation
The occasion for our
return was an invitation
extended to former
members to return for
the 75th anniversary of
the church's founding.
The church building is
of stone with the altar
backed by a group of 10
to 12 foot glorious stained glass windows
dominating the center
portion.
For this auspicious occasion former_ choir
members joined with
the present choir in
joyful song. Particularly impressive were the
titles, "Why is there
such a thin line?" by
J.B. Carlson and the
"Battle Hymn of the
Republic" arrangement
by Wilhousky. The an-

them was "God so loved
the world" by Sir John
Stainer.
The Dinner
On Saturday evening,
members and guests attending met in the Sanner Chapel, a room
often used for special
meetings. To facilitate
seating in the dining
room, those persons
holding "A" cards were
seated first, then those
holding "B" cards were
next and the "C" card
holders were last. On
the way to the dining
room, guests stopped to
have tomato juice and
crackers donated by the
Heinz Company.
Remember Pittsburgh is hilly and
many buildings are built
up but are not built out,
so down to the dining
room where 400 people
were served. It was a
catered meal so all
members and guests
could enjoy the occasion. Floral arrangements on the
tables were given by
various members.
Some people were
served in the social hall
which has a large open
deck adjoining for use in
warm *Weather. Other
features of this grand
old building were the
later additions of a
library and classrooms
•
for all ages.
The Messages
The Saturday evening
service featured blownup pictures of by-gone
events which were
shown on huge screens
which were on either

side of the pulpits.
Retired Bishop Ralph
Ward, now affiliated
with Drew University,
gave the message Saturday evening and retired
Bishop Lloyd C. Wicke
spoke on Sunday
morning.
A rather unusual fact
about Bishop Wicke0s
that in winter he lives on
Whiskey Creek Drive in
Fort Myers, Fla., and in
summer his residence is
in Lord's Valley, N.Y.
True!
In Pittsburgh, we and
the Wickes lived on the
same street a few doors
apart and often we
found flowers or
vegetables from his
garden at our door as he
was, and maybe still is,
an avid gardener.
The Location
Mt. Lebanon is south
of downtown Pittsburgh
but cutoff in .years past
by a mountain which
isolated the southern
area. Even today no
direct way to downtown
is possible without going
through a tunnel so it is
easy to see why Mt.
Lebanon is "junior" to
Pittsburgh.
From downtown one
looks up to Mt.
Washington and then
o.ver, to ihe South Hills.
where Mt. Lebanon is
located. The name is
definitely taken from
the Biblical Lebanon as
people who settled this
area were church minded and devoted to
their Bibles. A sincere
couple of this church are
Bill and Jincy Waldrop

Street. She is a niece of best man, Madge and graduated froni 1%1,
the late p Waldrop of George Hofmann, were Virginia l;niversit
Murray.'
married the following Morgantown, 41 V a
. The Church
year and they.stlll live
Our children, Bob
This church has three in Cincjionati.
jqr arid "Ellen Maj-.
Ministers: Dr. H.- Pat
My parents were the Sell, are planning
Albright, David H. Wat- late Mr. and Mrs. W.W. family get-togetti,I I
son and Jeffrey A. McElrath and my Florida We have pri
Miller — all new since brother was the late mised each Who tiii•
we worshipped there, Capt. Robert W. we will take ni4 i•••,cei
beginning 40 years ago. McElrath, USN, a tion to any
road
Although the ministers graduate of the U.S. but to agi (were different, we still Naval Academy. My wholeheartedly 'A It
felt "at home" as Mt. alma mater was Brenau plans they have n, ohe
Lebanon United College, Gainesville,
Our foursome Id,.
Methodist Church is a Ga.,,and my husband, Jean Major, Jim Sei'
large but very friendly .William S. Major, _Andrew and Katie (-on
church.
graduated from Lehigh plete 7,ur
Our hosts in Pitt- University, Bethlehem'
, family
sburgh were John alid Pa. Bob, our son, is a
We do thank frier,o,
June Mason who have graduate of Princeton here and abroad
to,'
visited us here in Mur- University and Ellen, their good 1;•,,,
ray and they also at- our daughter, wishes1
tended the Business
School dinner ,in Curris
Center, Murray State
University, last fall.
A TRUCK
For many years, a
YOU CAN LIVE WITH
Methodist church home
has been established in
Mt. Lebanon. Currently,
in the building stage,
there is a lovely retirement home being built
on the same grounds. II
is especially appealing
to residents who do not
have cars as the local
bus comes to the door
and provides transportation to downtown.
Fees include one meal a
.day and, if, desired:40, V-6, Automatic Transr-other meals in the day
Conditioning
may be taken.
The Anniversary
For us, this trip marked a milestone in our
lives too — it was our
50th i anniversary. We
were married on Oct. 24,
U.S. 641 South
1936 in Cincinnati, Ohio.
753-1372
Our bridesmaid and
•

OMC

1983 Chevrolet Blazer
$7,000.00

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.

SPECIAL
PRICED
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS

HAND BLOW -'M

BUBBLE
BALLS

A. 141/2 in.
Jardiniere
Vase
$2495
B. 12 in.
Bubble Ball
$1495
C. 10 in.
Bubble Ball
$1095
D. 8 in.
Bubble Ball
$895
E. 10 in.
Optic Swirl
$1495
F. 8 in.
Optic Swirl
$995

6 in. Bubble Ball

$495

(not shown)

4 in. Bubble Ball

$295

(not shown)

GLASS MARBLES
2 Lb. Bag $595
Clear Blue Red-Green

Paducah's Most Interesting Store — Come See You'll Agree

Th

Party Mart
Hannon Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd. Hwy 45 Paducah

Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. - Fri. and Sat. 'til 11 p.m. 442-0011
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Teen-agers„charged with murder after rock falls from bridge
WEST COLUMBIA,
S.C. (AP) — Two teenagers have been charged with murder for
allegedly pushing a
190-Tound rock from a
highway overpass onto
a car, killing a 2-yearold boy who was sleeping in the front seat
Jimmy Curtis Iriel,
17, and a 16-year-old
whose name was not
released because he is a
Juvenile, were arrested -

Wednesday an hour
after the boulder struck
the car.
The youths were being
held at Lexington County Jail on murder
charges, said Sheriff
James Metts.
"That could have
been me driving with
my 4 -year -old
daughter," he said.
This was truly a
gutless, heartless,
mindless and cold -

blooded act."
William and Linda
The disc -shaped Stapleton, and his infant
boulder was pushed sister Julie.
from a bridge over InThe sleeping boy was
terstate 26 early struck in the head. The
Wednesday, authorities'boulder then shattered
said. The rock fell about the rear windshield and
20 feet and crashed came to rest in the back
through the window of seat against the childthe Chrysler LeBaron protector seat holding
carrying William R. the infant.
Stapleton Jr. of
Mrs. Stapleton, who
Charleston, his parents, was in the back seat of

OtNIII•L MOTORS CORPORATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

their home rather than
lose it, cannot be evicted
until their ease is heard
In court, says &Circuit
Court judge.

State GOP chief to step down
FRANKFORT, .Ky.
November, once his
(API 7 Gordon Wade
close friend Jim Bunnhas notified the Ken- ing had been elected to
tucky Republican ''Congress from the 4th
Party's central commitDistrict. That happened
tee that he will step
Tuesday.
down as GOP chairman
Gable, who was the
on Saturday and
nominate Robert Gable GOP nominee for governor in 1975, is a strong
as his replacement.
Wade, of Fort Mit- backer of Larry Forgy,
chell, became party considered the favorite
chairman in 1985 and for the party's guberwas voted a two-year natorial nomination
next year.
term at the GOP state
convention last spring.
Gable, of Frankfort,
But there has been' said at the spring
conspeculation that Wade
vention he wanted some
would resign in
day to hold the party
chairmanship.

1986 Chevrolet Camaro
Automatic Transmission, A.C., P.S., P.B., Radio,
5,XXX miles, Red in color.

$10 500"
DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
733-2617

641 5. 1111orray

PURCHASE
AREA

0001
*DEALER

bridge and called for
help on his citizen's
band radio.
The StapletOns and
their daughter were
treated for minor injuries at Lexington
County Hospital and
released.
Metts would not say
what led iirtn to arrest
the two youths.

Stay granted in Jessamine eviction
NICHOLASVILLE,
Ky. (AP) — A
Jessamine County couple, who had been
prepared to blow up

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

the car, reportedly
lifted the rock off her
daughter before help
arrived.
-The boulder landed
on top of her baby, and
how that mother moved
that piece of granite off
that child. I'll never
know," said Deputy
Coroner Jack Stone.
Stapleton stopped the
car 100 yards past the

Franklin Circuit
Judge William Graham
ruled Wednesday that
Lucille and Vernon
Clemmons had not been
property notified of
earlier court proceedings and could not
be evicted this Friday,
as previously ordered.
The couple had wired
their house with
dynamite when they
learned that officials
were coming with an
eviction notice Monday
and threatened to blow
up themselves and the
house. A Kentucky State
Police bomb squad went
113 and safely detonated
the 16 sticks of
dynamite,
The Clemmonses' attorney, Robert Gullette
Jr., said he had told
Graham he planned to
file additional motions
In the Circuit Court and

to appeal the case to the
Court <Appeals.
"He, biased upon that,
I think primarily,
entered an order ... to
suspend the enforcement of any action to
evict them until such
time as the court could
hear our motion which
we are filing this week."
Gullette Jr.
Gullette said Graham
will probably set a hearing in the case the week
after next. Graham is
hearig the case because
Judge Robert Jackson
of Jesssamine County
disqualified himself.
The Clemmonses
have lived in their farmhouse for seven years:
but the county zoning
commiission ruled that
their 20-acre property
did not have road frontage.

Kerosene Heater

Sa e iitc-

Winter warmer-uppers!

Give Your Family Warmth
For Christmas!
04.,14
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WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Mir

Comfort
Kerosene Heaters
A. Radiant 9600

1!.;
ii
1)

BTU
Sale79.99
Heats up to 480 sq ft Burns 27 to 37
hours on a 1 92 gallon tank i417-66401
B. 22,000 BTU Hoittor Sale119.99
Heats up to 14 hours on a 1.9 gallon
fuel tank up to 720 sq ft 1417-63841

.
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We Sell Kerosene
4
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1c
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KEZIN
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saie119.99

17,100 BTU Hooter
Burns 15 to 21 hours on a 1 99 gallon
tankful Triple safety shutoff Heats up
to 860 sq 11 (417-67071
D. 22,700 BTU Hato, Sae129.99
Burns 12 to 16 hours or a 1 9 gallon
tank Heats up to 1,140 94 ft (417-67231

....,

— 1
,

Let Us Help You With Our
Large Selection Of:
.
1/11

,k
11

WE INSTALL WICKS!
35,000 BTU
lirt
Forced Air
Kerosene Heater

..

sal 12999

Reddy
e Heater °
operates on
kerosene or No 1 fuel oil
- 4Si
to heat up to 5,000 cut5ic
foot areal Uses electricity
)1
/
4, to operate fan and igniter
Tank holds 3 gallons for
up to 11 hours of heat
"Automatic shutoff
1417-6244)
50,000 BTU Roddy Hooter.
47.525,
169.99

na4

'

1
NR/4-

I
linia a ..1
—.41.

.

1

• We're here to help you. We're TOTAL HARDWARE.
I Mon-Sat. 8:304:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

Central
Shopping Confer

753-8604 We Sell Kerosene r

•
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Adia...,Cord

Burial will follow in
Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after
10 a.m. Friday.

Byerly
Parker.

and

Morris

Burial will follow in
Blue Springs Cemetery
In Stewart County,
Tenn.
MrkGarner,87, of 719
Riley Ct.. Murray, died
Tuesday at 8:35.a.m. at
West View Nursing
Home.

Tenn., and Tommy
Garner, Mansfield,
Tenn.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Damon Hardin, Dover, Tenn.; two
half brothers, T.J.
Garner, Murray. and
James Garner, St.
Louis, Mo.: 15
grandchildren.
He was preceded in
death by one daughter,
Martha Lucille Garner;
one son, Paul Garner;
one sister, Mrs. May
Plunkett; and one
brother, Oscar Garner.
The funeral will be
Friday at 11:30 a.m. in
LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Jerry Lee will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Olive Branch Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

Charles
Enoch

Our customers have two choices:
1. Customers may pay their carrier monthly.
Carriers will either collect in person or place a
payment envelope in your paper.

Here are 8 reasons why this is easiest.
1. You can select your mode of payment, 3 months, 6 months
or 12
months.
2. We pay the carrier who automatically receives his or her full
profit
each month.

Charles Spurgeon
Enoch, 66, of 106 Grove
Blvd., Paris, Tenn., died
Wednesday at 7 a.m. at
Henry County Medical
Center, Paris.
He was a retired excutive of Illinois Central
Railroad, Chicago, Ill.,
a Navy veteran of World
War II and a member of
New Hope Baptist
Church. He and his wife
operated the Book Shelf
at Lakeway Village,
Paris.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Elizabeth
Coats Enoch; two
sisters, Mrs. Dorotha
Williams and Mrs. Emily Foust, and one
brother, James B.
Enoch, all of Paris.
Services will be Friday at 2:30 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris.
Burial will follow in
Memorial Cemetery.
•
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

3. You don't have to worry about the carrier collecting.
4. If you mail your payment to us for 3 months or more it means
a savings in postage.

Mrs. Willie
Mae Miller

5. You don't have to worry about renewal because we will mail your
notice to you. (That way your service won't be interrupted.)

The funeral for Mrs.
Willie Mae Miller is today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. James
Shockley is officiating.
Grandsons are serving as pallbearers.
Burial will follow in
Mount Carmel United.
Methodist Church
Cemetery north of
Kirksey.
Mrs. Miller, 85, of Birmingham, Mich., died
Saturday at St. Jose_ph
Hospital, Pontiac. Mich.
One son and one
daughter preceded her

6. If there is a change in your carrier, the old carrier and the new
carrier are compensated and thus there are no misunderstandings.
7. If you move or wish to discontinue your paper you will get
a full
refund from The Murray Ledger and Times for papers you still
have coming to you.
time and prevents a price increase for you.

2

The funeral will be
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home..The Rev.
Richard West and the
Rev. Jerry Norsworthy
will officiate.

Alvin Pleasen Garner
Alvin.Pleasen Garner,
69, of Rt. 2, Paris,Tenn.,
was pronounced dead on
*arrival around 7 p.m.
Tuesday at Henry County Medical Center,
Paris.
A retired sawmill
worker, he was a
member of a Baptist
church.
Born March 9, 1917, in
Stewart- County, Tenn.,
he was the son of the
late Harlan Garner and
Susie Hicks Garner.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ruth Beavers
Garner, to whom he was
married on May 12,
1942; one daughter,
Mrs. Margie Ann Wynn,
Paris; seven sons,
Truman, John, Charles
and David Garner,
Paris, William and Leon
Garner, Dresden,

Want to Pay for
Your Paper?

Let us work for you!

a
t at

.446‘
11,,a.

Final rites for Mrs.
Lottie Garner are today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home,
Murray. John Dale is officiating. Jerry Bolls is
directing the song
service.
Pallbearers are
George Robinson, Jerry
Voarhes, Gary Garner,
Jimmy Garner, Terry

for City Delivery
and Motor Route Delivery

1111
irlik11."11..""P

a

753-3366

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

Four surviving sons
are Alton Collins, Rt. 5,
Murray, Jimmy Dale
Kimbro, Rt. 6, Murray,
Jackie Gene Kimbro,
Rt. 1, Almo,and Sammy
Joe Kimbro, Rt. 1,
Hazel.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Gladys
Garland, Murray; one
brother, 0.C. Kimbro,
Rt. 5, Murray; 15 grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Lottie Garner

Newspaper Delivery
SERVICE GUIDE

Includes Handle & Wheels (417-6285)

tr
a u

Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

57% -%
191/8B 198/5A
50/
1
2
341/i
42%
803
/4
. 51
81%
. 43 -1/3
85% -1/4
75/
1
2 +2
41% +/
1
4
44% + 1/4
12% + 1/.
5.24

James Richard Kimbro,62, of Rt. 5, Murray,
died Wednesday at his
home.
He had retired as a
truck driver for Murray
Sanitation Department
and was a member of
Hilltop Baptist Church.
Born Mai 22, 1920). in
CallowaV ---Mitritsr, he
was the son of the late
Richard Powell Kimbro
and Alice Elizabeth
Manning Kimbro.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Imogene Parrish Kimbro, to whom
he was married on Nov.
16, 1950.
Four surviving
daughters are Mrs.
Harold (Glenda Sue)
Anderson, Mrs. Linn
(Evelena) Edmonson,
Mrs. Bobby (Martha
Sue) Edmonson and
Miss Shelia Mae Kimbro, all of Rt. 5, Murray.

8. If you pay in advance, your rate is protected for that period of

100,000 BTU Reddy Heater 27999
=MI
NI
, IIIP".111=0"""IMP"IP
MO
i OM

1201/4 -2%

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie°

I

James Richard Kimbro

2. Customer may pay The Murray Ledger & Times at our
office
or by mail.

•Wicks *Siphons *Parts
*Ignitors *Cans

y HeVeR I
Rep2
ni,..,.
..---

Stock Market
Industrial Average
-11.11
Previous Close
1899.04
Air Products
36 -1/.
1
American Telephone
251/4 -1/4
Briggs & Stratton
54/
1
4 -1
/
4
Chrysler
22/
1
4 • Vs
CSX Corp
unc
Dean Foods
31% + 1/4
Dollar Gen. Store
147/
8B 151/8A
Exxon
693
/8 unc
Ford
58% •%
G.A.F.
42/
1
2 -%
General Motors
741/4 +1
80 .1/8
GenCorp, Inc.
/ +
Goodrich
443
Goodyear
481/4 -1

OBITUARIES

•

the

"

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue

751-1916

Survivors include one
brother, Layton
Youngblood, Graves
County; six grandchildren; 13 greatgrandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.
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Forgotten evidence frees New Jerry man
ELIZABETH, N.J.
(AP) — A man who
served eight years of a
life sentence on a rape
conviction is free
because evidence that
lay forgotten in a police
locker for 12 years proved his innocence.
"I just want to start
working and start my
life over again
just
put it in the past," said
Nathaniel Walker, 44,
who was freed Wednesday from Trenton State
Prison.
Prosecutors agreed

that Walker's conviction the original prosecutol:,
should be overturned Richard Ftodbart, said.
because of a sperm "I don't know why the
sample taken from the sperm was never tested..
victim that sat untested I didn't know about it.
and unrefrigerated in That Was the crucial
.the Elizabeth,,Police piece of evidence."
Department since 1974.
Walker, a former facThe sample, tested tory worker, was conrecently by the FBI, victed in 1976 of rape,
contained blood an- kidnapping and sodomy
tigens showing it could in the 197abduction of
not have been Walker's a 21-year-old woman.
sperm, said Walker's
He was released oi!
lawyer Paul Casteleiro. bail after his conviction
"I couldn't sleep at was reversed on appeal
night if an innocent man In 1977. But th
illy
was wrongly in jail," verdict was reins ted
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Carroll County disputes jobless rate

by the state Supreme
Court in 1979. Rather
than return to jait,
Walker fled.
CARROLLTON, Ky.
With his name on FBI
lists nationwide, he was (AP) — Carroll County
apprehended in Los has one _of the lowest
Angeles in 1982, where unemployment rates in
he was working as a the,state, but its leaders
building superinten- say the figures are
wrong and are hurting
dent, Casteleiro said.
Returned'to prison in chances for attracting
New Jersey, his cause new industry.
was taken up by "Cen"That's a joke,"
turion Ministries," a Judge -Executive
group that acts as Robert Westrick said of
prisoner advocates.
the latest jobless figure
In taking the case last of 3.6 percent. "Ain't no
year, Casteliero said he way it could be."
asked the prosecutor's
To prove its point, the
of-fice fo•r any
Soloists•••
(Cont'd from page 12)
county
is planning a
documents related to
work force survey, said
the
case.
One
document
from a 16th century great Johann Sebastian. preceded
it.
The
Clark Cox, executive
book,"Orchesographie," There was a brilliant "Largo" was very included a reference to
director of Carroll Counthe
forgotten
sample.
by a French Monk, Allegro opening move- delicate and expressive,
Walker's mother, ty Community DevelopArbeau, that describes ment,followed by an ex- with unusual pa,uses for
Irene,
cried as she hugg- ment Corporation.
and notates- medieval pressive, songlike An- emphasis. The't Minuet"
Cox said a higher
dances. This source dante, which was unsual and the "Finale': were ed her freed son.
"This
has
.
been a jobless rate might lure
lends a modal character In
several
ways, rather ordinary, but
nightmare I have lived new business, adding
to the music, emphasiz- especially in its unex- brilliantly effective.
ed by Warlock with unex- .pected brevity and brief ' The Concerto Soloists with for 10 years," she that ''We've had some
pected contemporary color lent by the solo were exactly that, each said. "I never though it inquiries from industry.
sounds. The Pavane was oboe most expressively. member of "solo" would end. My son was One of their questions is
notable in its vague, The last movement was capability
working arrested without how many a...Fe
clouded texture with perhaps
the
most together in refined justice. He never did unemployed.
strong shifts in tonality reminiscent of the music ensemble. This was fur- anything wrong."
"Basically, they were
made more obvious by of Rococo compose-rs, ther proven by their shifthe orchestra's tasteful and the most difficult to ting the violinists' posiTHE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
dynamics. In the Tor- control in performance, tions from piece to piece
dion, the pizzicato was which the ensemble did so that s8keral were
extremely well controll- admirably.
placed in the important
ed, and the pianissimo
After -intermission, "concertmaster" posiwas striking. The stac-- strings only reappeared tion. Intonation in the
cato playing noticed in to
play
Arensky's 'strings was outstanding
the Bransles was very marvelous "Variations throughout. •
Any
difficult at the tempo in a Theme by Tchaikov- moments of questionable
taken and demonstrated sky". This piece requires intonation were easy to
masterful control. This virtuosity in all the excuse because in a
music was characterized strings, and the players group of that small size,
by strong rhythmic successfully rose to the there is no place to hide.
drive, culminating in the occasion. By far the most They played together
final dance, the "Mat- significant piece on the easily and had a mutual
tachins," emphasized by program, the playing sensitivity
that
is
Carefully
placed was rich, brilliant, and unusual.
dissonance.
We need to offer our
clean. Contrasts between
quiet, delicate playing thanks to the Kentucky
A very early sym- and strong rhythmic ex- Arts
Couneil,
the
phony by Mozart rein- ecution were striking.
Southern Arts Federatroduced the oboes and
The program came to tion, and the National
French Horns. The a close with a very ex- Endowment for the Arts
young
Mozart
was citing performance of for their generous help in
strongly influenced by
Haydn's Symphony No. acquiring the services of
the music around him, 64 in A Major, again the Concerto Soloists of
and there is much
utilizing horns, oboes Philadelphia as one of
evidence in this work of and - bassoon. It was the outstanding concerts
his acquaintance with
generally lively music, of this seasdn's Murray
Johann Christian Bach, and more coMplicated Civic Music Association
the youngest son of the. than anything that series.
Business lunch

saying we really' don't
have enough people to
be able to have a largeenough pool to draw
from so that they can
get employees."
Cox said one company
wanted to employ 1,500
workers. State figures

show that fewey than 200
people are unemployed
in Carroll County.

cent.' He .expects the
survey to back that up.
Carroll County is' one
of seven in the state with
unemployment rates
below 4 percent, according to latest figures
from the Cabinet for
Human Resources.

Westrick estimates
that the overall
unemployment level in
Carroll and surrounding
counties at 9 to 10 Der-
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recently died
35 'The -Couple
36 Follows Fri
37 Underground
excavations
38 Seasoning
40 Poet
41 Latin
conjunction
43 Mile abbr
44 Jot
45 Prefix down
47 Islet
49 Pertaining to
Norway
51 Underworld
god
52 Doubtfulness
55 Chair
56 Hostelry
57 Single
instance

•
1 Seed coating
5 Tallahassee
is its cap
8 Intertwine
12 River in
Russia
13 Paddle
14 Turkish
regiment
15 Inquire
16 Buffoons
18 Unit of
Siamese
currency
19 Concerning
20 Beatles film
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23 You and me
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POE-TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-OLDSMOBILE- CADILLAC
Paris, Tenn.
Freddie Poe & Dan Taylor Have Top Quality Used Cars & Trucks
USED CARS
1980 OLDSMOBILE TORONADO $7,450
USED TRUCKS
1986 CHEVROLET
SILVERADO
SWB Pickup, Power & Air, Red

1985 GMC SAFARI
Pass. Van, Po4er & Air, Red

1985 CHEVROLET
DUALLY PICKUP

$1 0,900
'1 0,500

1985,CADILLAC FLEETWOOD
BROUGHAM '
2 Door, Loaded with Equipment.• Maroon

2 Door, Load
Loaded with Equipment, Lt Gray

$1 6,900

1985 CADILLAC
SEDAN DEVILLE
4 Door, Loaded with Equipment, Black Cherry $1 6 900
9

1985 CHEVROLET CAPRICE

9,450
1984 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS
1984 DODGE
$8,450
CONVERSION VAN
1984 BUICK ELECTRA
$9,450
1983 FORD RANGER XL
1984
CHEVR
OLET CAVALIER
PICKUP$5,450
$6,450
1983 CHEVROLET 4x4 PICKUP $6,950
1984 MERCURY TOPAZ
$6,450
1979 FORD RANCHERO PICKUP $35950
1983 BUICK RIVIERA
$1 0,500
1983
OLDSMOBILE 98
USED CARS
9,450
1986 OLDSMOBILE 98
1982 BUICK RIVIERA
BROUGHAM
6,950
6,500 1982 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
1986 OLDSMOBILE 98
$5,450
BROUGHAM
5,900 1982 CHEVROLET CHEVETTE 2,950
Loaded with Equipment. White

$1 2,500

4 Door. Loaded with Equipment, Maroon & Silver

2 Door, Power & Air, Lt Sable Brown

Loaded with Equipment, Blue & Silver

4 Door, Loaded with Equipment. White

4 cyl., 4 spd., Air, Blue & Silver

4 Door, Power & Air, Dark Blue

V-8, Automatic, Beige

4 Door, Loaded with Equipment, Med Gray
•

Executive Driver —
Some Rental Program Vehicles

1986 OLDSMOBILE 98
BROUGHAM
4 Door, Loaded with Equipment, Med Gray

1986 CADILLAC FLEETWOOD
BROUGHAM
4 Door. Loaded with Equipment. Maroon

2 Door, Loaded with Equipment, Med. Gray

4 Door, Loaded with Equipment. Red

2 Door. Loaded with Equipment, Lt Gray

2 Door, Loaded with Equipment. Red

$1

$1

GM FACTORY CARS
Some

1986 OLDSMOBILE 98
BROUGHAM

2 Door, Loaded with Equipment. BroM

1986 OLDSMOBILE TORONADO
1986 OLDSMOBILE 98
BROUGHAM
4 Door. Loaded with Equipment, Silver

4 Door, Loaded with Equipment. Beige

1985 OLDSMOBILE 98
BROUGHAM

4 Door. Automatic & Air. Red

2 Door, Loaded with Equipment. Brown

POETAYLOR 600 Tyson Ave.,

2,950

Extra Nice Red

4 Door, Loaded with Equipment, Brown

Power & Air, Brown

4 Door, Loaded with Equipment, Dark Blue

1969 AUSTIN HEALEY
CONVERTIBLE

$AVE
$AVE
$AVE
$AVE
$AVE
$AVE

Paris, Tn. 901-642-3900

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
Legal

1

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate ,
fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway
District Court. All
claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualifisation.
Danny Ray Hawes,
Route #2, Box 201,
Murray, Ky. 42071,
.Deceased. Linda Nell
Acuff, Route #2, Box
201. Murray, Ky
42071. Administratrix.
Abolene E. Jones,
Route *1. Dexter, Ky.

42036, Deceased, Joe
Pat Jones. Route 01.
Hardin, Ky. 42048, Executor, Joseph W.
Bolin, .200 South 4th
Street, Murray,Ky.
42071. Attorney.
•

1

Legal

Ky. . 42071,
CoExecutrix, Sue Kennedy. 807
Sharp
Street. Murray, Ky.
42071, Co-Executrix,
Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse Bldg.,
Murray,
.Ky.,
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Janice Wilkinson, Executrix, of the estate
of Pearl Paschall
Miller, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before
November 17, 1986,
the .date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Jessie McLeod, Route
#1. Box 183, Dexter.•
LEGAL NOTICE
Ky. 42036, Guardian
A final settlement of
for Jeffrey McLeod,
accounts
has been filRoute. #1,' Box 183,
Dexter, Ky. 42036. ed in the Calloway
District Court- by
Minor Child.
Evelyn W. Oliver. ExHarold L. Marvin, ecutrix, of the estate
Calloway
County, of Myrtle C. Wilson.
Kentucky, Deceased. deceased..Exceptions
Robert Jacque 'Mar- to this settlement
vin, 1709 College must be filed in the
Farm Road, Murray, Calloway
District
Ky.
42071,
Ad- Court on or before
ministrator, Geo. Ed- November 17, 106,
ward Overbey. Jr. 291 the date of hearing. ,
Main Street. Murray,
Ann P_ Wilson,
Ky: 42071, Attorney.
Circuit Court Clerk
Sallie B. Littleton, 201
South 8th Street, MurLEGAL NOTICE
ray,
Ky.
A final settlement of
42071,
Deceased,
Ann accounts has been filCaldwell. 10 Hillcrest ed in the Calloway
Circle. Paris. TN. District Court by
38242 Co-Executor. Angelyn Parks, AdJoe B. Littketon, Box ministratrix, of the
1151, Murray, Ky. estate of Modest G.
42071, Co-Executor, Brandon. deceased.
Robert 0. Miller, Exceptions to this setCourthouse
Bldg., tlement must be filed
Murray, Ky. 42071, in
the
Calloway
Attorney.
District Court on or
Clover M. Lockhart, before November 17,
Route.S1. Murray, Ky. 1986. the date of
42071.
Deceased, hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
Evelyn Jones, 1314
Circuit Court Clerk
Wells Blvd., Murray.

Notice

2

2

Mirrray Ledger & Times

-Notice

‘ for in
1250 REWARD
fomation leading to the
arrest & conviction of
vandels responsible for
damage, during the
week of Oct. 20th. to a
1987 champagne colored
Cougar, located in Mur•
Cal apts. Call 753-0900 or
753-6756 ask for Darryn
Evans.
8 LANDSCAPE timbers 12.75. Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington:
Paris; 901-642-2552.

Medicare
Supplement
Insurance
Are you paying
over $360 a year?
Do you really have
the best plan?
Are prescription
drugs covered?
Don't pay more
than necessary!!
Call

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No agb limit to.apply. Our most comprehensive policy
pays for Skilled. Intermediate
or
Custodial Care.
With Medicare's
new guidelines for
hospital confinement,
Nursing
Home Insurance is
more important
than ever. For free
information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Bennett &
Associates
753-7273
305 N. 4th
Murray

FOR SALE
641 Club at
Puryear, Tn. Price
$80,000, terms.
901-247-5794

MN secret in how to
stay young. Only
millionaires apply. See
Walt at Solos Market.
"frpr local claim seryloe"
Rt 1. Hwy. , 69 N.
Cottage Grove, Tn.
THE, Holiday season is
38224.
NEED someone to take almost here eir at Pam's
over payments jor pro- Cake Hut we want to
dress up your dinner
perty in Pirates Cove
table with a delicious
Call 753-1812 after 4p.m
CUDDLE up with your homemade cake. How
sweetheart in front of about a fresh coconut,
an energy efficient carrot. Italian cream.
Blaze King Fireplace German chocolate,
Insert with optional pecan pie or pumpkin.
glass door. Morgans We use only the best of
Furniture, 503 E. products & family reWashington. Paris, Tn. cipes for our homemade
cakes. So let us ease the
901-642-4179
HAVE to sell member. holiday' work load- just
ship in Lake Barkley call 759-4492 or come by
410 Main St.. Pam's
Resort. Call 753-3781
Cake Hut
after 5p.m.

"Understanding
God"
Bible Study
Mondays
7 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115'S. 4th St.

MUST
SELL
AM/FM RadioStereo/8 Track
Player. $30
Call
753-3781
after 5:30 rm.
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I SUPPOSE YOU THINK YOU
LOOK LIKE A 5HARK

WELL YOU DON'T
LOOK ANYTHING
LIKE A SHARK!

WELL JUST
WAIT UNTIL MY
FIN COMES
BACK FROM
,)
i THE CLEANERS:
0

2.Notice

VIDEO MOVIES
DELIVERED TO
YOUR HOMEI
Aro You Kidding?

• -f 'r

Rf

DOES IT -

41)

Call 753-8084

For Details
II II • • 1

1 II II I •

-W31
THE Gold"v
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 24/-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains.
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

p!s Shirts
N' Things
Aurora
Open 10-5 Sat.,
12-5 Sun.
Until Dec. 21st.
Free name with any
sweat shirt purchased. Bring in your own
design, we will place
it on a shirt or cap for
you. 474-8890.

6. Help Wanted
HEAD NURSE
SURGERY
Looking for challenge?
Lourdes Hospitals seeking
•Heed Nurse for Surgery.
Speciellty services include:
Urology, ENT, Orthopedics, Cardiovascular,
Neurology. Gynecology,
Optheknology., Endoscopy
and Laser.
Position requires three to
five years operating room
experience with management background, strong
teaching and organizational skis and Bachelors
Degree prefesed. For more
information contact: Director of Personnel, Lourdes
Hospftel, 1530 Lone Oak
Road, Paducah, KY
42001, (502) 444-2125
or 1-800-633-117ft in
Kenjucky and 1-800626-5435 outside of
Kentucky.
DISTRICT manager

$40,000-$70,000 per year.
Phone (5021239-6000 or
send resume to Personnel P.O. Box 91143
Louisville, Kentucky
40291.
DRIVERS- Your safe
driving record will earn
you top dollar, medical
benefits, drop pay and
lumper fees. Cal
502-586-5034 or 1-800-5332105.
EARN extra money for
the holidays. Excellent
income opportunity in
READINGS and advise hottest new trend in
ladies perfumes. Proon all problems by Mrs
ven Lesults. Call free
Theresa. 502-554-7904.
- today for more information. 1/800/8433. Card of Thanks'
1218.
GOVERNMENT jpbs'
Card of Thanks
Now hiring in I"'our
area, both skilled and
We the family of
unskilled. For list of
Mrs. Cecille Marr
jobs and application.
wish to express our
Call i 615(859-8155 Ext
thanks to those who
J500 FEE.
sent flowers & who
HIRING now! Construction all phases,
sent food and exdrivtlts, machinists,
pressions of symwelders, electricians,
pathy. To Rev.
mechanics. airlines.
Gerald Owen and
Some entry level
positions
up to
Rev. Eular Greer
$32.60'hr. 1. Trans.
for the nice words
Continental Job -Search
and to Mrs. Oneida
(308)382-3700. Fee.
White for rendering
LIVE -In child care
the beautiful music
workers needed
throughout U.S. ear
and songs. Thanks
upto $300 weekly, plus
to the pallbearers
room & meals. For free
and the honorary
information
502 926pallbearers. Also
3939:
for the cards we
NEEDED: part-time
secretary with exhave received since
perience in billing for
her death. Thanks
doctors office. Send
to the Blalock Colresume to P.O. Box
eman
Funeral
1040-J. Murray, KY.
Home for the nice
TRACT()R /trailer
drivers- If
you're at
service rendered to
least 23 with good
all of us.
driving record and work
The Children
history with no more
than 2 moving
violations in 3 years.
4 . In Memory
Poole Truck Line is for
you. Drivers with less
than 12 months over the
IN MEMORY
road experience will be
In loving memory
considered a Poole
of Sammie Farley
Driver Trainee. Apply
who passed away
in person. Poole Truck
Line. Cresline Drive,
November 6, 1970.
Henderson, Ky. 5021Memories are
826-8719 or 1408 Lebanon
treasures.
Rd. Nashville, TenNo one can steal,
nessee (615)-255-4082
EOE.
Death
is
a

heartache,
Nothing can heal.
Some may forget
you,
Now that you're
gone,
We •
will
remember,
No matter how
long.
Sadly missed by
Family

INSTRUCTION

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED,1h• o'er UFA
NOISIER No noel 10 (Pa 0.
8,,
0 111104 Pb
Pap141•0 worry OW Coftphcappor
PlaCerna. DWI

-14AL t

ALLIANCE
113111111011Pla

clealsON

6. Help Wanted

00 YOU HAIE
A PET NAME POR
hilQ DiTNERS '.°

OP

("<;4

MIE1 J U:121a1ZIIL_
4t) TRICK, THE
r/RAAGi
„ W/ r,4' roietR
PERcE aerr E
CRY •

csu

3000 GOVERNMENT
jobslits
1 6,040-159,230/ yr.
Now hiring. Call 805 687
6000 Ext. R-8155.
3000 GOVERNMENT
jobslits.
$15.040-$59,230/ yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-10706.
AN Ohio Oil Co. offers
high income, plus cash
bonuses, benefits to
mature person in
Murray area. Regardless of experience. write
P.L Read, American
Lubricants Col. Box 426.
Dayton, Ohio 45401.
ARTIST model- Department of Art. Parttime, salary $5.00 per
hour. Experience in
artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for spring
semester 1986. Contact
Departilbent of Art.
Murray, Ky. 42071 502762-3784 EOE M/F.
DISTRICT manager
trainee needed in
Murray area. Salary
plus commission while
training. Excellent benefit package. First
year earnings $20,000
plus. Write Rt. 8 Box 79,
Paducah, Ky. 42001 or
call 554-5600.
WANTED- professional
drivers "who would like

tN

Cat Toll Free Anytime

1-8

34-1203

9. Situation Wanted

or Paul. PTL (Paschall
Truck Lines, Inc.).

WILL take
or elderly
in. $800 a
perienced.

care .of
person.
month.
Phone

10. Business Opportunity
PROFESSIONAL
cleaning service es
tablished business, van,

equiment, supplies.
Hwy, 641 S., Murray. Write: Rt. 2 Box 474,
Calvert City, Ky. 42029
Ky. 42071

24. Miscellaneous

sick
liveEx527-

24. Miscellaneous

BED mats for all makes
& models of pick-up
trucks! Tool boxes for
New Kerosene
compact trucks. Stokes
3474 or 753-2523.
Tractor 753-1319.
Heaters
COMPUTER: TRS- 86
1 1 . Instruction
BTU,
9500
model III with tape
TIELICOPTEB flight load, covers, budget automatic ignition,
trainig, private pilot software. $200. Phone
removable
package, $4750. ( no 753-5971.
fuel tank.
previous training re- CUT wood for sale
quired). Training to be 420/rick you pick up,
Sale Price
conducted at your local $25 we deliver. Call
airport. 1-606-498-4652.
753-5996 or 753-5120.
While Supply Last!
DUO-Therm oil heater.
14. Want to Buy
Tube type dune buggy
WANT to buy- standing with VW engine. 1937
hardwood saw timber. GMC truck. 753-6215.
Call John Boyer at FIREWOOD for sale.
red oak, $25 rick de- 26. TV -Radio
753-0338.
livered. Call 436,5430.
7.4A gAVOk console
15. Articles for Sale
GOOD clean 55 gallon color TV.. only $7 per
4'x8' TREATED lattice drums. Ag Brokers, week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
panels $9.95. Mid-South Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
Wholesale Building; 342 RALF price! Flashing 753-0595.
East Washington; arrow signs $2 7 9 !
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Paris; 901-642-2552; Lighted, non•arrcew
8269! Unlighted 8239! 12X50 -ATLANTIC with
Paris.

FOR SALE

$60.00

753-7393

STORM windows Free box letters!
(standard sizes) 121.25. Warranty. See locally.
Mid-South Wholesale_ Limited time only.
Building; 342 East Limited quantity. FacWashington; 901-642- tory: 00021842-3332.
collect
2552; Paris.
WASHER & dryer, re- JO-AN's Varieties has
frigerator, portable designer fashions at
dishwasher. Call 753- discount prices everyday with specials run
4684.
WHIRLPOOL re- every weekend.
frigerator, only $8 per JUST arrived- new
week. Rudolph shipment of Lawn
Goodyear-Whirlpool, Sweepers- Stokes
Equipment Co. 753-1319.
753-0595.
Industrial Rd.

16. Home Furnishings
BEDROOM set, dryer,
couch, refrigerator.
Reason for selling is
redecorating. Call 7535292.
BLUE floral couch; 2
chairs; 16" gold chain,
1 / 4" wide. Call
492-8799.
COUCH & matching
chair. $30. Call 753-4416.
DINE= set: Colonial
style with four chairs
and forrnicia top. $100.
Phone 753-5971.
LARGE wood desk,
glass with top. Call
759-1223.
SEARS ColdspoL upright freezer, 23 cu. ft..
$125. 14' Coldspot refrigerator. $100. Call
437-4365.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer, only $6 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool.
753-0595.

REROSENE heaters:
12.300 BTU- $79 99:
16,000 BTU- $99.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris. TN.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
Immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield.
Ky. 502-247-7831.
LEAVES. LEAVES pick up those leaves
with a new' Lawn
Sweeper from Stokes
Equipment Co. 753-1319.
Industrial Rd.
•
MIXED hardwood. $20
rick you haul. Call
436-5439.
OAK firewood
Also,
have slab wood Phone
753-5476.

CRYTES Used Office
Furniture, 1016 Jeffer
son St., Paducah, KY.
442-4302. Desks, chairs,
19. Farm Equipment
files and much more
POLE buildings - Good quality used
30'x40'x9'eave, one furniture.
10'x8' end slider and one OVERWEIGHT. Just
walk door, painted steel plain fat? I have lost
roof and sides, com- 75Ibs No exercise no
pletely erected, tax drugs- no gimics.
included. $4,995. Other National Company, all
sizes available. Blitz nutritional products.
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428- 1.303-697-9501.
4009 KY 1-800-792-3498 POLE builders, Tar
IN.
mers, contractors.
'TIMBER wanted. A Build with D-Rib metal
national furniture mfg. roofing and siding from
wishes to purchase Davis Metal Sales. Inlocally, better quality formation/ free
white oak, red oak and brochure. 18004.420135,
walnut timber. Buying 1-800-222-7003.
.
large and small tracts. SEASONED firewood.
Atlantic Timber & Oak, hickory, mixed
Vanier. Box 518, hardwoods min, order Paducah, Ky. 502-443- 2 ricks- 530/rick de
7365 Ext. 422.
'
livered. For a full
measure • call John
20. Sports Equipment
Boyer at 753-0338
2 ANNIVERSARY 35/ STEEL buildings
magnum revolvers in 40x75x12... $3.14 sq. ft.,
rosewood display cases, 50x100x16... $2.87 sq. ft
never been fired. Also 60x100x16... $2.69 sq. ft.,
other anniversary guns, 70x100x14....$2.50 sq. ft.,
all collector items. Ser- 100x100x14... 52.39 sq. ft
ious inquiries only 753- Allied Steel
1.800-635
6048.
4141.
GOOSE & duck decory
WEST KENTUCKY
molds. Call 753-8744
HARDWOOD KILN 395after 5p.m.
5900.
MARLIN 30-30 leverac
WHIRLPOOL
tion rifle with 4X3Z
microwave oven, only
scope. 753-3454.
5,
1 per week. Rudolph
WO L school jackets, Goodyear. Whirlpool,
black/gold, red/wh753-0595.
ite, youth & adult.
Layaway for Christ- WOOD, $20 rock, you
mas. Also, school jer-'haul. Call 436-2261.
seys 81 license plates.
Fayes 753-7743, next to
DAILY GOLD &
Paglials.

22. Musical
OLD fashion upright
piano, was originally
Pianists Player piano.
Asking $225. Call 753-

CLEANING- Residential & business.
Guaranteed satisfaction. Low rates. Re- 9630.
ferences. Phone 75324. Miscellaneous
2487.
/ will keep & care for a 1000 SUNBEDS- Sunallady in my home in
Wolff. Save 50%. Call for
Hazel, experienced, Free catalogue &
good reference. Call wholesale pricing. Ex492-8510.
cellent Xmas gift or
NEED a reliable child- money maker. MX or
care person with plenty Visa- Call 1-800-228-6292.
of lovin space? Odd 02 4'x8' WOOD siding
hours accepted. Please $7.95. Mid -South
call 759-4104.
Wholesale Building; 342
WILL babysit, in my East Washington;
home. anytime. For Paris; 901-642-2552.
more information call 3000 PR.
Levi's, Lee's.
759-1737 after 7p.m. or Zena's for
entire family
before 10a.m.
mens size through 54,
WILL babysit day or shirt through size 4XL
night, in my home, in tall men, women's size
city.
a2114+_ie 753-8527.
through size 52. Large
roofing. car- inventory of Levi Benpentry and also install dovers. blouses and
fence. Call after sweaters at big savings.
5:
11. 489-2615.
Ladies diamond solitWrLL keep elderly lady aire rings at about half
needing personal care, what you would pay
in our home. Well elsewhere. Flowers
experienced. Good re- Clothing, 120 E.
ferences. Phone 753- Washington'. Parks,
'Tennessee.
5392.
WILL rake leaves. Call 30
FIBERGLASS
showers (slight
753-0019.
WILL slay with elderly. irregulars) $129.95.
days only. -Also, clean Mid-South Wholesale
houses. Good re• Building; 34'2 East

-49 oarn- mew or mow toren...F:4:4U 7811-34174,--yearly in salary &
benefits. Igterested?
Call 1-800-592-3961
(Ky.), 1-800-626-3374 or
502-753-1717 ask for Dick

10. Business Opportunity

aattin.gt

2562; Paris.
450 FT. 1x12 shop pine,
shelving or tater boxes,
40 cents a ft. 753-7477.
4 DUNLAP, Ground. Hog
Urea, 6 ply, 12-15 LT
with chrome spokes, ET
wheels, $350. 436-5405
after rio m.

Gold

Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today

409.25
407.20
2.05

Down

12x20 add-on, 1 or 2 BR,
1 bath, 10x20 screened
In porch, sun deck, very
nice. Call after 5p.m.
753-4178
1 4 x 7 0 1 9 7 7
CARROUSEL, central
heat & air, deck, 3 BR, 2
bath. Call 759-4754.
1975 12x60 ARBOR
mobile home, 2 BR,
excellent condition, new
carpet, washer & dryer
included. 759-9430 after
5 .m.
1981 14x60 Bucaneer, 2
BR, 1 bath, all furniture
8z appliances included.
Has many extras. Price
reasonable. 753-0809.
2- 12x65 trailer for sale.
See Brandon Dill at Dill
Electric 759-1577.
24x52, 3 BR, 2 bath_ No
reasonable offer refused. Call after 6p.m.
759-1868.
MOUSE trailer with 2
lots. 12x64. 85500. 5
miles north of Murray.
759-1354.
TRAILER .and lot near
Coldwater. Call
489-2611.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent •
2 B1 mobile home. 2
miles east.. of, Murray.
Call 753-0780.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished 'or
unfurnished. some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Murray. No pets. Call
.
489-2611

30. Business Rentals

RETAIL SPACE
FOR RENT
A Lot of Little Shops
(Under One Roof) in
SHOPPER'S MALL
(Formerly Wiggins
Furniture Bldg
2 Mies North of
Murray on Hwy 641
Rt 2 Murray, KY 42071

OPEN
Thurs -Fri.-Sat.
9 a.m to 5 p.m.
Sun. 12 to 5 p.m.

BUILDING

ideal for
retail business. 2400 sq.
ft Located near Tucker
T.V Sales. Call Artell
Tucker 753-4524.
COMMERCIAL office
spaces available now &
later, on 12th St. 2
offices or more. Coleman Real Estate 7539898

Office space for rent
on Court Square.
$150 a month
Month-to-month
Rental.

Call 753-1916
ext. 41
SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
Down

5.74
5.68
.06

Compliments of:

VERNON S PAWN SHOP
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
753 7113
buy Gold, Silver 8, Diamonds
We loan money on anything of Value
Hours: 10 6 Doily, Closed Sunday
W,'

I wish to express my
sincere thanks & appreciation for your continued
support in the Murray City
School Board Election.
Sincerely,
Doris Cella

-•••

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6, len

CLASSIFIEDS
30. Business Rentals

34. Houses for Rent

41. Public Sales

GOING business for
lease- or office space for
rent. Call Coleman Real
Estate k Property
Management. Call- 753-

2 BR. 2 bath, partially
furnished house. No
pets. $200 ,per month
plus $200 deposit. References required. 753.
t
house, large living
room, 1 1/2 baths. No
pets. Deposit. Call 7538081.
4 BR, I 1/2 bath house,
central gas heat, appliances, month to
month rental $375. 5 BR
3 bath house, central
gas heat, appliances,
month to month rental
$600. Call 753-4186, if no
answer leave mess e.
LARGE remodeled
house, 1004 Math. $325
monthly. Yearly lease.
deposit. Carpet. Central
H/A. Stove, refrigerator, freezer furnished
Would sell. 759-1265.
MCE 3 BR. 2 bath
Also, 2 BR duplex.
central heat/air, appliances furnished.
$300/up. Coleman Real
Estate 753-94998.
RICE 3 BR brick, neatUniversity $325 plus
deposit. Call after 4p.m
753-1513.

ITN All- breeda,Boar and
Gilt sale, show at lp.m.
Sale at 6p.m.. for 5
breeds. Saturday Nov.
8th Gibson County
Fairgrounds, Trenton,
Tn

32. Apts for Rent
1 & 2 BEDROOM apts.
near downtown Murray.
Call 753-4109, 762-6650.
1 BR apt. 1 block from
University. Deposit &
rent $150 per month.
Call 753-3415 until 5p.m.
after 5p.m. 753-7123.
1 BR apt., stove. refrigerator & water furnished, in the county.
Call 753-5410 or 753-6458.
BEDROOM apt. Close
to shopping center &
city park. Deposit and
$150 per month. Call
489-2741.
2 BEDROOM duplex
with central heat and
air, outlet for washer &
dryer. No pets. Deposit
reautred. 753-e741
2 BR apt., nice
neighborhood, appliances furnished, carpeted.
$245 per month Call
759-4406.
3 ROOMS, bath, furnished or unfurnished,
125 /ug.s.3 BR
fownhouSe. central
heat/air, appliances
furnished. Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898.
DUPLEX, new 3 BR,
double carport, appliances furnished,
central heat/air. Close
to campus. Call 753-5114
or 7537947.
EXTRA nice 2 BR apf.
in residential area.
dryer hook-up. Lease &

37. Livestock-Supplies
SIMMENTAL and
Slmbrah bulls. Performande- & semen
tested. Excellent quality. $850 & up. Cadiz
Ky. 522-8794.
E Paddock Horse
Center now open- boarding, riding lessons,
Indoor arena. 2 miles
from Murray. Professional service. 7594408.

ri
ut depositrired.
i

roommate
share furnished house.
Reasonable expenses.
References required dr
given. Call 759-4611.
FURNISHED apartments, 1 or 2 BR's. No
children. No petsZimmerman Apts. S.
16th St. 753-6600.
FURNISHED or unfurnished, 1 BR garage
apt. 404 S. 8th St. $150 a
month, $100 deposit
Water furnished. 7535845 until 2:30. Immediate occupancy.
MUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
NOW renting 1 & 2 BR
apts. at Embassy, Cardinal & College Farm
Rd. Apts. Call 753-3530.
?AKflcG applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin. Ky
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
EE room furnished
apt. $125 month. Inquire
Almo Heights Restaurant 5a.m.-10p.m,
34. Houses for

Rent

2-3 BEDROOM house,
307 North 7th. $175 per
month. Call 753-2475.

38. Pets-Supplies
ENGLISH Setter pup.
champion bloodlines
$125 Call 753-0919
41. Public Sales

Depression
Glass Sale
-

Over 800
Pieces at
Kuba Grocery
Hwy. 303
Sat., Nov. 8th
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
382-2208
5 PARTY
GARAGE
SALE

Yard Sale
411 N. 18th St.
Fri. Nov. 7
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Children & adult
clothes, variety of
sizes, misc. items,
Honda
Champ
motor scooter,
10-spd. bike.

COUNTRY
CRAFT &
YARD SALE
Sat. Nov. 9
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Hwy. 94 East, 4
miles out. Look
for signs. Some
antiques
collectibles.

-3 PARTY
YARD SALE
1633 Hamilton
Sat. Nov. 8
9 a.m
No early sales.
Clothes, household
items, old furniture, stove-like
new, 2 sinks.

6 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.
2216
Edinhosough
Something
for everyone

Garage
Sale

Thurs. & Fri. 7-5

N. 641 edge
city limits,
see signs
Kids & adult clothing
all sizes, glassware,
small tent, bicycles,
lots of odd things

Public Auction
Sat. Nov. 8th, 1986 at 10 a.m. at the Dan
Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky.
From Fulton, Ky. take 94 East to Lynn
Grove, Ky. From Mayfield take 121 toward
Murray take 1836 South at Coldwater, Ky.
From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Lynn
Grove, Ky. Watch for auction signs.
Will sell a large lot of glass & china - a
Private Collection of kerosene lamps - Dew
Drop & Petal Finger 41 & 2 - turkey foot 41
lamp - 41 Band rib lamp - several other 41
& 2 finger kerosene lamps - miniature
cranberry bulleye - Cosmo lamp mix &
match 42 lamp - some oil lamps dated 1882
& 1883 & 1910 & 1911 - Cobalt Blue Finger
lamp - wicker bassinet - old oak wardrobe
-.miniature Wild Turkey decanter in boxes
- press cut long stem glasses - fancy hull pitcher- glass bridal basket with lattice work
base holder - glass rolling pin - small
perserve stand - white china pitcher - footed
mustard jar - pink & white W.S. George Pitcher - Morning Glory & Basket Weave pitcher - light blue grape pitcher- light blue
& white apricot pitcher - stone grape pitcher
- deer & pond stone pitcher - opalancene
vinegar crute • Alice in Wonderland cookie
jar - American sweetheart monax - egg
shell opalance • yellow cabbage rosiltplate
& bowl - banana bowl - berry set - Baltimore
pear sugar & creamer with butter dish thousand eye powder dish with silver
overlay - Lance cookie jar- pink & green
depression - Fenton pieces - old McCoy tea
pitcher - Shawnee Hull Pottery - Hicey candle holders - old wall telephone - wall coffee grinder - large copper pot - old money
- 8-day kitchen clock - oak office desk - old
quilts & tops - bedroom suite - electric stove
& ref. 2-10 H.P.A.C. lawn tractor with snow
blower - front blade rear tiller - carpenter
tools - 12" Craftsman table saw - Craftsman
wood lathe - B&D rotary cutter - belt sander_
- elect. planer - large vise - anvil - drill
motors - circle saw - hammers - wrenches
- brace & bits - screwdrivers - tapes & chalk
line - nice SUM chain saw- 1977 Chevy Van,
p.s., p.b. - 1978 T-Bird, 2 door - 1977 Stick
Skylark,4 door, potver & air - Massey tractor with front cultivator - 12x50 House
Trailer 2bedroom 1 bath -12)035 2 bedroom
2 bath - wood home heater -,two-2 wheel
trailers- deep freeze. Many other items not
or-sidee:-Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available 435-4144.

Dan Miller- Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 0112A1
Terry Paschall & Darrell BedIEW
Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
4 mi. S. from Big
John's on 641.
Car bed-baby, childrens
toys, high chair &
jumper, childs rocker,
sm. appliances, golf
clubs, tools, old tires,
shot gun, fishing equip.

5 Party
Yard Sale
Saturday 7 a.m.-?
Clothes, household
items, glassware,
appliances
and
antiques.
Blakely Grocery
Building at
Stella.

Murray Ledger & Times

44. Lots for Sale
2-"Atittn, miles out 04
East 1 acre wooded, 1
acre cleared. Call 7591223.
3/4 ACRE lot with well,
septic tank k access to
city water. Located on
641 4-lane hwy. near
Almo. For information
call 753-9819
45. Farms for Sale
16 ACRES more or less.
Cherry CoNers- trailer
house, big block well
an
add-on Call 7594125
46. Homes for Sale
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath
home on 15 acres east of
Murray for sale or trade
for home in Murray.
Phone 436-5574
7 ROOM white frame
house Newly painted.
Rugs and paneling, new
cold and hot water
tanks. 1 bath. Plenty of
shade. Good garden,
five out buildings. Loe.
ted 1/4 mi. South Hazel
on 641. $20.000. Phone
642-8269.
sale or trade- 2-3
BR brick, approx. 1 AC
lot near Ky. Lake. 'Will
consider mobile home
as trade-in Theresa at
Roberts Realty 753-1651.
OLDER two story, eighf
room home, located at
1105 Main St. Sits on a
80x380 ft. lot. To see call
753-3642 day 753-5738
night. Has all kinds of
possibility.

roR

4 9 . Used Cars
1974 FORD LTD. good
condition, $500 Call
759-9698.
1976 MERCURY Monarch. Price reduced $800.
Call 753-5063 alter 5 pm.'
1977 CADILLAC Sedan
Devine, white, $2500
Call 489-2802 after 8 .m.
1977 CHEVRO ET
Monte Carlo, extra
clean
Call after
4:30p.m. 753-3662. .
1977 FORD Grenada, 4
door. 48,000 actual
miles, $1350 Call 7539873
1977 LTD Ford Landau.
loaded, 65000 miles. one
owner. Call 489-2288
after 5p.m
1977 PLYMOUTI1
Volare, T-top, new tires.
loaded. $1550 or best
offer. Call 436-5360.
1978 CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic 305.
cruise, ac, ps, pb. 4
door. Great condition
Call 901-247-5330.
19/8 NOVA. 6 cylinder,
well taken care of. Call
436-2824.
1978 TOYOTA Corolla,
straight shift, dependable. 2 snow tires
included, $1000. Phone
435-4366 after 50 m.
1980 DODGE Mirada 2
door, ps, pb, air, tilt.
AM-FM stereo, cruise,
48.000 miles, $2675 Call
759-1354.
1981 CUTLASS 4-door
1983 Plymouth Reliant
Your choice. $1795.
753-4389 or 753-1376 after

Sp m.

4 7 . Motorcycles

1982 REGENCY, dove
1984 YAMAHA 225 DXL grey, loaded with ex3-wheeler, very good tras, extra clean. $5500.condition. 753-9593 or Call 753-1389.
1984 CADILLAC
753-5308.
1984 YZ 125. excellenf Fleetwood Brougham,
condition. Call after white, moon roof.
frelegance trim, local
5p.m. 753-3749,
,oc miles. See at
186 SUZUKI 230 Quad car. 38,x,
Sport 4-wheeler, good Jim White Motor Sales
on Sycamore St.,
condition. 753-5484.
1986 YAMAHA Tra Z50. Murray
excellent condition Call '73 PINTO wagon, block
blown As is $200 -'or part
492-8467 after 5p.m
- CHRIS'S Motorcycle out Call 753-6724 after
Salvage & Repair. -Call 5p.m.
75 MONTF: Carlo.
474-2313.
1-10NDA 200 4-wheeler, silver with burgundy
$780 Phone 489-2705 top. mag wheels, good
running condition. $575.
after 3.30p.m
Call 437-4607.
2T-175 YAMAHA. 1981
'77 T BIRD local car,
Call 759-4593.
real nice, 77,000 actual
miles, new tires, priced
4 9 . Used Cars
to sell. Call 759,9541
1973 VW Beetle Limited after 5p.m.
Edition. A 1 condition.
753 - 97 1 0. 1 500
Look Cles
Canterbury. $1995
1474 CHEVY Caprice
Classic. 66.000 actual
miles. good dependable
transporation. 492-8224
ask for Mike.
1974 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, excellent body.
mechanically good.
Also. 4 chrome custom
Chrysler wheels Call
759-4011.
1974 FORD Maverick,
good dependable work
car, $350 fiAin Call
247-3594 after 3p.m.

Need Car
Good, Bad,
No Credit
No. Int.
Bankrupt
We carry the note
Call Sammy

s

/ 753-6448 c.,"

NOTICE

52 Boats-Motors
49. Used Cars
DSLRFER'80 MODEL Chrysler TAI
Cordoba, cruise, air, Sailrider U Great for
$1500 Call 753-0370 after beginners Buy it this
week for $250 Call
5p.m.
751-8087
80 PONTIAC Sunbird
hatchback, Ps, pb, air, 53. Services Offered
rear defrost & tilt
Phone 4892804.
Irrigation Residential
CAN you buy Jeeps
CAMPBELL WELL
'Cars *4x4's seized in
DRILLING
drug raids for under
McKenzie Tri
$100? Call for facts
Cell Collect
today! (615)269-6701
901 362 3671 0,
Ext 259.
901 352 5704
Free Estimates
COLLEeTTBLE '69
Buick Skylaiic con
2 MEN want to do yard
vertible. -Also, '73 Old
Smobile convertible to work Tree trimming.
removal of nwanted
be restored. 753-7185.
FOR sale- 1977 white trees & shrubbery, mow
Cadillac Coupe DeVille, yards, light hauling &
CB, leather seats and wood fgr sale. Free
all the extras Above estimates 753-0680 or
average condition Can 759-1683.
be seen at 1902 ALL type masonry
work. block, brick,
Gatestiorough from
concrete, driveways,
1 5p.m.- Mon.-Fri.
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
50. Used Trucks
chimneys or chimney
1967 3/4 TON Ford repair
25 years extruck, runs good. Call
perience Free es489-2291 after 6p m timates. Call Charles
weekdays.
Barnett 753-5476
1974 INTERNATIONAL
APPLIANCE
1600 Load Star 2 ton
SERVICE. Kenmore,
dump. Can be used for
Westinghouse,
lumber or .grain truck.
Whirlpool 25 years
Excellent condition.
experience. Parts and
$2500. 759-1354. '
4
service. Bobby Hopper.
1976 CJ-5 JEEP, good Bob's Appliance Serconditick new tire & vice, 202 S. 5th St.
wheel,ew vinyl top. Business 753-4872, 43Eheaders, etc. 753-5484.
5848 Lnomei
1977 CJ -5 GOLDEN
Eagle Jeep, 11900. 1966
Personal care
Buick. $275. C11 4362 6 1 0 or 4 3 6 - 5 8 3 0
and home for
an irne
elderly person.
197 FORD S.W.B. 4wheel drive. Call 345Call 492-8879
2032.
197.8 FORD Van.
customized. 53,000
miles. 4- 9" aluminum APPLIANCE repairextra wide wheels with washers- dryers multi mile tires, price refrigerators, rangesnegotiable 753-248-0 air cond. George Hodge
& Son, 10 Dixieland
after 5p.m.
'75 CHEVROLET shopping Center 7534669
pickup with fiberglass
camper top. Call 753- APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
4039 or 753-0868.
Tappan, Kelvirtator and
81 F-350 FORD L.A.B..
Brown. Service on gas
ps, pb. air, 4-speed.
and electric ranges,
300-6 cyl.. new Michelin
microwaves. distires, 11 ft. steel bed,
hwashers, re56,000 miles. Murray
frigerators, etc. Earl
Bait Co. 94 East.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753'85 BRONCO II, red, 5341.
auto., air, AM•FM
CARPET installation.
cssette, 1 owner, 85,000 professional
service'.
miles. Call Keith Also repairs. SatisfacWilliams 753-7275.
tion guaranteed. Glenn
Bebber 759-1247.
Campers
5 1
CONTRACTOR- car197 CHEVY Scottsdale pentry. painting. Big or
4-wheel drive truck, small we do it an.
needs. some repairs. Quality work done for
$1750. Call 753-4186. if no less. Free estimates.
answer leave message.
489-2663.
31 FT. Airstream, rear D&G Builders. Exbath, center twins, perienced builders of
awning all round, ex- houses, garages &
cellent condition inside storage buildings. Call
& out. Phone 753-0114.
474-8000.
COLEMAN pop-up DRIVEWAYS. white
camper. sleeps 6. $1200 rocked or graveled.
Call 753-0456 or 753-8129.
Also, top soil. Call
REDUCED to sell- 26 - 753-1537.
Coachman 5th-wheel PENCE sales at Sears
Murray Bait Co. 753- now. Call Sears 753-2310
5693.
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973.
nights 474-2276.
GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience Roofing St
painting. indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No job
to small. 474-8057
GREENhouses: patios.
decks, additions. remodeling, energy saving homes. Contracted
or hourly. Solar Home
Builder, Tripp Williams
753-0563.

The burning of leaves within the City of Murray is prohibited by State Law KRS 229.033-401 ,
KAR 63.005.
The Division of Air Pollution Control's Regulation prohibits all leaf burning in cities with
population greater than 8,000.
Cooperation from the citizens of Murray will
be greatly appreciated.
Violators may be subject to citation and fine.
James R. Hornbuckle
Fire Chief

Yard Sale
Fri. 8-4
Sat. 8-2:30
1701 Magnolia
Antique iron baby
bed, antique vases,
antique clock, large
selection of Coke
memorabilia,
clothes and day
bed.
43

SONY
Now available at McKee Supply in Paris! Yes'Sony...The Most
Respected Name In Electronics Will Be Offered At Super Special
Savings During A 2 Day Event At McKee Supply.

Real Estate

FOR sale or lease 26,000 sq. ft. under roof.
Farmington. Ky. on
Hwy. 121. 247-7201.
3 3/4 ACRES in back of
Grove Heights Subdivision. No restrictions. 5
miles out on East 04
Hwy. Nice wooded lot,
city water, meter
already in. Priced to
sell. Moving out of town.
Call 759-4567.
157 ACRE country home,
3800 sq. ft., swimming
pool, 4 stall horse barn,
pond, fenced yard.
Century 21 Buddy
Adams 502-781-2672.
kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a -wide selection of
quality homes • in the
city & in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
-733:1722 for eafileOtT87
.competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy
aymen s
rent'
are less! 2 or 3 BR
homes. 0 3'1
, down
payment available
Coleman Real Estate
753•4898

Trinitron TV

Camcorders
From Under $1,000.00

Big Screens

Sony TV's
Starting At $339.00
Sony Representatives Will Be On Hand Friday & Saturday, Nov.
7th & 8th To Demonstrate All The Latest Models.

2
DAYS
ONLY
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McKEESUPPLY CORP.
1109 N Market Street Paris Tennessee 38242
Phone (901)642-3352

2
DAYS
ONLY

53

Services Offered

NEED work on your
trees' We can beautify
your yard by toping.
shaping, dead•wooding
or removing dead or
diseased trees For
satisfaction call the
proven professionals at
Bover's Tree Service 753-0338. The competition knows us- you
should too.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing.. fencing. You
name it, I do it You
buy. I install. You
break. I fix Call 4362868-evenings

SMALL
CARPENTRY
JOBS

753-9440
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Etarnhill..753 -2674.
Stella, Ky.

4-1 Fireplace and
Gas Repair. Chimney
Cleaning, Masonary
Work, Damper, Hood
and Firebox Repair

753-0953

TREE WORK
Corn
plete removal, topping,
trimming, stumps
mechanically removed
Larry
Experienced
W000 753 0211
WET BASEMENT? We.
make wet basements
dry Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
structton Co Rt 2, Box
409A, . Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 4.12 7026
WINIERJZE your
home storm windows,
attic ventilation, in
SUlating, flue

in

spections, heat tapes
Satisfaction guaran
teed, free estimates
489-2663.
56 Free Column
FREE Collie mixed
puppies, well marked
Call 474-8856 after 6p m
FREE to good home- /
yr. old part Shepherd dr
Collie, male Nice pet
Call 489-2275 after 5p m

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER

20

YEARS

EXPERIENCE

bOLID WOOD CABINETS
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oelr • Walnut • Cherry •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET'TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE
REFRRSHING
COMPETITIVE Mtn Drop By I Sots Our Display
•

• 409 Sunbury Circle

753-5940•

ATTENTION
Do you drink eight glasses of water
each day?
WHY NOT?
*Bad Odor 'Bad Taste
'High Clorine Content
Let us solve your water problems
economically.
For Free Trial Call 753-0967 1

Thanks to all the
people who supported
me in the School
Board Election.
If you have any
concerns talk to me

VERNON

Gantt

Last winter's skirt won't button?
Slacks just a little too tight?

Loose Inches Effortlessly
on our toning tables
* Wolff Suntan Bed

• ai,irni.a

6taid
753-7737

SERVICE CO.

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops- sinkspanels. custom made
vanities. Free Est. 7539400.
EiSUtATION blown in
by Sears TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call'-`Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
JOINER'S complete
tree service. 32 yrs.
experience. Also.
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0386.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753-7203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair.
leveling, underpinning.
roofs, floors, .plumbing.
wiring, hurricane
straps. 759-4850.
PAINTIN.C- =- Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential. Free eatimates. References. 25
--y-ears
ce,
Tremon Farris 759-1987

WI Rake
Leaves
From Your Yard
Call 753-6481

OnutYis

ALUMINUM
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey
753-0689

53 Services Offered
ROOFING, Siding,
Concrete work, Additions, Painting,
General Carpentry
P A Molony
753-8628
Free Estimates

Dixieland Center

AUCTION!
Saturday, November 8th

10:00 A.M.
Location: J Howard Nash Sales Office. formerly Old B
& W Equipt. Bldg. Only 5 miles'of Dover, 24 of Clarksville
on U.S. 79.
Bankrupt: 16 Ft. Bass boat, 90 h.p. Mariner motor. drive
on valor. 10 Repossessed vehitles, 1466 IN tractor, chisel
plow, 4 other smell tractors.
Consignments Welcome
BOGARD AUCTION COMPANY
Firm lic. 45

Dover, Tenn. 615-232-5150
Clarksylle, Tenn. 615-645-7755
Announcement day of sale wil have precedence over
printed matter
Auctioneer: Ed Bogard. k. 548

KING'S
CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, Nov. 9th
1 to 5 p.m.
at both King's locations
King's Flowers
1st & Broadway
King's Antiques
15th & Broadway
Mayfield,. KentuckySpecial CIO Discounts,
Door Prizes. & Free Refreshments

• ••
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1407 Main St.
753-4682

We Accept
Food Stamps

Order Your

Prices Good
11-06-86 Thru
11-12-86

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Cluanitites

COW.3IE
94
3E-"COCOCl.
RICOalleDIDAEffitael1Titcf•T•IMV11114-1

Pit Baked Ham,
BBO Shoulder,
Turkey & Dressing,
Baked or Smoked Turkeys
for Thanksgiving

28th
Corn Oil

Morton House

$4

CRISCO

48 02

29

&ma

Charmin or White Cloud
4 Roll Pkg.

TOILET TISSUE....9r

6
5 $1

99
'PIE CHERRIES 17 0,89

t

BEEF STEW...24 bz.
H yde Park Red Sour Pitted

Register For...

Hyde Park Frozen 12 Oz.

28 Baskets
of Groceries
2 Tickets to the UK
Basketball Game
of your choice
2 Reserved Seat
Tickets to each
MSU Home Games

Gold Medal Plain or Self Rising

FLOUR
Ronco Reg. or Thin 7 Oz.

/

SPAGHETTI

Morton House with Beans

CHILI

15 Oz.

59

Lb. Box 39

Sue 134 Oz.

1
49
$

BROTH.3/
CHICKEN
wee
i
S
C
Pet Evaporated
72 Oz

Hyde Park Whole or Jelled

CAKE MiX.
787,,
oz.
•
COCONUT

-

CranberrySAUCE
Packer's Pride Cherry

89

21 Oz.

EAPPLE

MILK
CRACKERS

20 0

8 Pk. 160z.

PEPSI & With '5 Purchase
PEPSI PRODUCTS. . . $159

1
Lb. 59

f lav-o-rich Whole

$ 89

Dromedary Diced or

-11

ice

79

PIMENTO
APPLE SAUCE 3/$1

Gal.

.
40

Musselman's 16 Oz.

Field
s 1 Lb

twia-s Boneless Kentuckian

WEINERS
FRANKS

MUSHROOMS..

l'9

89
79

Gal.

Dole Crushed, Chuck or Sliced

pg

PEPSI &
PEPSI PRODUCTS

Field

Hyde Park Stems & Pieces

2% MILK

2 Liter

Merit Saltine

PIE FILLING

PRIZES
Prairie Farms

Angel Flaked 14

MILK

MANY OTHER

Betty Crocker

Colonial Dark Brown,
Light Brown or Powdered

SUGAR

ORANGE JUICE....69°

or

HAM

BEEF
Lb

Field's Boneless Kentuckian

$ 1 39

HAM

Fields 1 Lb

Florida Gold Pure 64 Oz

BOLOGNA

ORANGE JUICE....99

Field's 1 Lb

$2
89
Lb

Lb

$

Field's

39

Lb
Whole $279

Finest

BAKED HAM
$

BACON

$42
Lb

79
Fields Cooked or Flame Brown

Lb
trim nw

HAM

6 Oz Pk

Kraft 7 Oz.

MARSHMALLOW
CREAM

59
$259
ICE CREAM
4 $279
DRESSING....80..
Bryer's Y2 Gal.

U.S.Cr.orce
Western Grain Fed
Boneirsb

U.S. Choice
Nestern Grab) Fed

U.S. Cnoitt
Extro L.,.

T-BONE
STEAK

GROUAID
CHUCK

SIRLOIN
TIP ROAST

$ 1 49

$ 1 99

Hidden Valley Thousand Island

L

Owen's Bt, -r Si„ .

SLAB
I BACON
3-4 Lb Plj

Lb
$ 12
9

.t

PRODUCE +aide
I

Alevc, Crop Florida

ORANGES
, U S No 1 Idaho Baking

POTATOES
F..ne y Head

LETTUCE
(,()Iden Ripe
BANANAS
I arge 14 Size

BROCCOLI
(I S No 1 Russet

‘POTATOES
•

New Crop Florida Pink

GRAPEFRUIT

•

4044

'13 STEW MEAT
29
SIRLOIN TIP STEAK
49
MINUTE STEAKS
3 '1°
99 GROUND BEEF
79 TURKEY
aelP 7 SAUSAGE

$

5 Lb Bay
Lb

U S Choice
Western Grain Fed Boneless

I;

Lb

(10 16 LbsI Lb

Hoy Country

$399

$219
CHEESE
$239
97c BBQ BEEF
89c BOLOGNA
Ribv

$329
Lb

SWISS

Hyde Park Self Bastmy w Tender Timer

YViki,gm s

$39.0
r

BAKED HAM

Lb
Owen's Best Family Pack 34 Lb Pky

5 Lb

i)

Owen's Famous

Extra Lean

I 1)5s

()VVC/I

49 BAKED HAM

Owen's Best

s298

Eckrich All Modt

255

79$
I Li)2
$1
Lb
kof

Deli Made

cnt_F SL.4W

Pt

Fleming-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture 11, Appliance -

LA-Z-DOY
Reclining
Modular
Group
Build the Group
To Fit Your Needs

STOREWIDE
Savings Up To 50%
on Famous Name Brands: La-Z-Boy - Broyhill - Thomasville - Brookwood - Marclay
Lane - Zenith - G.E, - Whirlpool - Amana - American Drew - Sealy & More.
Bedroom - Dining Room - Living Room - Occasional - Bedding - TVs - Appliances
*Not AN Merchandise Available At All Locations

Flornloog

permits'',

MAW,

flromt••••&

A gre4

Store Noyes:
1409 S. Main, Benton
305 N. Mein, Denton
Monday -Saturart 4:004:00
57714119
' 327-3401
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LARGEST SELECTION OF GE TOP OF THE LINE MAJOR APPLIANCES

Ct
VitiowAvE
$ 1 '1

Model JVM59
Replaces Eckisting range hood
Built-in esePtaust fan with
cooktoorght Electronic
touch Ipornfols Time Cook
uptogern,m.lOcu ft oven
Z.
cavity

SPACEMAKER
Microwave Oven
Regular $659

Sale

• 3u0g ,dy I, ent4!minj su!66%-Aairam* * uotuag-BuRue

*uo4uee-bu!Lue

Fleming -Benton * * * Kelley-Wiggins Furniture & Appliance

Sale

549

$

3=1--•••10.•

Regular $749
-

Large Capacity
Regular $2049

Sale $

1 599

IR
Regular $479

99

Sale

411116
1

79

Model TFX24FH

Sale $3

Built-in compartment door for
instant access to inner shelf
23 5 Cu ft side-by-side
refrigerator with 8 57 cu ft
freezer 3 adjustable glass
shelves Textured doors
Sealed Moist N Fresh high humidity pans Cool 'N Fresh
lower humidity pan Dispenses
crushed ice, cubes and water

Heavy Duty

Regular $399

Sale

Model- TBX18S H
capac,
'.
• • ,..-- quIpped
• ,cerra.p,

329

she'.ec
T w:n
Sr
3wIch

•

*mitt
Reguiar$3329
Sale

binAlrOVIR
Reguior 5479

sale

01 cu it

Lclv
0,•.,
ro.;

$369

Model WWA5600G
Two cycles—regular and
permanent press Three
wash/ rinse temperature
combinations with energysaving cold water selections
Soak cycle

Model DDE5300G
4 cycles including permanent
press, knits 3 drying selections Durable porcelain
enamel finish drum Removable up-front lint filter

MORE THAN b PRODUCT
MO
.
:1el J BSOW
Rotary infinite heat surface
unit controls. Tilt-lock
Calrod• surface units.
Removable oven door. Fullwidth storage drawer.

Written Warranty Protection
Prompt, Reliable Service
G.E. Answer Center Service

.. —
•
•
—

G.E. WE BRNG GOOD THINGS TO LIFE!

Fleming-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture & Appliance -

VdthrrGSDIS000"--Temperature Sensortystirm
10-year full warranty on
PermaTyt* tub and door liner
(ask for details). 2-level wash
action. Energy saver dryind
option.

Fleming-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture & Appliance

Furniture & Appliance - FlemingFleming-Benton* **Kelley-Wiggins Furniture IL Appliance - Fleming-Benton* * *KoIley-Wiggins

Bring a Friend & Share
The Savings

Recliners it
Wall Savers

2

Recliners for1
Low Price

Lux unous Wall Saver or P,
has eklra deep seat and pillow tack

•

.vo

Be Arranged
Fleming-Benton* * *KeNey-Wiggins Furnitere

Bold contemporary Wall Saver. •
or Rocker Recliner with plush
channel stitched back softly.
contoured arms and densely
comfort cuShionecl seat.

Appliance -

4

Erig on comfort and SavibpS'
Crlannel back Wall Saver or
- Rocker Recliner with pillow
SOft arms, thick seat and lush
Shirred fabric detailing

Fleming-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture & Appliance - nemi

1:1

Fleming-Banton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture 1, Appliance - Fleming-Benton* * *ItsIlley-Wiggies
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Now .Color TVs.
and Video Recorders
in
Stereo Dunn This

14
1
1.
II

, . 1;,

Super aving $ALE
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Seillt,
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Computer
Closeout on
• All 1986 models
at
REGULAR
DEALER
COST

25" Diagonal
Color TV's$
As Low As

Space Command
"Remote Controt
WORKS TV & VCR

398
369

Remote Control
Video Recorders$
As w As

kik
Low
Price
FLoorwAAss
raditional tufted
ck. as comfotable
it is stylish.

$449
If you can't use 2, bring a friend
nnd share the savings!

Over 250 la-Z-Boy'
Recliners
All 2 for 1 Priced
For5699

Mon-sized
comfort in o
plush corduroy
casual. Wish
o lufkalar_;L
a rOlt-Orms

"Danbury"
Reclina-Rocker recliner
-chair has
'
Reclirio,Roacer
deeply podded bocic seat and
orms for modem comfort

Fleming-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture & Appliance -

Richly tufted troditIonal chair

odds distinction to your - disicoF

Fleming-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Funtitvre & Appliance- Flemi

Fleming-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture 11. Appliance - Fleming-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture L Appliance - Fleming-Bent

0

2 incliners, 2 armless,
1 pie, sleeper optional
Regular $2699
pale
•

. _..„,

,

MID

ine Wr

VW/ ,,ter/ ir sew

,
irS,'

Country Casual
t
Sofa, Regular

111

S699

Love Seat, Regular

Sam
5599

'399
$349
Sale

111
11=1.•

0
•

a

0
5
0

sit
LOIN

Seat Regular '699 Sale

I

4A

Fleming-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture L Appliance -
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Over SO Dining Room
Suites & Dinettes by
Broyhill, Thomasville, Pulaski
Chromecraft, Cochrane & More
at 1 /2 What You Would
Expect To Pay For Cherry
Dining Elegance

Table, 6 Chairs & China
Natural honey pine with
extensive carving on —
china and chairs.
Regular $1299

Brass, Glass & Wood
Contemporary Dining
Table & 4 Chairs

Regular $395

All-Wood Game Table
& 4 Chairs on Casters
Regular $699

Sale

Fleming-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture & Appliance •

Fleming-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture & Appliance

Flemi
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•

Muting-Benton* * *Kelley-Wiggins Furniture

Fleming Rent

Bedding------

•

0

Queen Sire
Regular S1499

Sale

3

210

iith Century Cher
By Thomasville...American Drew
Stanley .Sumter

*Wall Bed Not Exactly As Shown

Reduced
Up To

The lovely silk.screened no,sa appliques and warm Country Pine
linisn on
this beautiful bedroom combine to give you a graceful group
Mat will add
style and co•nforl to your decor Constructed of tread and wood prOdyCle.
this triple paaper. landscape minor, and four drawer chest, and panel
bed is
at a great value this wee* during Our special sale •Come and see fs, yourself
the exceptional value in Itus cozy bedroom Now at remediable savings!

Bedroom Suite
All wood, 4-piece
Dresser, mirror, chest
and headboard
itenutor 31149

Sale $499

Uedroorn Suite
4-piece dresser, mirror,
chest and headboard
Regular $599

•

Aro.

t

Add a touch ofclassic comfort to any sitting room with this charming day bed
Tubufar steel frame ha,durable,chip-resistant white enamel finish, cast irone
connect?",and brass rioted finialson each post Sur& construction and elegant miltng.
. Offers elegant seating k Jay and Lomforrab.le sleeping at LI ight
• • - -

•

Doy Bed Complete with rails
& link springs
Regular $399

,

sok $229
•

Sale 379

ea

